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B.G. Weather
Today

CITY

CAMPUS
The University is hoping
to gets its computers ready
for the 20th century by the
turn of the century.

President Clinton's visit
was a chance for Bowling
Green to show what it was
made of.

The men's soccer team
finished its preseason with
a 3-0 victory against
Cleveland State.
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Sunny and clear
most of the day. as
clouds roll in later
in the evening.

SPORTS

Bowling Green, Ohio
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M:Low80s
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Mostly cloudy
during the day.
starting to cool in
the evening.

Hi:Lo 80s

Lo:Hi 50s
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Whistle Stop
Clinton tour Local crowd
stops in BG enjoys visit
Amy Johnson and Brandon Wray
The BCNews

"Will you help for 70 more days? And for four
more years?"
President Clinton asked these questions Monday
evening when he stepped out of the "21st Century
Express" to address thousands and thousands of
spectators.
The Clinton entourage was Introduced to the "agricultural and industrial heartland" by Representitive Marcy Kaptur. Ohio hero Senator John
Glenn spoke just before the President and highlighted the role of his state In the President's victory in 1992. Ohio was the state that put Clinton
qver the top at the Democratic convention and in
the general election that year.
Clinton in turn thanked Glenn for his years of
service in government and the space program.
"John Glenn has worked hard to end nuclear proliferation" Clinton said."His hard work is one of
the reasons that today no nuclear warheads are
aimed at the children of the United States."
Clinton was visibly impressed with the scene
that greeted him in Bowling Green. Signs of all
shapes, sizes and sayings such as "Our President
Cares for Kids" and "Hill Bill We Love You Still"
welcomed the President with a giant American
flag waving in the background.
But there were plenty of other signs questioning
and doubting Clinton's promises such as "Illegal
Immigrants For Clinton" and "Pot Smokers for
Clinton." Chants of "Four More Years" and "We
Want Bill" started as Clinton began his 1996 Democratic political campaign address to the people of
Bowling Green and surrounding areas. Clinton
added that his report to Hillary would be "You
should have seen that crowd in Bowling Green!"
Traveling through the "heartland" to Chicago,
Clinton said he Is able to see the people that he has
been working for for the last four years.
"It bothered me that the economy was stagnant
and there were too many blue-collar workers," he
said in reference to the state of the country when
he took office four years ago. "Unemployment was
up, crime was up and I have been and will continue
to work hard to give hope, direction and progress
to American life."
Perhaps taking a cue from the Republican platform, Clinton mentioned families and children
often in his speech. Clinton added that the days of
the 21st Century will be the best for children to
live their dreams and to open up so that everyone
can come together no matter the race or religion.
See SPKCH, page *■

Amy Johnson
The BGNews

At approximately 7:30 p.m. Monday evening,
more than 20,000 people of Wood County and surrounding areas welcomed President Bill Clinton to
Ohio.
Screeching to a halt on the tracks along Wooster
Street, first daughter Chelsea Clinton waved and
greeted the crowd of spectators on the caboose of
the 13-car 21st Century Express with a banner
overhead reading "On the Right Track for the 21st
Century."
After giving his address the President stepped
off the train to shake hands and meet the people of
Bowling Green.
Xia Xu, a resident of Bowling Green, received an
autograph when she leaned out and gave her hat to
Clinton.
"I can't believe it," Xu said. "I feel like I've won
the Super Lotto!"
Lacey McDonald, 11, daughter of Debbie and
Dennis McDonald of Weston, won the poster
contest and met the President inside his train car.
"I'm really excited but nervous," McDonald said
before she met the Presient.
McDonald, a Weston Elementary student, designed a float of a train for the contest and gave it
to the President. The train had dolls of Hillary and
Bill with Hillary holding Socks the cat and Bill
holding an American flag. A sign on the back read,
"No Republican Dogs in the White House." President Clinton introduced Lt. Commander June
Ryan, a 1984 graduate of Bowling Green State
University graduate, to the audience. The Coast
Guard officer served as the president's distinguished military aide on Monday's train ride.
According to Al Baldwin, chairman of the Wood
County Democratic Party, over 15,000 tickets were
printed and over 20,000 people went through the
metal detectors.
Even though the energetic crowd touching
shoulder to shoulder swarmed the streets along the
railroad tracks, the security was well equipped.
According to Police Chief Galen Ash, a lot of
work and hours were put in to make the night successful.
"Nothing happened and we are thankful for that
but it could have been a little cooler," Ash said. "I
would really like to commend the Public Works
people for all their hard work and setting up the
barricades for the event."
Ash added the location was tough but the security was fantastic. Helicopters, snipers and a number of secret service men observed the crowds before, during and after the President's visit.
See CROWD, page 6.

Joe Boyle/The BO New>

(Above) President Bill Clinton
addresses the crowd alongside
daughter Chelsea Monday from
the "21st Century Express."
(Right) University President Sidney Rlbeau was Just one of the
many atendees at the President's
speech.

Ribeau names new right-hand-man
Jay Young
The BG News

President Sidney Ribeau
opened the school year Monday
by unveiling the University's
■ new mission statement and organizational structure.
Addressing faculty and staff at
his opening day speech in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Ribeau
said the position of provost will
be added to the administration
this fall. The new position will be
filled by Charles Middleton, the
new vice president for academic
affairs.
"What the provost does is
serve as chief operating officer
of the University," Ribeau told
the audience. "There's no way
possible I can keep operating all
of the services on a day-to-day
basis and do all of the external
things that are required for the
University."
In addition to the normal responsibilities of vice president
for academic affairs, Middleton
will work directly with the vice
president for Operations and
Student Affairs, human resources and seven other departments.
Middleton said he is looking
forward to the new challenges.

"My role is to be sure that we ngruent in our thinking and we
function on a day-to-day basis in have an opportunity to know
an integrated and coherent way," where we're going without
Middleton said. "When the presi- necessarily always asking each
dent isn't here people have other."
somebody they can get to who
Ribeau said the new organizawill get an answer, either be- tion will allow him to do more vicause I know the answer or be- sionary work for the University.
"Ill be out on the road a lot,
cause the president and I are co-

meeting with alumni groups and
telling our story to try and raise
resources that we desperately
need," Ribeau said.
Some of the changes include
changing the vice president of
Planning and Budgeting to the
vice president of Finance, the
vice president of University Relations becomes the vice president for External Affairs.
Ribeau said students will see
the changes in the services they
receive.
"They'll get greater service. In
the enrollment area, we're going
to have a one-stop shopping
unit," Ribeau said. "They'll be
able to do everything they need
to do to register in one area."
Ribeau also Introduced the
University new vision statement.
The statement reads: "Bowling
Green State University aspires to
be the premier Learning Community in Ohio and one of the
best in the Nation. Through the
interdependence of teaching,
learning, scholarship and service
we will create an academic environment grounded in intellectual
discovery and guided by rational
discourse and civility. Bowling
Green State University serves
the diverse and multicultural
communities of Ohio, the United
States and the world."
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Dole's campaign full of holes
Republican Senator Dole's campaign for President, including
the propaganda forays ot his hatchet men, such as campaign cochairman U.S. Senator D'amato, armed with distortions, exaggerations, half-truths, rumors, unreliable hearsay, insinuations, innuendoes and even blatant falsehoods, is best described in a Bible reading in a recent Sunday Service from the Book of the prophet Jeremiah
which follows.
"Jeremiah said:
'Yes, I hear the whisperings if many:
Terror on every side!
Denounce! Let us denounce him!
All those who were my friends are on the watch for any misstep
of mind.
'Perhaps he will be trapped; then we can prevail,
and take our vengeance on him,'
But the Lord is with me, like a mighty champion:
my persecutors will stumble, they will not triumph.
In their utter failure they will be put to utter shame,
to lasting, unforgettable contusion."'
These purveyors of hate and distrust of President Clinton have
draped events and incidents with the word "gate" such as Travelgate,
Filegate, Whitewatergate, and so on, so that the reader or listener
will think of the atrocious, despicable governmental misconduct of
Republican President Nixon and his associates in another "gate,"
Watergate. President Clinton's administration and his problems have
no similarity with Watergate and the felonious misconduct of president Nixon and his republican administration colleagues, such as
Haldeman, Erlichman and Mitchell, several dozen of whom were
sentenced for serious crimes to long prison terms.
Dole has stooped to a new low in character assassination of
President Clinton by not repudiating the falsehoods in the hate book
authored by Dole's political operator, former FBI agent, Gary Aldrich
in "unlimited Access".
Last year Dole and his hate propaganda said the campaign
issue regarding President Clinton would be "integrity, character and
family values".
The Dole exhibition of a vicious hate campaign capped by Aldrich
and others like him indicates a republican Dole campaign promotion
completely devoid of "integrity, character, or values, family or other
values." Win no matter how it is done is their motto.
I have been in the midst of campaigns for my election as Jus_ tice of the Ohio Supreme Court, and to a lesser degree have wit' nessed similar Republican smear and smut campaigns.

Just a pawn in the political game
Perhaps the most powerful
man outside the corporate world
spoke from the back of a train on
Monday right here in Bowling
Green.
Under the watchful eyes of
sharpshooters perched patiently
atop many of Bowling Green's
landmarks, the crowd amassed.
Every Constitutionally recognized
American within miles turned up.
And unless you were a male wearing a skirl, you were welcome to
pass through the metal detector
and greet The Man himself.
A trailer full of cameras all
aimed at the train tracks and a herd
of white vans bearing satellites signaled a press-worthy event.
The president was late. But
not as late as George Bush was.
Finally, as the crossing bars
descended across Wooster Street,
and the Army helicopter escort radioed an 'all clear' to the presidential dining car, a cheer went up from
the bleating masses in Dairy
Queen's parking lot. But for several minutes we found ourselves

bod
cheering for the press, who were
smiling comfortably out of the windows of several coaches preceding the Chief's.
Feline enthusiasts were
present, sign in hand recommending Socks the royal cat for the '96
election. Of course there were a
spattering of "Dole/Kemp'' signs.
Among them was a snide one that
said "Fornicators for Clinton."
Next to me, a Clinton supporter voiced regret for not thinking of that one herself.
As the University's band
belted out an impressive rendition
of "Great Balls of Fire," the door
opened. The band fell silent. The
crowd went wild then cheers
turned into moans of disappointment as a secret service agent

emerged to do the sound check.
After what the crowd considered an eternity, all seemed ready,
and the band began playing
something I didn't recognize. But
it wasn't "Hail to the Chief." Which
turned out to be a good thing because Marcie Kaptor came out.
She talked for a long time. Then
came John Glenn. He talked for a
long time.
Then our sax-playin', potsmokin', train-ridin' head cheese
came right outta the back of thai
train. And it was special, 'cause
trains come through Bowling
Green all the time without so much
as stopping, and this one had a
President on it.
With the American flag and
the Bowling Green smoke stack
behind him, the First Daughter
next to him, and Hard Body's gym
across the street, he filled our
hearts with beautifully crafted
empty promises.
He promised the next four
years would be "even more productive" than the last four. He gave

us sound bytes, like: There's not
a single nuclear weapon pointed
at the children of the United States"
and "...the leading force for freedom and prosperity." In just minutes he had covered employment,
unemployment, interest rates,
health care, welfare, taxes, education, crime, the environment, racism, the deficit, the budget and
much, much more.
He didn't talk about abortion,
same sex marriage or his opponents. And as much as I wanted
to, I didn't believe much of what he
did say. I liked what he said, but
talk of sweeping reform two
months before an election should
get nothing but a yawn. He's playing the game because he has to.
And we cheered him on here
in Bowling Green. We stepped
over the dog doo left by the royal
bomb sniffer-outers, and showed
our support for a man who represents the lesser of three evils.
God bless America.
Andrea Wood is a columnist
for The News.

Clifford F. Brown
Justice, Retired
Ohio Supreme Court
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A guide to the college experience

YES. My dream as an aspiring journalist has finally come true
I've got my own column. Just some
free space to spout off on some
various topics and try to corrupt
and educate the masses about the
real truth. Every writer who is covering a boring story wants some
extra space to really say how they
feel about their subject matter. For
example, this summer I found myself interning at a small though
pretty good local newspaper
(which will go nameless because
if I can't find a job at Rolling Stone
or t+ie Chicago Tribune when I
graduate I may find myself back
there) where I covered city council
for a town that has the population
of my current residence hall.
Now, I don't claim to be an
expert at politics yet, but I don't see
the need to have a three-hour
council meeting when all you discuss is how the grass in the city
park should be cut or whether or
not the town should add five parking spots along Main Street. Excuse my digression for a second.
Back to idea of having a column. With the legendary Joe
Peiffer as a sort of rogue role
model, I will attempt to continue the
tradition of humor and social satire that this space is known for.
That said late August has found me
again and with that comes another
fine year in Bowling Green. Now
moving into my junior year I feel I
have acquired a little wisdom to
share with the younger students of
this fine institution. Older students
can continue reading also because
chances are, from what I've seen
of us, you've probably screwed up
something along the way here.
1st. NEVER LEAVE FOR
THE SUMMER. Don't go home
unless you have a realty good reason. Weekends at home can be
cool. See your parents for a few
hours, hang out with your old
friends for a little while. And get

Wray
back to school ana your real life
as soon as possible. Remember
that the small attention span of us
Generation Xers can also be applied to our tolerance for parental
units. In one dinner with the 'rents
I can get away with saying "Oh
,we just go to movies or get coffee. The second meal forces me
to fumble with excuses like I go to
parties and you can drink if you
want to but no one forces you to. I
neglect to commit to either drinking or not drinking. You know a
good journalist always tries to stay
objective. Covering up what you
do for fun is one challenge at
home. Another is sheer boredom.
Little more than two years removed
from graduation, I speak on a regular basis to two members of my
class. My hometown of Toledo has
pretty much nothing to offer. Instead of having 11,000 members
of the opposite sex within two
square miles, I have about twenty
from my grade school class. This
past summer was the worst. I didn't
do anything rewarding over the
summer. I didn't fall in love. I didn't
kick or start a drug habit. (Though
I can't say that the idea wasn't appealing for awhile) I now have little
in common with even those two
people, so we end up sitting
around watching a lot of movies
and I listen in confusion as they
babble on about the internet and
computers.
I long for the more heroic
pursuits of college. Like 80s nights
at Gargoyles and wandering aimlessly around apartment complexes at 3 in the morning because
you don't which way Wooster is.
At home, half-baked ideas seem
to make a lot of sense. For ex-

ample, driving to Cincinnati on a
Saturday afternoon because you
know you can party there but not
at home. All three hours of the car
ride home Sunday morning are
spent knowing if you were at
school the ride home from the party
is usually 5 minutes on foot.
2nd. DONT LET THE BASTARDS GET YOU DOWN. Expect
to meet a lot of plastic people who
have no redeeming social value.
Examples include the girl, sometimes known by the title RUSHEE,
who always smiles and says hello
to people who she thinks might be
able to help her on her way to her
future country club and BMW lifestyle. You might also see the guy
who drives a JEEP with various ski
resort bumper stickers and has in
his CD changer a shameless collection of Bob Marley, Jimmy
Buffett, Hootie and the Blowfish,
and Phish. These type of guys are
in an endless pursuit of BEER and
CHICKS, MAN. Watch out for
these people as you try to make
sense of your own life.
3rd.
EXPLORE
NEW
THINGS. Go see a play or a poetry reading. Learn that there are
cool movies besides PULP FICTION. John Travolta may be cool
but he is still the guy who sang "Let
Her In " on American Bandstand.
Go see TRAINSPOTTING.
It may be about heroin and junkies, but rarely are movies about
hard drugs boring. The music
alone is enough to keep you occupied. Pay attention to the Sean
Connery subplot and listen for a
line that goes something like this:
" Sickboy always was kind of lacking in moral fiber" — "Yes but the
boy does know a lot about Sean
Connery" — That's hardly a substitute."
Listen to the band PULP. Another import from the British Isles
like Oasis, but these guys are definitely the best.

Read something that you
aren't required to. Some suggestions are anything from Kerouac,
F. Scott Fitzgerald, Ayn Rand, or
knock yourself out and read
"GRAVITY'S RAINBOW" by Thomas Pynchon.
Don't think that the be-all
end-all of college life is what kind
of Greek letters you wear. As a
Greek I am not knocking the whole
system, just the way it is carried
out by some groups.
While you are here learn to
respect other people and what they
enjoy. Do what you want to do and
let others do the same.
4th. Try to forget about University bureaucracy that is going
on all around you. From the construction to the parking attendants
who act like they have nothing better to do than make people who are
trying to park pay more money.
Ever wonder what reason there is
to make someone who is already
paying $8500 dollars a year to go
here pay another 25 dollars for a
ticket? It seems the line "You can't
do that - I pay your salary" would
be justified.
Look at your Bursar bill
closely and think about the General Fee line. I think at last look it
was $350 a semester. I personally
don't know if that is justifiable. I do
know that it makes all five trips I
made to the Rec last year very expensive. I paid $700 dollars in General Fees, making each trip worth
about $140. Do you realize that
this is half the gross national product of some developing nations?
To end this all I have to say
is have a cod year and I hope to
do this section proud. And a brief
moment of silence for King Joe in
the Big Easy.
Brandon Wray is a weekly
columnist tor The News. He can
be reached at wbnealObgnet.
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Officer works at Games
Dawn Keller
The BC News
One University police officer did his part to
protect athletes at the Olympic games in Atlanta.
John Shumaker, a supervisor in the international
zone at the Olympics, said he and other officers
were originally disappointed In being assigned the
Olympic Village.
"We thought we'd want to work a venue like basketball or volleyball, come to find out this was the
premier spot, this was the best," Shumaker said.
"The athletes » this was their village, this was
where they walked around every day, so I got to
meet Kristi Yamlguchi, and the guy from the NBC
show, Al something. I got to meet them all, Josh
Davis, the gold medalist in the breaststroke, my
little Romanian buddy who does the rings. I met all
these medalists."
Shumaker said he had a good time with the athletes.
"The little Romanians laughed at me because
they told their coach, they're gymnasts, they laugh
because I eat an enormous amount of food," he
said. "I had a normal plate. But these girls were
eating five strawberries dipped in yogurt. Of
course, they're tiny. Of course after they were
done, they ate like horses. I checked up on them."
Shumaker said performers who were in town for
concerts would also have a small concert for the
athetes, and the Olympic village security team was
invited.
"You could walk right up and talk to Hootie and
the Blowfish. I never heard of The Goo Goo Dolls,
but got to meet them. Gloria Estefan, Ziggie Marlin, Arnold Swarzenarger," he said. "They had a
premier of Erasure on the world's largest screen.
Things like that were fun."
Shumaker said the Atlanta Committee for the
Olympic Games had all the equipment for the job,
but no supervision.
"ACOG's opinion was they had 2,000 police officers assigned to the Olymplce Village from all
dver the world and police are self-starters and
they trained us how to use the equipment but there
was no supervision on their end," he said. "It was
just, 'here's your job assignments.' "
Shumaker said the security team at the Olympic
Village had to protect the athletes and sanitize vehicles.
"We're going to weigh your car, and we have a
book to show what your vehicle should weigh," he
said. "Nobody's vehicle weighs up to specs, it's
usually over because you put additional stuff on
your vehicle. We put fiberopitics down your gas
tank to see what's inside of It. We take the tires off

the rim and look Inside them. Every single day.
Every single car."
Shumaker said some athletes and coaches would
complain because the buses used to take them to
the venues were late.
"That was directly related to us. We're not going
to put an athlete on a bus that hasn't been sanitized,
it had been all over town," he said.
Shumaker said only a few athletes complained
about the security. He said everything was fenced,
and there was an electrified fence at the top with
censors all over everything.
"We only had a few argue about it and said it felt
like a prison," he said. "Once we explained to them
we wanted them to have free run inside the Olympic Village to do anything they wanted and be in no
danger of anything. We can guarantee there's no
guns, no bombs in here, nobody's going to bother
you at all. Do what you want. Then, they were satified."
Shumaker said he was at Centennial Park the
night of the explosion, but left before it went off.
"Some of trie federal officers I was with were
just a little ancy (sic) because anywhere you went
outside the Olympic Village It was wall-to-wall
people to the point where when you're standing
waching the band you couldn't help but feel uncomfortable, because the person behind you was
touching you. You were touching the person in
front of you and on the sides of you," he said. "You
were standing that close to everybody around
you."
Shumaker said AT&T and General Motors ran
Centennial Park, not ACOG security. He added
that after the bomb went off, ACOG stepped in and
checked packages in Centennial Park.
Shumaker said there were some devices that
were found that were never reported to the press.
"I heard 30 devices were found. The night that
the homemade device went off in Centennial Park,
there were two other devices in backpacks near
the exits that never went off," he said. "So we were
real lucky."
Shumaker said after the bomb threats, security
got bomb threats everyday.
"We never found any bombs in Olympic
Village," he said. "We took some guns from some
people, some athletes had went downtown and
bought pistols on the streets, Saturday night specials because they heard Georgia was so bad."
Shumaker said he applied to work security at the
games in Australia
"They are going to take 800 of the cops who
worked at Atlanta and have them work in Australia," he said. "I applied, but I'll wait to see what
they offer."

Fenced In

BGNiwi/JacBaylc

Construction In the University Oval Is still going on, set to cause problems once again for students
crossing campus. The project is expected to be finish around Thanksgiving.

Banking 'Whenever.'
It Must Be Huntington Access!
A new way to do your banking has arrived on the Bowling Green campus, and while convenience is an important part of
Huntington Access, that's only part of the story. With Huntington Access, you can do so much more than use an ATM on your
schedule.
,
With The Huntington's Personal Touch machine you can speak to a Personal Banker via video screen technology 24 hours a day.
Even Saturday and Sunday. Imagine applying for a loan and getting an instant answer""* whenever your schedule permits. Even
more, the Access Office located in the Student Union is the perfect place to deposit checks. When you deposit a check, a
portion is imaged to your account receipt, assuring you of it's safe deposit. And cashing checks? No problem; tight to the dollar
with our newest advanced function ATMs.
So how does all this convenience come to you? Stop by our Access Office today and
see a Personal Banker. We will be glad to show you how it just doesn't get any
easier to fit a trip to the bank into your schedule.

Be sure to tune into WIOT as they broadcast LIVE from the
Bowling Green Student Union Thursday, August 29 from
11:00a.m. to 3-00p.m.!

Huntington
Banks

•Subject to credit application and approval.
Member F.D.I.C. ^*, Huntington* and Huntington Banks* are Federally registered service marks of Huntmgton Bancshares Incorporated. 01806 Huntington Bancshares Incorporated.
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Vice president Middleton
prepared for challenges
Jay Young
The BG News
The new vice president for Academic
Affairs has spent time during his first
months at the University learning about
the University and living on the campus.
Charles Middleton was selected as the
new vice president in January and started
in his new role in July. Middleton spent
four of his summer weeks living in Founders.
"Although it wasn't full of students it has
a lot of people in it," Middleton said. "It
reminded me of my youth."
Middleton has met with all of the deans
and some other campus leaders. He said he
has been given a warm greeting and is
looking forward to his new job.
"Every place I've gone there's been an
open reception and we've had really interesting discussions," Middleton said.
"There are a lot of challenges here. The
real trick is going to be to prioritize them
and deal with them in some kind of systematic way. All I would do is ask people to
understand that we wont shy away from
dealing with all of these opportunities that
are out there, but we can only do so much
at a time."
Joe Cranny, dean of Arts and Sciences,
said he is excited to work with Middleton.

"I think he's an excellent addition to the
University. I think he will work very well
with both President Rlbeau and the deans,"
Cranny said.
Cranny said the fresh perspective will
be Rood for the academic community.
"You get a new look at things. We dont
go on doing things the same way simply
because that's the way we've always done
them," Cranny said. "You get somebody
questioning things you've taken for granted for awhile. I think that's very valuable."
Middleton said he plans to have a great
deal of contact with students during his
first year.
"My calendar is pretty full, but it has to
be that way. You'll see me out and about
walking on the campus, because I don't
hold all my meetings In McFall," Middleton said. I think it's important to go to
where people are rather than always
having people come to you."
Before Joining the University administration, Middleton was dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences at the University of
Colorado in Bolder. Middleton said he Is
having to adjust to life in a smaller town.
"I've had to learn that I don't have to allow as much time to get anywhere,"

Middleton said. "I always want to be on
time and the net result here is that I'm
early if I'm not careful."
Middleton said that when he does meet
with people he prefers shorter meetings.
"I like shorter meetings, even if it means
having more frequent meetings with
somebody," Middleton said. "I like regular
and predictable schedules, as much as that
Is possible."
Middleton earned his master's and doctoral degrees in history from Duke University in 1967 and 1969, respectively. He
graduated magna cum laude from Florida
State University with a bachelor's degree
in 1965.
Middleton is a specialist in British history with an emphasis on politics and society
in early 19th century Britain. He is the author of a book, "The Administration of
British Foreign Policy," as well as numerous scholarly papers, reviews and entries in reference books.
He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, the
American Historical Association, the
North American Conference on British
Studies, the Southern Conference on
British Studies, the Southern Conference
on British Studies and the Western Conference on British Studies and other organizations.

University police add two to force
Dawn Keller
The BG News
' The University police added
two new officers during the
summer.
According to Barbara Waddell,
public information officer, the
University has always had a need
for new officers.
"Fortunately, under Dr.
Ribeau's direction, he approved

UJCICOMC

the two positions," Waddell said.
"I'm very pleased to have them
on board. I don't think any organization can have too many
police."
Cindy Jones, who started June
10, said she has always wanted to
work in law enforcement.
"I've wanted to go into law enforcement since I was four. I
didn't like bad guys. I felt everybody needed to follow the rules,"
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Jones said. "There had to be peo- ing at you everyday. I didn't want
ple to look out for that. I wanted to start out that way."
Shelly Horine, who started
to help people. And I figured this
June 21, said she's ready for the
was the way."
Jones said she's excited about fall to start.
working at the University.
"The summer was quiet. I'm
"I like working with a younger
population. I thought starting at ready for the students to be
the University would be an ex- here," she said. "I want a little
tremely good experience for me, excitement, but nothing bad."
Horine said move-in weekend
and I get to work with the population I like to work with best and was fun.
"Little kids would come up and
can handle best," Jones said. "I
went to school here. I wanted to want to shake your hand," she
stay in town. The University is a said. "It was fun."
Waddell said the department
community in Itself. I felt this
would be a good place to start. will still have have foot patrols,
You wouldn't have people shoot- bike patrols and do walk through.
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SIC SIC turns 50
Scott Brown
The BG News
The University's top studentbooster group turns 50 this year,
but the bug-eyed shepherds of
Falcon spirit don't plan on slowing down anytime soon.
The exclusive organization only two new members are inducted every year - is known
best on campus for its signature
signs and spotlight-grabbing appearances at athletic events.
"It's the longest continuallyactive student organization,"
said Dean of Students Greg De
Crane, SICSIC's adviser.
SICSIC fosters school spirit at
a time when students, oftentimes, could care less. The organization is a throwback to a time
when school spirit was high and
student apathy was low.
Times may have changed, but
SICSIC lives on. The signs, often
tongue-in-cheek but always poignant, keep students informed of
campus and other events.
"I really believe in these kinds
of activities," said 1971 graduate
and SICSIC alumnus Tom Vogtsberger, currently president of
the Varsity BG Club and an attorney in Bowling Green. "I
think, for participants and observers alike, it is an important
part of college life. It's nice to
see It continue."
SICSIC was formed in 1946 by
then-BGSU President Dr. Frank
Prout, according to "The Secret
Six," a history of the organization
written by charter member
James Limbacher. He writes of a
late-night meeting at Dr. Prout's
office where the original six
members were summoned to discuss "the need for an anonymous
booster organization to promote
more campus spirit."
The original members went
right to work, composing signs to
urge students to come out to support the football team in its home
game the next week. Those signs,
with the familiar "SICSIC Sez"
theme, have become the group's
staple.
The signs appear virtually
anywhere on campus, from the
front windows of the Union to the
front door of McFall Center, site
of President Sidney Ribeau's office. They offer puts at such University issues as construction
and student parking, or voice
support for Falcon athletic
teams.

"A lot depends on the particular people who are members," De
Crane said. "Signage is reflected
on personalities and things like
that. We try to keep it focused on
spirit."
SICSIC members also make
appearances at athletic and other
campus events.
"It was a lot of work, but It was
enjoyable," vogtsberger said. "It
takes a little bit of sacrifice. The
only time we could do our work
was in the late night and early
morning hours when most people
were asleep."
While the signs are recognized
across campus, the members'
trademark outfits are also
well-known. Standard attire for a
SICSIC member is a gray set of
overalls and a grotesque - if comic - plastic mask.
Original SICSIC members
dressed in ski masks. The signature plastic masks first appeared
in the early 1970s and have been
a staple since.
Perhaps SICSIC's principle
feature is that all members remain anonymous during their
tenure. Two new sophomore
members are pegged every fall,
and they serve as members until
their senior year. Their identities
are withheld until an annual
ceremony near the end of the
winter sports season.
SICSIC remains as the University's most prestigious student
group. Members are selected
only after a stringent interview
process. Women were not inducted until the early 1970s, but
since have become a regular part
of the organization.
The organization will remain
as BG's chief foster of school
spirit.
"We never had any conflict
with students," Vogtsberger
said. "They were always very
supportive. I am real happy to be
associated with it. It is a President's Honorary, which makes it
very prestigious. It's incentive to
live up to the standards for which
you were selected."
SICSIC traditionally sponsors
an alumni breakfast and reunion
in conjunction with Homecoming
activities. This year, the event
will be a brunch featuring all
past members and their families.
Former members in attendance
will be introduced during ceremonies at the football game.
Homecoming this year is Oct.
12 against Kent.

BOWLING GREEN STATE
UNIVERSITY
FORREST CREASON GOLF
COURSE
Student Fall Passes
Are Now Available
Charge Your Pass To Your Bursar
Account with Proper Identification
East Poe Road
Bowling Green, Ohio
(419) 372-2674
Phone For Tee Times
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For Only $50.00
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Health Center offers
variety of services
Genell Pavellch
The BG News
Students needing medical attention during the year have a variety of services offered to them through the Student Health
Center and the Center for Wellness and Prevention.
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, Student Health Service director, said the
center offers a variety of services including a general medical
clinic, a women's health clinic, a pharmacy, vaccines, medicines
and advice for students.
"My Impression is that our health center is top notch," Kaplan
said. "We are above average in the full range of services we
offer."
The Center for Wellness and Prevention, located above the
health center, offers health education and counseling, said
Jeanne Wright, health promotions coordinator.
"We offer a free walk-in information referral service and a
wellness resource library with various books, videos and pamphlets with topics such as nutrition, general wellness, sexual
health, and alcohol and other drugs," Wright said.
Wright said 65 graduate and undergraduate students work
with the center. She said they do about 90-110 presentations during the year for different student organizations and in the residence halls.
She said they also coordinate the monthly outreach programs
in which each month has a specific theme and events relate to
that theme. Wright said September will be Women's Health
Month and October will be Alcohol Awareness Month.
Kaplan said the health services are there for the students to
utilize and any questions or comments are welcomed.
"The student health service is owned by the students," he said.
"The students are the consumers or customers and we want to
provide the health care that they want."
The Student Health Center, which has a staff of approximately 40 people, will open Tuesday for students returning to campus. The regular semester hours are Monday, Tuesday and Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Wednesday from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
and 5 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., and Thursday from 9:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Kaplan said the center encourages appointments but will take
walk-ins, except on Wednesday evenings, which are appointment-only hours.
He said to avoid long waits, students should come early in the
day, usually before 10 a.m., or make an appointment. Kaplan
said the center gets busier in the afternoons and students may
have a longer wait to be seen.
The health center is not open on the weekends, but Kaplan said
when they are not open he would encourage students to take advantage of the emergency room at Wood County Hospital.
The health center docs not charge for an office visit, Kaplan
said, but any additional lab tests, x-rays or medicines that may
be charged for can be put on students' bursar accounts.
"We have about 30,000 visits a year and it is usually standard
for most students to put any charges on their bursar account,"
he said.
In December, the Student Health Service will have more objective feedback when they are visited by the Accreditation Association of Ambulatory Health Care. Kaplan said that less than
10 precent of college health services are accredited.

Speed limits rise in the West
Since the federal government transferred the authority of setting speed
limits to the states, maximum limits continue to rise in the West. Law
enforcement agencies say it will take six months to three years to
determine if the higher limits are deadlier.
Rural interstate speed limits as of July 24,19%:
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Computers not ready for future
Dawn Keller
The BG News
As the world prepares for the
21st century, computers at the
University are racing toward this
century.
Like other institutions across
the world who are dependent on
computers, the University faces
problems due to lack of vision by
early programmers. A Computer
Services committee is working to
ensure University computers
will keep on working in 2000 and
beyond.
Toby Singer, Year 2000 Committee chairman, said when
computers were originally programmed, they were designed to
have a two-digit date field.
"When you type in 00, the computer will interpret that as 1900
instead of 2000," Singer said.
"The computer automatically
considers it to have a 19 in front
of it. All programs have to be
expanded to accept four-digit
fields."
When computing began, computer professionals tried to keep
the amount of storage to a minimum because technology was so
tight, according to Bill Gerwin,
Year 2000 committee member.
"We didn't have mass amounts
of storage space available to
store information, so we stored
as much as we possibly could
with as little space as possible,"
Gerwin said.
Gerwin said the crux of the
problem is using the date information.
"If we had a program that was
selecting people based on expected graduation date and we
wanted those whose graduation
year was greater than 95, there
would be a problem," Gerwin
said. "The expected date of
graduation for incoming fresh-

" If cost factors are
not believed and
people take what
we're saying for
granted and don't
react to it, we could
find ourselves in
trouble."
Toby Singer
Committe 200 chairman

Campus Computer
Lab Schedules
CoMfMiUr I .ah Schedule (Aug.
21 - Sept. 15)

Saturday 10 a m 5 pm
Sunday 1 30 II 30 pm

BA Lab (INS 1A Building)
Monday - Tnunday Bam -II pm
Fnday-Dim -5 p.m.
Sunday • 2 - II pm

Vai Terminal Lab (25 llayn
Hal)
Monday • Thunaday 9 am. - 9
pm
Fnday 9 am -5pm
Saturday Sun 1 30 -5 pm

FSC Lab U27 Hayt* HaN)
Monday • Tnunday 9 aav- 7:»
pm.
Friday 9 am • 5 pm
Llbnu-y Lab (122 Jerome
Library)
Monday - Tnunday \2 4 pm

ALL LABS will be CLOSF.D
Sept 2 for LABOR DAY
Fall Semester 1996 Lab
Schedules
Monday 9/16/96 through

pm.
Fridsy9am. - 5pm.
Saturday 1 • 4 pm
Sunday 2 • 10 pm
Science Lab I246 Math Science I
Monday - Tnunday 1 am. - 10
pm
Fnday Bam. • 5pm.
Saturday 1 - 4 pm
Sunday 2 10 pm
Tech Lab (247 Tachni lip
Building)
Sunday 2 p m - Wndnctday 5 am
Wednesday 7 am. - Friday 7:30

Court rules CWRU admission policy legal
Colleen DeBalse
College Press Service
COLUMBUS - Case Western
Reserve University was within
its rights when it denied a blind
student admission to its medical
school, the Ohio Supreme Court
has ruled.
Accomodating a blind student
would significantly alter Case
Western's medical program and
be a financial burden to the university, wrote Justice Deborah
Cook In the majority opinion.
The case involves Cheryl A.
Fischer, who became ill and lost
her vision during her junior year
at Case Western.
Despite her blindness, she was
able to complete her studies
through written exams and with
help from special lab assistants

provided by the university. She
received a chemsitry degree
with honors in 1987.
Several medical professors
who reviewed her application
decided Fischer was not a qualified candidate because she would
be unable to perform basic medical duties, such as read an x-ray,
start an intravenous tube or effectively participate in surgery.
One medical professor listed
43 medical conditions, such as
Jaundice and a patient's state of
consciousness, that require good
vision to diagnose. She also listed
21 medical procedures that require good vision.
"It is impossible not to marvel
at the courage and tenacity of
Cheryl Fischer," the university
said in a statement after the decision was issued. "[But] sight is

essential to performance as a
medical student and as a physician."
Ohio law requires an educational program to make any "reasonable accomodation" to include a qualified person with disabilities. The court, however,
found that special help and "fundamental alterations in the es-

sential nature of the medical
program" would place too much
of a burden on Case Western.
Fischer received a master's
degree In psychology from another school
In a desaentinc opinion. Justice
Alice Roble Reanick wrote, "This
is a case of prejudice, pure and
simple."

Apartment living NOT
what you expected?
• utilities included
• space available immediately
• no rent payments during
school breaks
• semester leases
• close to campus
• on-site laundry facility

Call Newman Housing

Source Insurance Institute for Highway Salary

for details on hassle-free living!

104 S. Main St. Bowling Green, OH 353-0988
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man is 2000 or 00. The year is not
Sunday 12722796
Science lab (24* Math Science)
Saturday IO30 am Saturday
going to be greater than 95 on
BA Lab (1005 Bminra
Monday • Tnunday 8 am -7pm
7 30 pm
current systems so we're going
Friday Ham - 5 p 7m
Sunday 2 pm Fnday 1 am
Sunday 2 6pm
Uaaaa Lab 042 (UaaMl
to miss people who are expected
Friday 7 30 a m - Friday 5pm
Sunday 1 30pm Tuesday 5am
to graduate in the year 2000 and
Saturday 1 pm - Saturday 5 pm
Tech Lab (247 Tech Buibttag)
Tuesday 7 am. • Thunday 5 am.
Monday Tnunday 7 30 am • II
beyond."
Thursday 7 am • Fnday 8 pm
FSC Lab (127 Hayes HaN)
pm.
Saturday 10 a m ■ Saturday 8pm
Singer said the University
Monday Thunday 9am II am
Friday-7»im.3pm
community has to realize there
Friday 9am -5 pm
Saturday- 1 pm 4 U) p m
\a* Terminal Lab
Saturday II am • 5 pm
Sunday - 4 p.m • 11 p m
(UHayMrlaB)
will be a large cost attached to
Sunday 2 pm - II p m
Monday
• Thursday9am • 11
this project.
■Jama Labi 142 Lialaa)
pm
Library Lab
"There is the cost of people
Monday- Tnunday 7 am - 11 30
Friday 9 am -8 pm.
1122 Jerome Library)
pm
Saturday 1 pm - 5 pm
time, a lot of ground work,
Monday • Thunday 9 am 10
Friday 7 a.m. • 5:30 pm
Sunday 2 pm - II pm.
research, computer time and
cost," he said. "There is the cost
of making changes if we have to the Computer Services Depart- what software and hardware is
change every computer on cam- ment.
on campus.
pus."
"If we get that information
"There are colleges and deSinger said people also have to
partments that have their own from departments, 'ye will be
realize this must be completed on
systems," he said. "They have to able to tell them if their software
schedule.
come to us for advice or deal and hardware will work," he said
"If cost factors are not be- with the situations themselves."
"If it won't, they need to know so
lieved and people take what we'they can add it to their budgets
Singer said anyone who gets over time."
re saying for granted and don't
react to it, we could find our- software or hardware from anSinger said the committee
other vendor needs to talk to that
selves in trouble," Singer said.
wants to be compliant by Jan. 1,
Singer said he doesn't want to company.
1999.
scare anybody, but there is po"People need to ask their ventential for a crisis.
"We want to have a year to play
"The potential is there for us to dors if they are year 2000 com- with," he said. "There are going
pliant,"
Singer
said.
"If
they
are,
come to Jan. 3, 2000, start doing
to be some vendors who will lag,
work and have a problem," he great, if not, find out when they and if they are not compliant, obwill
be."
said.
viously, we cant be. However,
Singer said another issue is the
Singer said the committee is for the most part, we hope that's
committee is investigating for sending out a survey to find out not true."
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"WEIRD AL" YANKOVIC
AND HIS BAND
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• ONLY
JPECIAI
2 LARGE PIZZAS
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• Limited time offer
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Live! In Concert!

ON SALE
NOW

September 23 - 7:30PM
Stranahan Theater - Toledo
Tickets available at the Stranahan Theater
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For More Into Call (419) 381-8851
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Underage drinking spells jail
Joe Boylt
The BC News

You're 18-years-old and you
are away from home for the first
time. There's three days until
classes start and you've got nothing to do.
It's Miller time.
Not in Bowling Green, according to Police Chief Galen Ash and
Municipal Court Judge Mark
Reddin.
Ash said this year his department is putting a special emphasis on curbing underage drinking
in town with the addition of
several more officers to the bicycle patrols.
"This weekend and until school
starts we'll be looking for
[underage drinkers]," he said.
"They're unchaperoned and
without classes. We arrest anybody underage."
Ash said his department maintains a zero tolerance policy on
underage drinking.
Reddin's court backs up most
of the arrests, and Imposes strict
sentences on underage drinkers.

"Some people mass produce these using
University photo and computer labs. We
want to discourage that. We give immediate
jail time."
Mark Reddin
Municipal Court Judge

probation officers and have set with fake I.D.s," he said. "The
fakes are usually used to gain enup a new sentence," he said.
Reddin said the new sentence, try to an establishment or get alalthough not finalized, will in- cohol. We generally give a susclude several new phases that fit pended Jail sentence, or Jail
time."
the crime a little better.
Ash
Currently the sentence includes a $200 fine and probation
until the defendant turns 21.
However, Reddin said, a recent
turn of events will change that
sentence.
"We talked with Student Legal
Services, the city prosecutor and

"We could put the defendant in
a deferral program," Reddin
said. "They could get rid of the
fine and pick up trash for two
hours in the mornings. If completed we could then vacate the
charges and end the probation." Fake I.D.s are another matter
entirely, according to Reddin.
"We are very strict on people

If one wants a guaranteed
ticket to the Gray Bar Motel,
Reddin said providing fake I.D. is
a sure way to confirm your registration.
"Some people mass produce
these using University photo and
computer labs," Reddin said.
"We want to discourage that. We
give immediate jail time."

SPEECH
Continued from page 1.

"These are fast-changing
days," Clinton said. These days
there is more computer power on
a Ford Taurus than in the first
spaceship In 1969."
• Clinton stressed his task to
concentrate on for the next four
years.
"We've got to make sure it is
possible for every single solitary
American to take part in this economic recovery and to live out
their dream and to take care of
their families."
The President also focused on
education and his plans to make
college education more readily
available to the average person.

"I want to make a two-year college as universal as a high school
education is today by giving a
$1,500 refundable tax credit for
the first two years of college to
get everyone through a community college and a $10,000 tax deduction for families to cover the
costs of college tuition for any
kind of education after high
school," Clinton said. According
to Clinton, in 1993 the deficit was
reduced for the first time since
the 1840s.
"Everyone including the people of Bowling Green have lower
interest rates, lower mortgage
rates, lower car payments and
lower credit cards rates," he
said. "There are new in-

vestments and businesses." Clinton also focused on other 1993
accomplishments Including
creating new jobs and helping
small businesses. Clinton said
that small businesses will be
very important for economic
growth In the future. In 1996,
minimum wage was raised for 10
million American workers.

people to get back on their feet
rather a way to keep them down.
According to Clinton one and a
half million people have moved
off welfare Into respectable jobs
in the last four years.

Environmental standards concerning pesticides and meat
were upgraded, toxic waste
dumps were cleaned up and state
parks were created during Clinton's past four years In office.
Clinton also talked about welfare
reform. He said that it is important to make welfare a way for

PERRYSBURG (AP) - Perrysburg High School and several
homes and businesses were evacuated Tuesday after construction crews hit a natural gas pipe
line on the first day of school.
Principal Bob Phillips said no
one was hurt. The building was
evacuated as a precaution. Moat
of the 2,000 students gathered at
the football stadium, while they
waited for their parents to pick
them up.
A Columbia Gas line was ruptured by construction workers
who were working on a road

BACK TO
SCHOOL SALE

CROWD
Continued from page 1.

The importance of President
Clinton visiting Bowling Green
was very significant to the presidential campaign, according to
Baldwin.
"Ohio put Clinton over the top
four years ago In the primary and
general elections," Baldwin said.
"He wanted to talk about education and what a place to talk than
Bowling Green."
In reference to education, Clintern proposed giving a $10,000 tax
deduction to families for the cost
of colege tuition, and a $1,500 refundable tax credit for the first
two years of college.
"I want to make at least two
years of college as universal for
Americans as high school Is today," Clinton said.
Baldwin also added that visiting Bowling Green was important because Wood County is a
"swing county."
"We are a very independent
county," he said. "We swing both
ways, both Democratic and Republican."
Bowling Green is historically
known for Presidents visiting the
"windy city" including John F.
Kennedy, George Bush, Ronald
Reagan, Gerald Ford and Richard Nixon.
"With a city over the size of
125,000 the crowd was pretty impressive," Baldwin said. "I was
really overwhelmed." Entertainment was provided by American Pride, a singing group, and

project across the street from
the high school.
Residents said it was the second time in a month that construction crews working on the
road have ruptured the gas line.

McDonald
the Bowling Green State University Marching Band.
The BGSU band accomanpied
the cheers from the crowd with a
number of patriotic songs and
ballads. President Clinton personally thanked and offered a
hand of applause to the marching
band.

Rescuers said they had a difficult time finding the car, which
was near the creek's east bank.
Sgt. Mike Gilmore said police
began chasing Hall after he ran a
red light. He said Hall was traveling at between 20 mph and 40
mph on city streets, when he
suddenly accelerated.

TOLEDO (AP) - A 27-year-old
man was killed when his car
plunged into Swan Creek while
he was being chased by police.
Darian Hall was pronounced
Gilmore said that during the
dead Monday night at Mercy chase, Hall missed a turn. His car
Hospital. He was pulled from the then jumped a guardrail,
water 40 minutes after the acci- careened down a 30-foot ravine
and landed in Swan Creek.
dent.

STUDENT DISCOUNT PROGRAM
Looking for good furniture on a college studeni budget? Globe Furniture Rentals has the styles
and prices to get your apartment set up fast. Rental return sofas, dinettes, dressers, desks, and even
accessories are all marked down in our clearance center. Present ihe coupon below and receive an
additional student discount on your purchase!

We sell previously rented furniture at remarkably low prices!*
New shipment direct from Florida I

LIVING ROOM
Sofas
Loveseats
Occasional Chairs
Sleep Sofas
Coffee Tables
End Tables
Entertainment Centers
Table Lamps
TV Stands
Desk Chairs

<jU>C
I

Ratals

from $119.00
from
89.00
from
59.00
from 199.00
from
29.00
from
29.00
from
89.00
from
19.00
from
29.00
from
29.00

DINING ROOM
3-piece Dinette
5-piece Dinette
BEDROOM
Headboards
Dressers
Mirrors
Nightstands
Twin Mattress & Box
Full Mattress & Box
Queen Mattress & Box

from
from

$89.00
119.00

from
from
from
from
from

9.00
89.00
9.00
39.00
89.00

from 110.00
from 129.00

SINGLE ROSES
ft FLOWER STEMS
ALWAYS
AVAILABLE

PLANTING ACCESSORIES
Wa carry a complete selection of plastic
pots, potting toss, drainage materials.
Insecticides, and houseplant fertilizer.

CACTUS

Fresh. SKk and Dried Flowers
Arrangements
Many Gift Items, FTD Service
Cash and Carry Specials

New Shipment From Texas.
Low maintenance and unique selection.

HOUSEPLANT SALE

New Furniture also available for rent or sale.

NOW IN PROGRESS!
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STUDENT

DISCOUNT

ft

Toledo
1244 Corporate Drive

Holland, OH
866-6800

Nam*.
School,

10*

COMPLETE FLORAL
& GIFT SHOP

New SIZM and varieties never before
available. Coma in and tah to our foliage
plant specialists about any plant
questions or problems.

OFF

any purchase

11 1

aiMJfeuaV
^ PJUUJJJ,

R§Sture

Bli

STORE HOURS:
Moaday, 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. • Tuesday-Friday, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. • Saturday, 9 aj».-5 p.m.

906 Napoleon Rd., B.G. • 353-8381
BOSOMS

WE GLADLY ACCEPT MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS!
SEASONAL HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 8 to 5:00
Sat. 8 to 4
Closed Sundays
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' Kl Of/ I
Fiowr-r Farm

"Northwest Ohio's Most Complete Floricultural Shopping Experience"
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Hill Bill, we love you still

The speech by President
Clinton drew out all types,
from Steven Seagal-esque
snipers perched on rooftops
to supporters of marijuana.
The signs of the day seemed
to tell the story of a diverse
support (and opposition) to
the President's policies
BG Ncwi phMoi by Joe Boyle

We'll give you

IT MAKES GOOD CENTS
TO DONATE PLASMA
PLASMA IS NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY!

20 minutes
to open your
first checking
account.
Get your
20 minute phone
card today.

H-***

V Ifs free to any student who opens

SERA • TEC BIOLOGICALS
350 W. WOODRUFF AVE.

an Easy TVansaction Checking
Account This account has no monthly maintenance

TOLEDO, OHIO 43624

fee and gives you unlimited National City ATM access. And it's perfect for you

255-6772

if you don't write a lot of checks. So sign up today. And then check out all our other
National City Pinancia] Firsts extras, like statement savings accounts, a secured

Ask about Our "Fund Raiser" Progr
For Fraternities & Sororitiss!

credit card, student loans and more. Just stop by any National City office or give
us a call today. But act quickly. This is a limited time offer.

SAVE LIVES, EARN MONEY
Donating plasma is
completely sterila and
safe.

NEW DONORS RECEIVE A $10 BONUS ON THEIR FIRST DONATION

In the Toledo area:
(419) 259-6500

Outside Toledo:
1-800-331-8275

National City
Phone card available while supplies laaL Proof of current enrollment ai full- or part-time Mudent required Member FDIC C1996. National City Corporation

Nation

N
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Clinton train tour
rolls into Detroit
Ron Fournler
The Associated Press
WYANDOTTE, Mich. - With
school doors opening across the
country, President Clinton proposed a national literacy campaign Tuesday - and road-tested
his convention acceptance
speech aboard a Chicago-bound
train.
His suburban Detroit stop, part
of a four-day train ride to the
Democratic National Convention,
sparked a terse exchange with
Bob Dole's campaign, which accused Clinton of providing "a
new pot of money" for teachers'
unions.
Surrounded by dozens of hot,
fidgety children, the president
spoke from a library's steps to
thousands people in this factory

gram and a new pot of money for
the unions," she said.

town. "The most important thing
we have to do is make sure our
children are ready for the 21st
Century," he declared.
In a mostly non-partisan
speech, Clinton slipped in a jab at
Dole for his criticism of teachers' unions.
"I am grateful for the people
who give their lives to education," Clinton said. "I don't think
it serves the cause of education
to attack the people who are educating our children."
Dole spokeswoman Christina
Martin said schools under Clinton have failed at the "basic
task" of teaching reading. "Instead of pursuing fundamental
reform - by confronting the
teachers' unions and embracing
school choice - Bill Clinton announces a new government pro-

Clinton, who started his day
with an economic address in
Toledo, Ohio, was winding his
way through Detroit to its northern suburbs before crisscrossing
the state en route to Chicago. He
was to arrive in the convention
city Wednesday evening.
Aboard the 13-car train, Clinton worked on his Thursday night
acceptance speech. Three
speechwriters are holed up in a
car near the back of the train,
swapping drafts with Clinton and
poring over page after page of
his editing suggestions.
Aides said they expected the
speech to approach an hour,
though it was still hard to tell.

Doug Mllli/The AteociatcdPnea
President Clinton greets children from McKinley Elementary School after a campaign event In
Wyandotte, Mich. Tuesday. The president Is on the third day of a four-day train trip to the Democratic
National Convention In Chicago.
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WEDNESDAY
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BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
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®
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Newal

Young and the fiestless Bold! E

Aa the World TurnaX

Guiding Light In Stereo) Oprah Winlrey (R) Jt

News •'■

Nml

The City X All My Children E

One Life lo Live 1

General Hospital I

News I

Another World X

Fresh Pr.

Blossom ■ Baywatch (In Siereo X

Montel Williams I

Creatures

Real life

Oaya ol Our Lives 5

Ricki Lake (R)

| Cheers I

Ne.s :■

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy!

Nanny".

News a

ABC News

Entertain

Hard Copy

Ellen (RI .1 rteu3| 1

News

NBC Nan

Cops a

Wanted

Wings 1

Business

Nam-Letm

Dave's

Diagnosis Murder 1R1 X [CBS News Special

News '■■

Late Show (In Siereo) X

Grace

News It

NightlinaX|CheanX

[Drew Carey ABCNc.sS pecial
NBC Ne.sb pecial

Larrcquelle Dateline - Skmfl 1

M'A-S'H S Tonight Show (In Siereo)

Wild Am

Saws

Station

Barney

Learning

n?
1

SeeameSt. Couch

Dudley

BillNye

Slobart

Gourmet

Embroidery Hotels

Sesame Street I- »

Sandego

Wishbone

News-Lehrer

Gmklo(R)

Copeland

Paid Proo

Ooog* H

Budgie

Taz-atania

Batman

Rangers

Aladdin «

Full House

Home Imp

Simpsons

Hark WaUerg (R)

Northern Eiposure ft

Paid Prog.

Paid Prog.

Gool Troop 9onki?rs |

Aladdin I

Gargoyles

Dinosaurs

Paid Prog

Top Cops

Rescue 911 Sightings (Ri (in Siereo) Sentinel Vow of Science' Star Trek: Voyager X

U.S. Customs

RushL

H Patrol

Press Boi

on

Gritffiii

Batman

Ranoers

Fresh Pi

Steo-Sleo

Simpsons

Roseanne

Mat*

Fresh Pr

Matisse]

Star Trek

Ullman

Dream On (Politically Incorrect (Ri |Meanay

Up Close

Sportscenter

Florida

Sunny Sida Up

Sunny Side Up

|ILovtLuc> Golden

iBrady

Flintatonaf GoolTrooo Ta?-Mania

Bobby
Bobbv

Bill Nye

[Wishbone

National Political Convention (Live) X

Politics

Charlie Rota (In Siereo)

Wik) Am.

Creaturea

National Political Convention (Live) X

Served

Charlie Rota (In Stereo)

Seinfeld 1

Coach s

Beverly Hills 90210 ■■

Home Imp.

Party ol Five (In Stereoi

Home Imp, Sentinel 'Vow ol Silence Star Trek: Vovaoer K

News X

[Roseanne

Star Tra*: Voyager I

Married..

CAI

E3 Saturday Night Live

-

Politically Incorrect iRi

Pro Beach Volleyball
ESPN Sportscenler R
HBO Uovtt: M "CAeveme WamW(t994| |Making

sc

Soap JC

|Whose?

Yearbook

Cycling

Movie: •• "The Gafe'11987] PG-13

World Cup Hockey Frtlarvjvs Germany from Heisnr.'. tfmand (Live)
|Hitchcock

|DartcsirJe

EdTnHain^'t^C

Movie:. R-. MLips (1968,ComedyiMartinMu«.
Running
Racehorse |WaterSkiinr, MMa/i
Destination Eitreme

SCIH

Amamg Scot'

USA

[11.00) U.S. Open Tennis Ven's Opening ana Women's Second Round (Live) I

|Swamp

Secret 1 D

Journal

Autopsy: Med.
Sportswriters on TV ;Rj

Buck Rogers

Moviatae* "Overir>eEooe-p9;9)X Movie: •» Djtcn 11991) Ed Olwill 'PG-13'JC
Journal
Sports
|Sports
Tonite
[Thor'bred College Soccer Weekly

Incredible Hulk
MacGyver 1- -. ■.

11

Bionic Woman

Si< Million Dollar Man

Highlander: The Series

Renegade "Sherrfl Reno' Winga■

UPTOWN
BG'S ORIGINAL DANCE BAR

^Oc^nfSom
BG'S SPORTS BAR & DELI

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!
«- " AREAS LARGEST DANCE FLOOR - BEST LIGHTS & SOUND AROUND ~

UPTOWN

|Hemsley

|Kathy t Mo Show

|Lounge Lo. Meaney

jMajor League Baseball Los Angeles OoOgers at Montreal Expos (Live) X

Twil Zone

Monsters

Movie • •.

VJ

USiSL Soccer
V

T

-»C.,-r-",

oter .onefi'sf (1995. Drama) R
Sportswnters on TV H

Arliss i'

(Politically Inconect

Comedy

[Movie. •• > Gom (1996.Drama)!

Baseball National Congress Worid Seres From Wichita. Kan (Ft)

Movie:**'i "floujmZ"l1991,ScenceFiction)

U.S. Open Tennis Men s Opening and Women's Second Round (Live) X

Ta 1 Z™c

Monsters

S Ik Stalking-.

Welcome Back
Students!
1996
FALCOLN FOOTBALL
HOME SCHEDULE
Sept. 14 Temple

1:00

Sept. 28 Central Mich
Oct. 12 Kent

Homecoming

Oct. 19

Ball State

Nov. 9

Western Mich

3:30
1:00
1:00
1:00

Parent's Day

Catch The Excitement!

BG'S ORIGINAL DANCE BAR

No Cover With Coupon
Good Any Night
YOUR TICKET FOR LUNCH

(f
M M Ik ' ' w

SPORTS BAR & DELI

$1 Off Any Sandwhich Or Salad
Between 11 am to 5pm Daily • Open 7 Days A Week
DOWntOWn - Never A Cover 21 & Over - Home Of The Stadium Size Beer
UptOWn

- No Cover All Nites Before 11:00 Wed thru Sat.
- Ladies FREE All Nite Thursday
- 50<J Drafts & Drinks Every Wed. & Thurs. All Nite

- Monday's - "Retro & 80's Nite"
- Tuesday's - "Alternative Nite"
UPTOWN will be open Sunday Aug. 25 and Sept.1
11:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. • 50$ Drafts & Drinks
352 - 9310

i-rapunnl

Maior League Baseball: Yankees at Manners

- Students Show BGSV ID For Free Admission!

V(R|
Big Date

:
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Museum sued
for paintings

KEEPING AN EYE OUT
*

*

*

*

The Associated Press

CINCINNATI ~ A man has
filed two lawsuits that contend he
owns two 19th-century paintings
in the Cincinnati Art Museum
because he is a descendant of the
artist.
Lawyers for Thomas R. Hutchinson, of Spokane, Wash., filed
the lawsuits Monday in U.S. District Court to demand the paintings "Road by the Mill" and
"Canine Patient."
Theodore Robinson, an Impressionist painter who worked
in New York City, painted both
works before his death in 1896.
Hutchinson estimates that the
paintings today could be worth a
combined $1.1 million.
Hutchinson says he is entitled
to the paintings because they
were part of Robinson's estate
and Hutchinson is the greatgrandson of Hamline Robinson, a
brother of Theodore Robinson
who was one of the artist's heirs.
Theodore Robinson did not
marry and had no children, Hutchinson's lawyer said.

The Cincinnati Art Museum
considers both paintings to be
part of its permanent collection.
The museum received "Canine
Patient" as a gift In 1970 from
Mrs. AM Adler, the wife of a
New York art dealer, Hutchlnson's lawsuit said. "Road by the
Mill" was in an exhibit at the
Cincinnati Art Museum In 1897
but then stayed In the possession
of Alfred Goshorn, the first director of the museum, Hutchinson's lawsuit said.
The museum has been unwilling to relinquish the paintings to
Hutchinson despite written
requests, or to provide information about the ownership history
of the paintings, Hutchinson's
lawyer Joan Godlove said Tuesday.
Museum spokeswoman Diane
Smith declined to comment
Tuesday on the lawsuits.
Hutchinson only learned recently that the paintings were in
the Cincinnati museum's possession and had to trace their
ownership history before the
lawsuits could be filed.

Winning livestock
judged drug-free
The Associated Press
Greg Glbion/Thc Associated Prau

A police officer keeps watch over an event ilte as President Clinton's 21st Century Express train tour arrives In Arlington, Ohio

Olestra to hit consumer market
New food fat substitute hyped as safe, frying-pan friendly
The Associated Press

Z-trim because it is made of nat- spokeswoman Jacqui d'Eon said.
Olestra is a synthetic chemical
ural fiber.
"This stuff is already in our made of sugar and vegetable oil
food supply. They've just played that looks like regular fat but has
around with it a little bit so it can molecules so large and tightly
be used as a fat replacement," packed it passes through the husaid Margo Wootan, senior scien- man digestive tract without being taken in by the body. Critics
tist for the center.
Z-trim is made of fiber from say it absorbs and takes away
the hulls of oats, corn or some vitamins, as well as causing
soybeans. It is intended for use gastrointestinal side effects inby food manufacturers in trim- cluding gas, abdominal cramps
ming fat and calories from prod- and loose stools.
ucts such as cheese, chocolate
"I think olestra's claim to fame
and pancakes.
is its ability to be fried," said WilP&G says olestra provides the liam Steele, an analyst with Dean
taste of fat but not the calories,
and can be used for frying.
Z-trim, because of its chemical
structure, cannot be used in frying.

CINCINNATI - Procter &
Gamble Co. worked for 25 years
and spent more than $200 million
developing its fake fat, olestra.
For now, the company is not regarding a government-developed
fake fat as a direct competitor.
Consumers and their taste
buds will ultimately decide
which product is more popular,
olestra or the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's Z-trim.
The Food and Drug Administration in January approved olestra for use in snack foods, and
P&G is now conducting marketing tests of olestra - marketed as
Olean - in snack chips.
The Center for Science in the
Public Interest, a Washingtonbased consumer group which opposed the FDA's approval of olesThat makes olestra unique
tra, said Tuesday it welcomes among fat replacers, P&G

HELP WANTED!

Witter Discover who follows
P&G.
That Is a key difference that
limits Z-trim, Steele said.
George Inglett, the USDA
researcher who developed
Z-trim, introduced it Monday at a
meeting of the American Chemical Society in Orlando, Fla He
said it will not produce any side
effects.

COLUMBUS, Ohio -- The winning livestock from the Ohio
State Fair's Sale of Champions
showed no signs of drugs or tampering for the second straight
year, the Ohio Department of
Agriculture said.
The department tested tissue,
hair and urine from each of the
animals, which were slaughtered
after the Aug. 12 sale, and all
tested negative for a variety of

Because Z-trim is made from
ingredients that are generally
regarded as safe, Inglett said he
thinks it will not require exhaustive testing for FDA approval.
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AMAZING!
2-ibr-the-price-of-l

Cruises on Carnival & Holland America
CARNIVAL 3 & 4 DAY CRUISES FROM $249
HOLLAND AMERICA 7 DAY CRUISES F ROM SS98

Want to do something really
magical? Try taking a 2-rbrthe-price-of-l cruise on the
Amazing Floating Resorts of
Carnival and Holland America.
Choose from 3,4. or 7-day
vacations to Mexico and the
Caribbean Just book with
UNIGLOBE* Travel between
August 15 and
September 30,19%

to take advantage of this incredible offer. Then see all the fun
in the world materialize right
before your eyes
Contact your local
UNIGLOBE Cruise Consultant
today for details and reservations. And don't forget to enter
our drawing for a free 7-day
cruise for two to
the Caribbean.

AMAZING

Come on in to Bob Evans Restaurant
for a great home cooked meal!
"We're just a few smiles from home."

drugs and other substances used
to enhance an animal's appearance. "We will remain vigilant as
we continue to help educate
young producers about their responsibilities in raising project
animals," department Director
Fred Dailey said in a news
release Tuesday.
In 1994, traces of vegetable oil
and the drug clenbuterol in show
animals led to the convictions of
13 people statewide on a variety
of charges.

EXPEDIENCE THE MAGIC!

^

Stop by our booth at the Merchant's Fair. Sign up for a $25 Gift Certificate.

UNIGLOBE Travel

Think BGSU
Dining Services
is all about
peeling
potatoes?

^3oh £VOHS
RESTAURANT

(located behind BP)

352-2193

We 're now hiring BGSU students
for the following positions:
Food Service Workers, Cashiers,
Office Assistants, Cooks Helpers
We Offer:
Flexible Work Schedules, Merit
Increases, Longevity Raises, Advancement
Advancement Opportunities:
Student Supervisors & Managers, Student Cook
DINING Contact the Dining Center of your choice
SERVICES
Commons
372-2563
372-2781
Founders
Kreischer
372-2825
372-2771
McDonald
bown Under
372-2763 ,

UMELDBE
"The Problem Solver

Gift Certificates • Carry Out Available

THINK
AGAIN!

[<* =

312 N. Main Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419) 352-9336

1726 E. Wooster

U Carnival
gj Holland America Line

■Z™ Litcmcd —tewrti of UNIOLOeii Tra>d (Intrnwnial) IK INTCKNUMU CWNED n«n btlin pw*ml anw Ai prticipamg IfflOLOBt Tfi*d aornac* Saving* bated on «*fci rWo dqwnra. cab* ca»r«one».
doobtt «ttfl*oc) Subfcw to avalarahry Prwa arc rune only Cemn rratnrnow art* No purrtaa* nvcaaary fa
*i-i«B Call fa dctmk Carnival ihap rtfutry bbena and PMina HobM Aitcnn *p rtfi^ fe Nctataok

T'ai Chi <!.„;...
(ti che chwan')

Translated Grand Ultimate Fist, this highly
respected Chinese discipline energizes the body
while it quiets the mind.
Beneficial to all ages and body types, this
moderate intensity exercise promotes balance,
concentration, and overall body fitness.

T'ai Chi Ch'uan
an exercise
a martial art
a philosophy

Call now for information on
beginner's classes in Grand
Rapids, Ohio.
Classes Starting September 3rd

Action School of Martial Arts
41 9-838-0164 / 83* 0268
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School grants
to help teach
spiritual aid

Utilities protest law
Ohio companies object to PUHCA premise
Katharine Rlzzo
The Associated Press

to emulate," NIHR officials
wrote in a letter informing Kendrick that Bowman Gray had
been selected out of 17 medical
schools that applied for the
grants.
Templeton, an international
Investment manager, established
the foundation in 1987 to encourage the link between the sciences
and religion.

Paul Nowell
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Is the law
unfair to Ohio's biggest utilities?
That's the argument on Capitol Hill, where large electricity
and natural gas companies
want repeal of the law that puts
a special layer of regulation
over multistate utility holding
companies.
The utilities want to march
into the next century unfettered by a law they say is
tailored to long-gone fraudulent business practices of the
1930s.
Their opponents warn that
average electricity-users could
be burned if the largest utility
companies get what they want.
One Democratic congressman
likened it to "a drive-by shooting of electricity consumers."
"This is an issue that does affect all Ohioans and probably
most Americans whether they
know it or not," said Larry
Frimerman, federal liaison for
the Ohio Consumers' Counsel, a
watchdog group that represents consumer interests in utility rate cases.
"The risks for ratepayers
could be very high. They're
trying to unfairly get a leg up

Medical students at Wake
Forest University are being encouraged to include a dose of
spirituality when they treat a
patient.
"It's as important as good nutrition and exercise," says S.
Bryant Kendrick Jr., an ordained
minister who is also on the faculty at Bowman Gray School of
Medicine.
"Contemplative meditation is
like a good drug," he said. "The
body was made for prayer."
The medical school in WinstonSalem was one of six in the country to receive a $10,000 John
Templeton Foundation grant
Tuesday to be used to teach medordained ministers.
ical students how to incorporate
spirituality into clinical care.
Bryant Kendrick Jr.
The other award recipients
on spiritual healing
are: Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine in
Cleveland; Emory University
Bowman Gray's grant will be
School of Medicine in Atlanta; used to set up a new course for
George Washington University first- and second-year students.
Medical Center in Washington; Kendrick will lead a fourRobert C. Byrd Health Sciences member faculty that will teach a
Center of West Virginia Univer- course on faith and medical pracsity in Morganton, W.Va.; and tice.
Washington University School of
Kendrick said the grant is furMedicine in St. Louis.
The grants were presented at a ther proof of the recognition
ceremony in Washington by the within the medical community
National Institute for Healthcare that spirituality has an important
role in the overall health care of
Research.
"We are confident that your patients.
course will be a success and a
model for other medical schools
"While not a panacea, the faith
factor is increasingly being seen
The Associated Press
as an important health variable,
one which, if understood properCLEVELAND -- The state's
ly and utilized wisely, may have largest
school district offered on
profound benefits for patients,"
Tuesday to drop its demand for a
he said.
pay cut if teachers who have

"Contemplative
meditation is like a
good drug. The body
was made for
prayer."

on competition at ratepayers'
expense."
Not so, says the electric industry.
"That's a scare tactic," said
Russell Tucker, manager of
public policy analysis for the
Edison Electric Institute. "The
state regulators will not allow
imprudently occurred costs to
be passed along to the ratepayer."
The law in question is the
Public Utility Holding Company Act In the shorthand-speak that Washington loves so
much, it's more commonly
called PUHCA - pronounced
POO-kuh. like the shell necklaces popular in the late 70s
and early '80s.
PUHCA was enacted in 1935
to give federal regulators the
power to protect ratepayers
and investors against elaborate, pyramid-style holding
companies that then controlled
nearly 1,000 utilities across the
country.
The law restricts the types of
businesses those companies
can operate, limits them to
specific geographic areas and
requires extensive filings and
approval for many financial
activities.
They also can't hop from,
say, the Midwest to the South-

west or to another part of the
world, without first spending
months getting Securities and
Exchange Commission approval for the expansion.
That's the part of the repealPUHCA proposal the industry
tends to focus on: that It's more
time-consuming and complicated for the 14 multistate parent companies to do things than
it is for single-state companies.
Consumer groups, environmentalists, and public power
organizations and large electric customers all have been
fighting to thwart the industry
effort.
"Congress passed the law to
protect the consumer," said
Charlie Higley, a senior analyst who monitors the issue for
Public Citizen, the consumer
group Ralph Nader founded.
Higley and other opponents
of the repeal legislation want it
considered as part of a comprehensive package aimed at
restructuring the entire U.S. utility industry to increase competition and ensure consumers
the best deal for their utility
dollar.
One significant ally of the
repeal-seekers Is the SEC,
which is charged with enforcing PUHCA. After a lengthy
study, the commission pro-

posed shifting some of the
law's consumer protection
provisions to the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission.
"It would seem to us that if
the agency itself, which regulates, says an act should be
repealed, then there's certainly
merit in the argument," said utility executive A.W. Dalhberg
of the Southern Co.
While the repeal legislation
awaits a Senate vote, its prospects for final action this year
aren't promising, since the legislative calendar is compressed to make time for Incumbents to campaign for reelection.
In addition. Rep. Dan
Schaefer, R-Colo., chairman of
the House subcommittee with
Jurisdiction over the Issue, has
shown no inclination to move
the bill. He has included PUHCA repeal in his comprehensive bill to restructure the utility industry, which is not likely
to move before next year at the
earliest
The utility Industry people
are still pushing, but privately
concede the schedule works
against them. Their opponents
agree.

Cleveland teachers avoid pay cut

Boyd, district negotiators work to avoid possible teacher strike

TANNING

"We Don't want a
strike. We're serious
about settling on a
contract."

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE

©5*
...seeks caring volunteers to assist
persons experiencing a problem or
crisis.

Campus
Tanning

E£XS>

Volunteers are needed for
The Crisis Hotline and The
Victims Advocacy Program.
No experience necessary. Call or

First Visit Free
10 VISITS-$25

stop in for applications.
Vicitms Advocacy Program Training: Tues
& Thurs 6-9 pm. Soot 17-Nov 19.
(Application deadline Sept 11}
Crisis Hotline Training: Mon & Wed 6-9
pm, Sept. 30-Nov. 6.
(Application deadline Sept 23}

352-7889
Unlimited Tanning
1 mo. - $35

2 mo. - $60

threatened to strike next week board would accept a two-year
are willing to spend more time pay freeze in return for savings
in other contract provisions.
teaching.
Richard A. Boyd, Cleveland
Boyd said the district could
schools superintendent, said dis- save $18 million to $22 million
trict negotiators outlined the with various proposals, including
proposals during contract talks
with the 5,000-member Cleveland
Teachers Union.
The district had asked for a 10
percent pay cut but trimmed that
to 7 percent and Boyd said the

Bowling Green
State University
College el
Musical Arts

estival

eliminating one of four 40 minute
teacher planning periods each
week and increasing the current

series

1996-97

SHARON 1SBIN.

GUITAR

Octobar- 4, 1996

M-TH 10-8 pm
Fri.-Sat. 10-6 pm

«G3

315 Thurstin Awe., Bowling Green
352-5387

Welcome Back!

CLARINET

February I, 1997

•
•

HUBBARD STREET
DANCE CHICAGO
February •» >**7

• Engine Repair • Exhaust • Tires
• Radiator & Heater Repair • Towing

GIL SHAHAM,
VIOLIN
March f, Ite7

• Starters & Alternators • Water Pumps
• Accessories • Mufflers • Brakes

Season tickets NOW on taloi
All evenu ire In Kobackar Hall.
Moore Musical Arts Crmer. at 8 p.m.
Order season Ucktu today, call
4IW1724I7I or *00/il911U

Sockman Automotive
352-3607 or 353-1697
425 Grant
Located behind Dairy Queen

Welcome to BG!
Let us introduce ourselves,

•

586-DX133
28.8 Faxmodem
14" SVGA Monitor (.28)
540 MB Hard Drive
8 MB EDO Ram
3.5 Floppy Drive
104 Key Keyboard
Mouse & Pad
DOS & Windows or
Windows 95

Other options A models available
For the best values In PCs, contact

Milwaukee PC, Inc.

Lif$ to sing? Interested in a
'Book.Scfiokirshvpi
Trinity United
Methodist Church
(200 0i Summit St).
fias scholarships for students
who sing in our chancel choir
jt
Xehearsals
.%, .. T-fprnlhursaags
J>

Wisconsin's largest independent
retailer of personal computers
>hon«: 414 771 6965 Fax 414-771-1411
E-mail: mihvaukeeoo@milwaukeepc.con
In tar net: www Milwaukee PC com

10:3011:30 Sunday*.,>
Cad354 3193 for more*
information
http:unow.tocnet.oig/~Trinity

Call or Walk In
352-4576

r

l
BGSU

students
$5.00
towards
purchase
of TWO
Dinners

Free Parking in Rear

426 East Wooster

taagKHHt

HEY STUDENTS... 1%
int.r.st.el in a 1 cre>|

activity

Loojrn how to sJcafo^L a basic slrafinj

Enjoy your favorite snacks, sandwiches,
dinners, desserts and beverages at the
best restaurant In town!

•
-

EDDIE DANIELS.

Come see us for all your car care needs

Downtown

Internet PC; $999

QUARTETTO GELATO
October 27, I99e
MARILYN HORNE.
MEZZO-SOPRANO
Oinmbir 4, 1996

163 S. Main

Richard A. Boyd
Cleveland Schools Superintendant

$30 monthly teacher contribution
to health insurance costing $500
each month.
There was no immediate comment from union officials on
Boyd's offer. Meryl T. Johnson,
community relations chair of the
union, referred questions to
president Richard DeColibus,
who was involved in the contract
talks. A message seeking comment was left at his office.
In addition, Boyd asked for an
end to contract provisions allowing teacher union representatives, departmental heads and
teacher peer advisors to handle
such duties during class time.
"We don't want a strike. We're
serious about settling on a contract," Boyd said. District negotiators are willing to meet with
teacher negotiators on a virtual
round-the-clock basis through
the contract's expiration at midnight Saturday, Boyd said.
The 72,000-student district has
a $152 million debt and said it
needs both contract concessions
from teachers and other school
unions and voter approval of a
tax increase Nov. 5.

352-2595

Ch.ek

«*.

™' A
^' Ai'
Hi* rtr.-re.fi k-o.k wneior PEO erne! sifjn »» JHeelay!
ce.ll 372-8521 f.r more, inform-!..., *
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Hillshire employee
sues for $6 million
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - An employee
of Hillshire Farms & Kahn's Co.
on Tuesday filed a $6 million
lawsuit alleging the company
discriminated against disabled
workers and sexually harassed
employees.
Leslie Codling Jr. said the
company has refused to let him
return to his Job until his workrelated disabilities are cured.
The suit filed in U.S. District
Court said the company knew
about his medical restrictions,
but didn't make accommodations
or pay for the treatment prescribed by his doctor.
Jeffrey Smith, a spokesman for
Ilillshire's parent company, Sara
Lee Corp. of Chicago, said he was
not aware of the lawsuit and
would not comment on pending
litigation.
The suit was one of about 10

filed in district courts In Ohio
and Kentucky against Sara Lee.
Michigan lawyer Mayer Morganroth said the cases will be consolidated In the pretrial process,
but most likely tried separately.
"I think there is a problem
here," Morganroth said. "I think
it's a common thread that general
sexual harassment or discrimination doesn't center in one person or one program."
He hopes the lawsuit prompts
the company to adjust their policy.
Codling also accused company
supervisors and male employees
of sexually harassing female
employees. The lawsuit said the
company tolerated sexually explicit drawings on warehouse and
rest room walls, and failed to act
on harassment complaints.
He said company managers,
supervisors and male workers
made unwelcome sexual advances at female employees that

"I think it's a
common thread that
general sexual
harassment or
discrimination
doesn't center in one
person or program."

COLUMBUS - A former Ohio
man has been sentenced to 44
months in prison on charges he
fiied false unemployment claims
at least 36 states, the Ohio Bureau of Employment said.
Carlos Perry, formerly of
Sheffield Lake, was sentenced in
U.S. District Court in Tampa,

Tom Uhlman/The AlMCbtcdPrtM
A tobacco worker, who did not wish to be Identified, cuts stalks and stacks them on wooden stakes
as he harvests fields near West Union, Ohio Monday.

Mayer Monganroth
lawyer
created an intimidating, hostile,
abusive and offensive work environment.
The lawsuit cited several unwritten policies at the company,
which included keeping two sets
of books for the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration and making false entries.

Former Ohio resident
sentenced for fraud
The Associated Press

WORKING THE FIELDS

Fla., on Friday after pleading Anderson, acting chief of OBES's
guilty to 14 counts of theft, OBES benefit payment control departsaid in a news release Tuesday. ment.
He also was ordered to repay
about $30,000 in fraudulent
Perry filed claims using false
claims.
names and social security numbers, as well as phony employers,
Perry was accused of collect- OBES said.
ing about $70,000 in fraudulent
In 1995, OBES ordered the reunemployment claims in 36
states, including $3,280 from payment of more than $10.7 million in fraudulent benefits.
Ohio in March 1995, said William

Judge rules contract
program unbalanced
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - A federal judge
has declared the city's minority
set-aside contracts program unconstitutional. The city may appeal.
U.S. Judge James Graham
ruled Monday that although "our
society continues to suffer from
the lingering effects of racial and
gender-based discrimination,"
the city has failed to prove that
discrimination remains pervasive in local construction and
equipment-supply industries.
City Attorney Ron O'Brien said
the city will decide within the
next month whether it will appeal. He declined to comment
further.
The program has been in place

"[The ruling] does not
assume that racism
and sexism no longer
exist. But there is
evidence that
significant progress
hasbeenmade."
U.S. Judge James Graham

clusively for black-owned companies, and 7 percent must go to
companies women own.
In February 1994, the city
asked Graham to approve the ,
constitutionality of the 1993 ordinance.
In his ruling, Graham said he
found a lack of evidence of racial
or sexual discrimination in the
construction trades.

He said he "does not assume
that racism and sexism no longer
- and under legal challenge - for exist. But there is evidence that
years.
significant progress has been
Since 1993, when Columbus made."
City Council last updated it, the
program has required that 10
Past set-aside programs have
percent of construction project been beneficial but had their
contracts must be reserved ex- drawbacks, he said.

Trains Collideln West Virginia
Federal Investigation Of Fatal August Accident To Continue
The Associated Press
SMITHFIELD, W.Va. - An
eastbound freight train pulled off
the tracks and waited about an
hour for a coal train to pass before pulling back onto the tracks,
investigators said Tuesday.
The eastbound train traveled
another five miles before colliding head-on with a second freight
train on a blind curve in northern
West Virginia, officials said. Two
people were killed and two people were injured in the Aug. 20
collision.
The National Transportation
Safety Board is continuing its investigation into why the eastbound train returned to the
tracks and into the path of the
second westbound train, said
Alan Pollock, agency spokesman.
He said there could have been
a verbal miscommunication or
problems with the visual identification of the trains in the pre-

dawn dark.
One freight train was on its
way from Cincinnati to Cumberland, Md.. and the other was making the opposite trip. The crash
occurred about 45 miles east of
Marietta, Ohio.
All three CSX trains were
operating in an area where there
are no automated signals, so the
operators were relying on verbal
Instructions from a dispatcher In
Jacksonville, Fla.
The eastbound train, following
instructions, pulled off the main
tracks for up to an hour to yield
to the coal train, Pollock said. Between 15 to 20 minutes after the
coal train passed, the eastbound
train resumed its journey, he
said.
Investigators have not interviewed the surviving crew members, and the timetable remained
unclear Tuesday, Pollock said.
The eastbound train's conductor, Charles Dailey, 45, of Parkersburg, was released Tuesday
from the United Hospital Center

in Clarksburg, said Suzanne
Hornor, hospital spokeswoman.
The engineer, Keith George,
42, of Parkersburg, was released
Monday from Ruby Memorial
Hospital in Morgantown.

1
*;

Killed were the westbound
train's crew, engineer Thomas
Shay, 45, of Grafton, and conductor Brennis A. Stevens, 62, of
Davisville.

Colonial Barbers
205 N. Prospect B.G.

354-0303
Walk-ins Welcome
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DINING
SERVICES
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^ Join The Fun At

K GAMERS!

Call or stop
in for a complete
listing of all available Apts.

•
•
•
•
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Columbia Court Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments

All Close To Campus

Greenbriar Inc.
244 E. Wooster

352-0717

SCHEDULE OF HOURS

Opens Mon., Aug. 26,4:30pm

McDonald Dining Center:*
Opens Tue.. Aug. 20,4:30pm

Monday - Sunday
50 oz. draft!
10 oz. 500
20 oz. $1.00

1996-1997

Commons Dining Center*

S Great Specials
Every Day Of The Week!

DON'T GET LOCKED OUT Q

FOOD OPERATIONS

48 oz. pitcher $2.40
60 oz. pitcher $3.00

Sunday Football
$3 Bucks! of Chicken Wings
Free Pool
Monday Night
Football
$3 Bucket
of Wings

Free
Pool!

5coz.
Draft!

Dimers

5c oz.
Draft!

Dimers

$1 Off Cover Charge w/ BGSU ID
10» Draff

Coming in September
College Bands
Every Friday and Saturday

(IF
d
I**"**
\U
^^
youc

You have to b* 21 to drink it Gamer*, bur
you can haw a good tltrm at any agal

Monday - Friday
Breakfast 7:30-11 am
Lunch
11 am -2 pm
Dinner
4:3O-6:30pm
Monday - Friday
Breakfast 7:30-Uam
Lunch
11 am-2pm
Dinner
4:30-6:30pm
Saturday - Sunday
Breakfast 10am-lpm
Lunch
ll:30am-2pm
Dinner
4:30-6:30pm

Chily's Express:
Opens Sun., Aug. 25

i

Mon. - Fri. 8am-Midnight
Sat-Sun. Noon-Midnight
Mon. - Fri. 10am-Midnight
GT Express:
Opens Sun., Aug. 25
Sat.-Sun. Noon-Midnight
Founders Keepers Food Court* Mon. - Fri. 7:30am-7pm
Opens Mon., Aug. 26
Sal Sun. 10am-7pm
Kreischer Sundial Food Court:* Mon. - Fri. 7:30am-7pm
Opens Mon., Aug. 26
Sat.-Sun. 10am-7pm

Down Under Snack Bar:
Opens Tue., Aug. 27
i Sun.-Thu. 6pm-Midnight
Kreischer Shadows:
Opens Tue., Sept. 3
Sun.-Thu. 7pm-Midnight
Silver River Cafe:
Opens Wed., Sept. 11
Full Dining 5pm-8:30pm
Coffee House 8:30- 10:30pm

Garden Terrace Ddi:
Opens Tue., Aug. 27
Sun.-Thu. 2pm- 11pm
Founders Keepers Snack Ban
Opens Mon., Aug. 26
Sun.-Thu. 7pm-Midnight
Towers West Restaurant:
Opens Wed.. Sept. 4
Mon.-Fri. 4:30pm-«:30pm

* Weekend hours until Wednesday, Aug. 28

mmmmmmmmmmm»Mmuu^m;m^.
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Opposite sides
address DNC
The Associated Press
CHICAGO - Purposefully displaying their party's split personality. Democrats embraced a
moderate platform Tuesday
as Hillary Rodham Clinton
shared the
convent ion
spotlight with
liberals who
criticized
President Clinton on welfare
but urged his
re-election.
"He deserves four more
years," Jesse Jackson said of
Clinton even as he took issue with
the president for signing signing
a Republican bill than ended a
60-year federal guarantee of aid

amrt

to the poor.
Jackson was not alone. Former
New York Gov. Mario Cuomo
made a forceful case for Clinton's reelection, but he blasted
Clinton's decision to sign the
GOP welfare bill. "The risk to
children was too great to justify
the action of signing that bill no
matter what Its political benefits," he said.
Bringing delegates in the
packed United Center hall to
their feet, both Jackson and
Cuomo said Clinton, whatever his
faults, was far preferable to Republican Bob Dole and House
Speaker Newt Gingrich. "We are
mature enough to differ without
splitting," Jackson said.
The balancing act by Democratic liberals reflected the
pragmatism found throughout a
party never completely comfort-

The following tips hove been suggested through o survey
of 100 random BGSU students:
Learn the names of the buildings Explore campus
Dont eat all junk food. Don't walk alone at night
Forget about your hair, it's too windy to care.
Have fun with the walking. Watch what you drink.
Dont sleep around.
Remember to smile.
1QSU Ctnur/or
Do your own thing.
■WtOntsstr
Watch out for the puddles. Use a heavy umbrella.
Tnvtniim
Get involved Get a parking sticker.
Know your limits Donl lose sight of your goals
372-8302
Exercise. Study Stay warm Bring a fan.

Dole shrugs off
economic news
SANTA BARBARA, Calif.
Bob Dole defended his economic plan against Democratic attacks, saying Tuesday it has
"blown a hole" in President Clinton's lead - not the momentum
toward ending federal deficits.
Shrugging off a new report
showing a surge in consumer
confidence, both Dole and running mate Jack Kemp portrayed
the U.S. economy as listless - and
their $548-billion tax-cut plan as
the tonic needed to reinvigorate
it.
"President Clinton inherited a
The AitocUtcd Pre ■■
good economy, and it's gone
Hillary Rodham Clinton waves during a sound check at the Democrat- sour," Dole told a group of local
ic National Convention Tuesday In Chicago.
business owners In a carefully
scripted event timed to coincide
able with Clinton but eager to ex- speakers, many of whom mixed with the second day of the Demotend its rare hold on the White criticism of Republicans and a cratic convention in Chicago.
Surrounding himself with his
plug for a second Clinton term
House.
Cuomo said Democrats had al- with a pitch for voters to restore top economic advisers, Dole prelowed themselves to be painted Democrats to power in Congress. dicted Clinton would soon mimic
As his campaign train closed in his call for tax cuts, either at the
as tax-happy, soft on crime and in
favor of big government
but on Chicago, Clinton once again convention or soon after.
"He's going to promise you tax
that Clinton had redefined the set the convention theme, stopparty, sometimes to the dismay ping in Michigan to unveil a $2.75 relief. I dont know how many
of liberals on welfare and other billion literacy initiative and cast people are going to believe that,
education as a defining issue in based on his past record," Dole
issues.
But, overall, Cuomo said, "Pre- his race against Republican Bob said. "There's only one ticket
talking about economic growth....
sident Clinton found the way to Dole.
They (Democrats) have already
preserve our party's basic prin- "The most important thing we
demonstrated they don't mean
ciples while erasing the stigmas
that had been branded on on our can do is to make sure our chil- it."
Dole and Kemp are taking
reputations over the years."
dren are ready for the 21st cen- working vacations in southern
In all, day two of the four-day
California this week. They spent
conclave featured some 60 tury," Clinton said.
Tuesday promoting their economic plan in a visit to a local
beer and soft drink distributing
company, taking questions from
a sympathetic audience of about
100 business and professional
people.
"We need to unleash the power
of American workers, entrepreneurs and savers," said Mi111 W Mm Si • Woodvilk. Ohio 4MM •(419) HI-lit*
chael Boskin, a Dole adviser and
Follow S.R. 105 N from B.G.
former economic aide to PresiTerri Long
to Woodville Rd, Turn Right
dent Bush. "Sen. Dole and Jack
Kemp have a comprehensive

program designed to do precisely
that."
Dole's plan calls for a IS percent across-the-board cut in Income tax rates, a $500-per-child
tax credit and a halving of the
capital gains tax rate to 14 percent.
Democrats have ridiculed it as
economically unsound, saying
Dole has not proposed adequate
ways to finance the tax cuts and
contending his plan would either
send the deficit soaring or require deep cuts in social programs.
"When you hear President
Clinton say we cant do it, it's going to blow a hole in his deficit, in
his budget, It's already blown a
hole In his lead I think that's his
problem," Dole asserted.
Dole enjoyed "bumps" in the
polls after both the release of the
economic package and the Republican convention.
Stanford University professor
John Taylor, a chief architect of
Dole's plan, said economic data
reviewed by the group projected
a growth rate next year of just
1.9 percent down from the current rate of 2.4 percent.
But a business group that
monitors economic trends reported Tuesday that consumer
confidence hit a new six-year
high in August. The Conference
Board's Consumer Confidence
Index rose 2.4 points to 109.4 this
month after rising 7 points in
July. Most economists had expected a decline.
"I'd have to see what questions
they asked people, but it's just
not there," Dole said when asked
for a reaction. Added Kemp:
"The only consumer confidence
index that matters is the election
in November."

WELCOME BACK!
n

r\ r\ ^

_ University Bookstore

n

(Conveniently located on campus)

New and Used Textbooks
•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS
•BESTSELLERS
•PAPERBACKS
•STUDY AIDS
•MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS
•COMPUTER SOFTWARE

•BGSU SWEATSHIRTS AND T-SHIRTS
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•FILM & DEVELOPING
•GREETING CARDS
•BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
•GIFTS
•COMPUTER SUPPLIES

SPECIAL OPENING HOURS
8/26 Mon.
8/27 Tues
8/28 Wed.
8/29 Thurs.
9/30 Fri.

8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
9/09 Sat.
9/09 Mon.

8/31 Sat.
9/03 Tues.
9/04 Wed.
9/05 Thurs.
9/06 Fri.
9 a.m. -5 p.m.

9 a.m. - 5p.m.
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
8 a.m. -6 p.m.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Resume Regular Hours

REGULAR HOT IRS

CLOSED.
Sun. 9/01, Mon. 9/02( labor day),
Sun. 9/08

^^m

mUm

Phone (419)372- 2851
Book Information & Software 372- 7783 & 372-7782
Art Supplies 372- 7784

Mon. - Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

The University Bookstore is owned and operated by Bowling Green State University for the purpose
of supplying the students with textbooks, classroom materials and to supply your college needs.
^—

8am - 6pm
8am - 5pm
9am - 5pm
Closed
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Fires still burningin West
The Associated Press

Navy search ship
leaves TWA sight
The Associated Press

Wind gusting to more than 45
mph whipped a fire burning
through brush and dry grass today outside Boise, Idaho, where
one expensive home was heavily
damaged and hundreds of people
had to evacuate.
Officials were using "pretty
much all the fireflghting reserves we have In the area," said
Barry Rose, U.S. Bureau of Land
Management spokesman.
Thousands of lightning strikes
had been recorded in the Northwest, and officials in Montana
got ready today for more lightning expected from an approaching weather system.
"We want crews close to a jetport if they need to fly," said
Mike Plattes, a logistics coordinator at the Aerial Fire Depot
in Missoula, Mont.
The 12,000-acre Boise fire was
turning away from the city today
after sweeping through the upscale Boise Foothills neighborhoods on Monday, but still
threatened isolated cabins and
other structures.
"It was coming right towards
us. We thought the house was
gone," Foothills resident Cathy
Lapinel said. "We got the kids out
and grabbed the photo albums
and left. We couldn't believe it
was still here."
Gerald Waller watched crews
battle a fire in his $700,000 hilltop home for two hours.
"The walls are stucco and the
roof is slate. This house is supposed to be fireproof it's supposed to withstand this," he said.

r- the tttctir\

Tanning Center ZT—

YA FREE VI
wit

package purchase
with this an. ^\
exp. 9/18/96
A

The Associated Press

A plane drops flre-retardant chemicals on a house In Boise, Idaho,
■everal homes In the area, but only one house was burnt.
across Oregon, California, Wash"Evidently, it failed."
Between 100 and 200 homes in ington, Idaho, Arizona, Utah, Nethe Robie Creek subdivision vada, Montana and Wyoming.
Up to 4,000 lightning strikes
were briefly evacuated Monday
were recorded in northern Nenight.
Lightning started other fires vada from Monday afternoon
Monday night in three areas through early today, and
south of Boise, with a 12,000-acre thousands more were detected in
blaze forcing evacuation of an southeastern Oregon on Monday,
entire subdivision southwest of officials said.
East of Elko, Nev., about 20
Kuna.
Temperatures in the Boise people were evacuated for a time
area were expected to be in the Monday from remote ranches in
mid-90s today, down from Mon- the Starr Valley area, officials
day's high of 104, but more wind said.
was likely.
In central Oregon, where a
In all, fires were burning on weekend fire destroyed 19
more than 238,000 acres across homes, firefighters were sent to
the West. The 18,000 people 14 new lightning fires spotted in
fighting the fires were spread an area about 25 miles south of
Bend, said fire spokeswoman
Carol Connolly.
The smoke cleared enough in
Bend on Monday to allow a view
of the snowcapped Three Sisters

The Heat
904 E. Wooster
352-3588

re-opens Sept. 3

for the first time since the Skeleton Fire burned 18,000 acres of
rangeland. The fire was 80 percent contained Monday night,
with full containment expected
today.
Some 500 Army mountain
troops hardened by fighting fires
on the Mendocino National
Forest in Northern California arrived in Oregon to help fight the
Park Meadows Fire 13 miles
south of Sisters, northwest of
Bend.
In Southern California, heat,
changing wind and bees hampered firefighters on a blaze that
has burned 1,400 acres of chaparral in the Angeles National
Forest. Authorities estimated the
fire was 60 percent contained.
"Bees, rattlesnakes, mosquitoes, we get the worst," fire crew
member Rene Hernandez said.
"This ain't no Disneyland."

STUDY HARD!

your Tanning professionals
since 1980

DORM SIZE
Refrigerator 1.5
for Sole 0MJM

' 3 tacos (with purchase
ot mad. drink)
' money out ot our new
ATM machine
1
$1.00 per hour bonus check for ALL hours
worked Aug. thru May

I
0 N Main

FUTON RENTALS
$12&.@© School Year
Fire Retardant

SPACE SAVERS
40JI Mm •-si in

Tuesday. Wildfires threatened

9H3-S47S

Mon-Sot l2-2:3cfom
SunS-g:50om

Taco Bell
320 E. Wooster
354-1155

I
352 - 9951

si SANDERSON STABLES

TUES.LOUD AND LOCAL
(No Cover)
THURS
$1 NITE ... LIVE MUSIC
$1 AT DOOR
$1 A MINI PITCHER
FRI. & SAT.
BEST LIVE MUSIC IN TOWN,
AREAS LARGEST AND
COLDEST SELECTION
OF DRAFT AND
BOTTLED BEER

COME AND ENJOY
GRCUP AND

WeCcome 'Bacli
Students
Wintlii-op

Tcrrmiec
Apartments
400 E. Napoleon Rd.

• electronic Dorts

FtorvATE Lessons

IN OUR NEW 6,000 FT.
INDOOR RDING ARENA.

,,..

...f-

|Whether it is for Public Instruction or|
the University PEG 157 Class.
Riding lessons provide a life long
skill and enjoyment.
GIVE US A CALL for further
information at:

(419) 655-2253

HAPPY HOUR NOON TILL NINE
Video Gomes

SMITHTOWN, N.Y. - With more than 60 percent of TWA
Flight 800 recovered and two debris fields pretty well cleared,
the Navy salvage-and-rescue ship USS Grasp headed home
Tuesday morning.
The vessel was sent on its way back to its home port in Virginia, and divers and the Grasp's sister ship, the USS Grapple,
will began focusing on the debris field farthest from Kennedy
Airport.
As the USS Grasp prepared to lift anchor. Navy Rear Adm.
Edward K. Kristensen thanked about 100 divers and other crew
on board, telling them they "can walk a little taller around Norfolk for a long, long time."
Divers were running out of wreckage to collect in the two debris fields closest to the airport. National Transportation Safety
Board vice chairman Robert Francis said Monday.
"This is little stuff that's being brought up," he said. "There's
no large pieces of wreckage out there.... The size of the pieces is
starting to diminish." Sonar was being used in the two areas to
make sure nothing was overlooked.
Some sizable pieces, including parts of the tail, wings and real
fuselage sections, are believed to still remain in the debris field
farthest from the airport.
The Grasp, equipped with a robot and special video and scanning equipment, was brought in a week after the July 17 crash to
lift heavy objects. The pieces of the plane that have been recovered were being reconstructed at a Long Island hangar.
Investigators believe the explosion that brought down the Paris-bound jet, killing all 230 aboard, originated in the plane's midsection, near the center fuel tank. All but 23 victims have been
recovered and identified.
The Boeing 747 had been used to transport U.S. military personnel to the Middle East within the last few years, investigators
said. But they would not say if they believe that's how explosive
substances got on the plane.
"Certainly it's the type of thing we're interested in," said
James Kallstrom, the FBI official heading the agency's investigation. "Obviously, ordnance is not authorized to go onto
commercial aircraft transporting military personnel."
Kallstrom said the FBI was working with TWA to trace the
flights that carried military personnel.
He also said the FBI has interviewed "a good portion" of the
passengers who flew on the jet from Athens to New York's Kennedy Airport. After a three-hour layover, the plane took off for
'axis about 8:27 p.m. and exploded 11 minutes later.
A source told The Associated Press that investigators were
concentrating on the discovery of a chemical used in some plastic explosives found on the floor near where the plane broke up.
The source, who spoke to the AP on condition of anonymity,
said investigators were paying less attention to traces of nitroglycerin found near the back of the plane. It may have been
brought aboard the Boeing 747 by a heart patient to treat angina,
the source said.
The AP's sources have identified the chemical as PETN, or
pentaerythrite tetranitrate. PETN is found in some plastic explosives and sometimes used as a detonator.
Meanwhile, a dispute was brewing over whether TWA, its insurer and other private parties will help pay the cost of the accident investigation, The New York Times reported today.
A federal source who has analyzed the costs of the cleanup
and investigation told the AP last week that an estimated $20
million had been spent so far.
Earlier this week, federal officials asked TWA for a voluntary
payment of $5 million toward salvage and recovery, the Times
reported. Mark Abels, a company spokesman, said TWA's position was that the probe was a government operation, and therefore the airline was not responsible for paying the government's
bills.

• Pinboll

Or See BGSU schedule of classes
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EDUCATION MAJORS
STUDENT TEACHING
SPRING SEMESTER, 1997
OR
FALL SEMESTER, 1997
R«oulr«d Slon-Un MatingWEDNESDAY, SEPT. 4,1996
ALUMNI ROOM, UNIV. UNION
MEETINGS AT: 8:30, 9:30. 10:30, 11:30 AM
1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 PM.
KNOW YOUR SIX WEEK SPRINT COURSE(S)
AND ON-CAMPUS MAILBOX NUMBER
ATTEND ONE MEETINGI
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Mother Teresa still ill
The Associated Press

Ing on both days.
Nuns and visitors at the headquarters of the order Mother
Teresa founded have sung hymns
every day and prayed for her
speedy recovery. In turn. Mother
Teresa has summoned the sisters
and blessed them.

CALCUTTA, India - Mother
Teresa spent her 86th birthday
Tuesday in a hospital bed, hooked
up to machines and surrounded
by doctors treating her for a lung
Infection and a faltering heart.
Prayers were held across India
for the Roman Catholic nun who
has inspired millions with her
mix of piety, frugality and selfless service to the poor and the
ailing.
Doctors at the Woodlands
Nursing Home in Calcutta have
expressed cautious optimism
that she is responding to treatment.
Special prayer services and'
other celebrations began Monday
for Mother Teresa, the champion
of the world's poorest people. In
1993, then-Prime Minister P.V.
Narasimha Rao erroneously sent

Doctors have cut in half her
time on a respirator. Mother
Teresa has been under round-the-clock medical supervision by a
team of six doctors who were
concerned the lung infection
could develop into pneumonia.

The AsMcUtcd PTCM
Mother Teresa, winner of the
1979 Nobel Peace Prize, started
breathing without a respirator
Tuesday.
birthday greetings a day early,
beginning a tradition of celebrat-

MUSIC • BOOKS • T-SHIRTS
20% OFF ANY IN
STOCK ITEM

Mother Teresa was hospitalized on Aug. 20 with a 100-degree
fever brought on by malaria.
Doctors say the fever aggravated
her heart condition, which has
caused her heart to fail three
times since Thursday.
The Nobel Peace Prize laureate
has been battling illness for
years. She suffered a heart attack in 1983 during a meeting
with Pope John Paul II in Rome.
In 1989, a second, stronger, heart
attack left her with a pacemaker.

(let/Cl llH'-I.K'
127NMainSt.BG.
353-1361

I Welcome Back Students I
Admission $3.00
Matinees $2.50

HOURS: M.-Th. 10-5:30
Fri. 10-7
Sat. 10-4

l_Vil lage Preacher.

Check Local Listings for
Shows and Times

c h n ist: ian bo o ke to re

Free Pop & Popcorn With Ad
Valid Thru 9/3(96

352-3709

133 Sou* Main

The AiMcUtrd Prt,.

Passenger* leave a hijacked Sudan Airways Jet on a runway at Stansted Airport 30 miles northeit of
London. The hijackers later surrendered, ending the 17-hour ordeal.

Hijacking ends peacefully
The Associated Press

LONDON - Seven Iraqis seeking political asylum freed their 184 captives aboard a Sudanese
airliner Tuesday at a London airport, ending their
two-day armed hijacking without bloodshed.
The identity of the Iraqis arrested at the end of a
16-hour drama on Sudan Airways Flight ISO was
not disclosed. Police also detained six female relatives of the men and are caring for two children.
Exile groups said the hijackers may be Iraqi
government military advisers too frightened by
Saddam Hussein's purges to return home.
The hijack of the Airbus 310 with 171 captive
passengers and 13 crew members aboard ended
around noon when the hijackers, some armed with
guns, surrendered after seven hours of negotiations at Stansted Airport, conducted mainly
through the Sudanese pilot.
"They are not fundamentalists. They are not political or they don't belong to any political party or
terrorist group," a man In the cockpit apparently
the pilot said in a taped conversation with control
tower workers, broadcast on ITV news.

"They are ordinary people. They have been persecuted by Saddam regime. They need protection
for their families," the man said.
Influential British lawmakers insisted that whoever they are, the hijackers should be returned to
Sudan.
"Hijacking la a horrendous and sometimes murderous crime and hijackers must be dealt with the
utmost severity," said David Howell, who heads a
cross-party committee of lawmakers on foreign
affairs. "There must be no concessions."
Police spokeswoman Heather Watts said a
search of the plane found knives and fake explosives. None of the captives were injured, although
three men Including two with heart trouble were
taken to hospitals for treatment.
Majid al-Yassiri, a London-based Iraqi opposition spokesman, told the Arabic service of
British Broadcasting Corp. radio that the hijackers
are military experts who were In Sudan on assignment for the Iraqi government.
i The hijackers commandeered Flight ISO about
'25 minutes after It left Khartoum heading for
Amman, Jordan.
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A CALIBER SYSTEM COMPANY
The Perfect Job For Male And Female Students Who Wont to
Work, Stay in Shape, ond Hove Fun!!
RP5 now offers o base wage
above the industry wage
Enhanced base wages
Tuition assistance
Work 3-5 hours a day
5 days a week
Bridge in service program

-Shifts to fit any schedule
Start Times
Night- 12:30 AM
Sunrise - 2:30 AM
Day - 3:00 PM
Twillight-6:30 PM
Preload - 3:30 AM

WE WILL BE ON CAMPUS
THURSDAY, 9/12

- STUDENT UNION FORT ROOM
10AM-2PM

TUESDAY, 9/17

- STUDENT UNION FORT ROOM
10AM-2PM

SCHEDULED INTERVIEWS ARE NOT NEEDED
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Falcons hoping for renewed success
\Offensive line is
\key to title hopes
Scott Brown
The BC News
Who can figure out the Falcon football
team?
Last year's squad, coronated by many as
the best in coach Gary Blackney 's tenure before a down was even played, floundered on
the way to a 5-6 record.
This season, there Is renewed optimism.
Offensive coordinator Mike Faragalli, the

Spikers
\open
season
Saturday
Blake Parkins
The BC News
The Bowling Green Women's
I volleyball team is gearing up for
another season of heavy hitting
[ and fast paced action.
This week the team finishes up
a rigorous camp that held three
practices a day. The Falcons are
a young and athletic team with
almost half of the squad being
first year players.
The team Is led by two outI standing co-captians in Shayne
Crumley and Wendy Watkins.
Crumley is a powerful left-side
hitter, and Watkins will control
the team on the court as setter.
Other returning letter winners
include senior Lori Hilton at
middle-blocker, middle-hitter
i Kclsha Wllkins, defensive specialist Erin Seibenhar, and junior
Marin Ferlic who is returning
from a season ending knee inJury.
Head coach Denise Van De
Walle says that the team's
strength lies in its setting and
left-side hitting.
"Wendy [Watkins] is going to
I be a very good setter for us," Van
De Walle said, "Wendy is very
quick and has great ball control,
and knowledge for the game."
"Another one of our strengths is
See VOLLEYBALL, page 16.

Netters
have
new look,
coach
Blake Parkins

mastermind behind the record-setting
seasons of 1991-94, returns after a one-year
abscence. The defense returns 18 letter-men
and should be one of the strongest in the
Mid-American Conference.
But there are questions, especially on
offense. Can a relatively inexperienced
offensive line come together? Can an unproven receiving corps show some consistency
that was sorely lacking a year ago?
Can the Falcons improve on 5-6?
"I hope nobody can be that bad," Blackney
quipped earlier this month
Still, the ingredients are there for the Falcons to put together a dream season similar
to Blackney's first, in 1991, when a presea-

son also-ran swept undefeated through the
MAC on the way to the first of two consecutive titles.
"There is no margin for error for us," realized the sixth-year head coach, who owns a
42-14-2 record at Bowling Green. "We've got
to come out of the gate fast and we have to
have some success and build on that momentum. The thing that concerns me a little bit is
that we have a team right now that probably
is not as confident as most teams that we've
had for the first five years because of what
happened a year ago.
"They are working as hard as anybody has
worked since I've been at Bowling Green. I

See TENNIS, pine 17.

Last Year: 5-6 overall. 3-5 MAC (6th)
Head Coach: Gary Blackney
Record at BG: 41-14-2 (five years)
Career Record: same
Lettermen Returning: 30
Lettennen Lost: 19
Season Begins: August 31
Home Games Played At:
Doyt L. Perry Stadium

See FOOTBALL, pag* 17.

Soccer team geared for big season
All but one starter back
from championship team

Scrimmage
garners
3-0 victory

Jim Toeco
The BG News
Soccer coach Mel Mahler
expects a great season from
the Falcon kickers this year,
and why not: all but one starter returns from one of the best
teams In school history.
"This team is better than the
[NCAA champion] 1992 team,"
Mahler said.
After compiling an impressive 16-3-2 record in 1995, and
suffering a disappointing 2-0
loss to eventual NCAA champion Wisconsin, the team can
only look toward improving on
that this season.
"The expectation to win the
MAC is there," Mahler said
"With everybody back except
one starter, I would expect to
do the same, if not better."
The Falcons, however, will
have a difficult road to obtain
those lofty expectations. They
face a more difficult schedule
than last year, after finishing
so well.
"It's not the schedule we had
last year," Mahler said. Although, he says, "I'd like to believe we can get sixteen wins [
out of the schedule]."
Falcon players have returned physically ready to not
only match the successes of
last year, but to top them.
"There are very few things
you can control in this game,"
coach Mahler said, "but being
physically prepared to play
the game is one of them. This
is the best shape we've been in
in the preseason since I've
been here. I really am happy."
The team will see few
changes to the winning formula of last year. Scott Val low
will return in goal, after lead-

"The expectation to
win the MAC is
there. With
everybody back
except one starter,
I would expect to do
the same, if not
better."

JlmTocco
The BC News

Mel Mahler
head coach

Ing the nation in goals against
sverage among freshmen. Vallow's backup will be Ty Fowler, a freshman recruited from
Michigan.
All-Ohio midfielder Joe
Burch will move to forward,
where he will have the opportunity to score more goals. AllMac midfielder Jay Began will
take his place at center midfield. Mahler also sees this as
an opportunity to improve ball
movement In the midfield.
Burch was named as a team
captain this year, along with
midfielder/forward Steve
Klein and sweeper Tony Dore.
Mahler said that nobody
works harder or prepares better than Burch, who is also an
Academic All-American.
Steve Klein was named team
MVP for the second consecutive year last year, and has the
ability to take over a game.
Tony Dore is a seasoned veteran and leader at the sweeper
position. Coach Mahler calls
this a good combination of
players who can lead by exSee SOCCER, page 16.

The BG Ncwi/Kclly Dietrich

Freshman fullback Kevin Jackson goes for the ball In Tuesday's
scrimmage. The Falcons open up their regular season Saturday
against Memphis.

The Falcon soccer team
firmly planted its lead foot on
the field Tuesday evening, and
it is now ready to kick off what
is expected to be one of the
best seasons in BG history.
The team showed off its topnotch conditioning during an
impressive 3-0 victory over
Cleveland State in which the
team just never seemed to
tire.
Falcon attackers slashed the
Vikings' defense, and outnumbered them in total attempts by a startling figure of
26-6. Total shots on goal were
also a lopsided 9-2.
It was a scoreless game in
the 30th minute, when senior
Jamie Harmon charged in during a one-on-one situation, and
sent a shot reeling off the
crossbar. Harmon got
redemption just one minute
later, when he sent a shot past
a confused goalkeeper.
By halftime, the Falcons
were already displaying their
superior conditioning.
"We've really had a tough
preseason, but it has only
made us more ready," said
senior Steve Klein.
"It's like bootcamp times
10," said freshman Bobby
Biggs. "But it's great. I've
never been in better shape."
The second half opened, and
the Falcons picked up right
where they left off. The Falcon attack gave goalkeepers
Scott Vallow and Ty Fowler
enough time to eat a late
See SCRIMMACE, page 16.

Cross country teams to defend MAC titles

The BC News
This season will be one of
change for the Bowling Green
tennis teams.
The transition is marked with
the addition of men's head coach
| Jay Harris. Harris was formerly
the assistant women's coach at
Miami University at Oxford.
Harris also has coached at the
University of Cincinnati.
Harris's credentials include
being currently the youngest
head coach in the conference, as
well as having a masters degree
in Sports Studies with a focus on
sports behavior and performance, as well as sports organization. Harris says that his background in Sports Studies complements his coaching style.
"I coach winning tennis, I
coach intelligent tennis," Harris
said. "My understanding of the
mental aspect of tennis gives me
a big advantage over other
coaches."
The fall season will be a learning experience for both Harris
and the athletes. It will take time
to merge Harris's leadership
style with the leadership of cocaptains Ryan Gabel and Adam
Tropp.
Gabel and Tropp's leadership

Football

Scott Brown
The BC News

Cross Country

The Bowling Green men's and
women's cross country teams
won't be sneaking up on anybody
in 1996.
The teams pulled off an imLast Tear: MAC Champions
pressive sweep of the MidAmerican Conference championHead Coach: Sid Sink
ships a year ago, making Bowling
Years at BG: 13
Green only the second school to
Lettennen Returning: 7
do so in conference history.
Season Begins: September 14
Neither team was selected as
Home Meets Held At:
the conference favorites before
Whlttaker Track
last year, but this year everybody In the MAC knows who to
gun for.
Sid Sink
"It's going to take a supreme
effort, but what the guys learned
last year was what it was like to
win," said veteran men's coach
Last Tear: MAC Champions
Sid Sink. "That's a big differHead Coach: Steve Price
ence. They know how much fun it
was. They want to do it again."
Tears at F.G: 7
BG became the first school
Lettennen Returning: 6
since Central Michigan in 1989 to
Season Begins: September 14
win both titles in the same
Home Meets Held At:
season. The women took that
Whlttaker Track
success one step farther: They
became the first MAC team in
history for the NCAA meet, finStave Price
ishing 19th.
Women's coach Steve Price
"Before each race, (the women said. "The men's team started to
considers the unity between the
two teams as a factor in the dual runners) would huddle together come over and join the women,
and chant 'Let's g* BG,' " Price and the women would go over

Men

Women

and chant it with the men before
their race. "It's definitely something that is unique to our program. I'm sure that most other
programs don't do that. I think it
is a definite plus that the athletes
are openly very supportive of
each other."
The dual titles have helped put
the BG programs on the national
map as well. Particularly on the
women's side, BG is becoming a
national cross country commodityBoth coaches recognized the
tremendous support that each
team has received as an important ingredient to success.
"It might be a little bit of an
exaggeration, but at the MAC
meet we probably had more fans
and supporters as all the other
teams combined," Price said. "It
was really very special."
"Before the MAC meet, we
even had the parents and fan
chanting 'Let's go BG' with us,"
Sink said.
Both Sink and Price took home
MAC coach of the year honors a
season ago, while Price was
named District IV (an area encompassing eight Midwest
states) coach of the year.
The women enter this season
as the favorite to repeat their title. Price's team received seven

of a possible 10 first-place votes
in preseason voting by the
coaches, and in the overall count
BG holds a slim three-point edge
(96-93) over Ohio.
"This year, there are lots of
strong teams," Price said. "Last
year, only one coach picked us to
win ~ me. This year, we're the
favorite. We just have to keep
our athletes healthy. In cross
country, with one or two injuries,
you're dead in the water."
The women's team won the title last year by a record SI points
at the conference meet, 21-72
over second-place Ohio. The
women went on to finish third in
the district, where they defeated
all but two of the Big Ten
schools.
A MAC title repeat and an
NCAA trip are on Price's list of
goals for this season.
"We have four girls returning
who were in the top 14 (at the
MAC) last year," Price said.
"We'll be looking at them to lead
us, but I think we'll be solid all
the way through and that is what
it takes."
Suzanne Isoo, last year's surprise MAC champion - it marked
the only race she won all season
- and Missy Lane (14th in the
See COUNTRY, page 17.
t
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VOLLEYBALL

Soccer
Last Tear: 16-3-2. 3-1-1 MAC (T-2nd)
MAC Champions. NCAA Qualifier
Head Coach: Mel Mahler
Record at BG: 26-10-2 (two years)
Career Record: 44-42-4 (live years)
Lettennen Returning: 15
Lettermen Lost: 7
Season Begins: August 31
Home Games Played At:
Mickey Cochrane Field

Continued from page 15.

ample.
After its final preseason
scrimmage Tuesday against
Cleveland State, the team is
ready for its season opener
Saturday at home against
Memphis.
"Everything [for this year]
is scripted very well," says

coach Mahler. "I dont know if
we could script it any better."
The Falcons host the MidAmerican Conference Tournament this year, to be held
Nov. 15-17 at Cochrane Field.
The winner of the MAC also
has an automatic berth in the
NCAA tournament this season,
as opposed to having to play-in
for a berth as BG did last year.

SCRIMMAGE
Continued from page 15.

lunch, or glance over at the
non-capacity crowd of 103,
searching for relatives.
The Falcons simply outlasted Cleveland State, and
they demonstrated this in the
final three and a half minutes,
when freshmen Chris Dore
and Bobby Biggs blasted goals
through a caved defense.
"We've got great depth, and
a great freshman class," forward Klein said.
Falcon athletes attributed
their success to the rigorous
training schedule laid out by
coach Mel Mahler, who says
this is the best shape he's ever
seen a team in the preseason.
"In a lot of matches, being fit

together rallies when they get
behind.

our left-side hitting, I think we'll
be really solid there."
This team Is laden with inexperienced athletes, which presents some challenges. Ball control and consistent serving will

The team has a rich tradition of
Last Tear: 15-13 (9-8. T-4th MAC)
success to uphold this season,
Head Coach: Denise Van De Walk
having appeared In the conferRecord at BG: 258-145 (13 years)
ence tournament seven of the
past eight years. Winning the
Career Record: same
MAC is also a perennial goal of
Lettennen Returning: 13
the team.
Lettennen Lost: 3
The Falcons will start the
Season Begins: August 31
season with three consecutive
Home Games Played At:
road tournaments, the first of
Oanisa Van Da Walla Anderson Arena
which is this weekend In Pittsburgh, followed by trips to William and Mary, and Butler Uni- some valuable experience. The chup. Conference play begins
versity. These trips will be a Falcons will host Wright State with a home game Sept. 20 versus
good chance for the club to gain Sept. 10 for the first home mat- Akron.

need to be developed as the team
progresses. It may take time for
the young team to adjust a high
level of competition against bigger more experienced athletes.
The new faces, however, may
bring a new sense of energy and
enthusiasm to the court. This
emotion will be helpful In putting

SOCCER

gives you the edge," said
Jaime Harmon, who gave the
team the early lead.
Bobby Biggs, who iced the
cake with a goal with 1:43 to
go, was thrilled about the victory. "I've just got to keep
working, keep playing hard,
and I'll get some playing time
in," he said.
Senior co-captain Tony Dore
was seen on the sideline with a
wrapped left ankle. He said he
hopes to be ready to play in
the opener Saturday, a home
game against Memphis.
"We've got a great squad
here," Steve Klein said. The
Falcons displayed that Tuesday evening, poised for a winning season.

Thome leads Indians over Detroit
The Associated Press

DETROIT - Jim Thome went 4-for-5
Tuesday night as the Cleveland Indians remained unbeaten In 11 games against Detroit this season with a 12-2 win over the
Tigers.
Thome homered for the sixth time In 10
games and Albert Belle hit his 42nd homer, a
three-run shot, for the Indians.
Albie Lopez (4-4), pressed Into duty when
Cleveland starter Dennis Martinez reinjured
his right elbow in the first inning, pitched 6
1-3 innings scoreless Innings of two-hit relief. It was the longest relief stint for any Indians pitcher this season.
Martinez's first start since July 30 lasted
just 14 pitches before he had a recurrence of
a tendon Injury In his right elbow. He had
come off his second stint on the disabled list
earlier in the day from the injury he originally suffered June 28 at Chicago.
Thome, 6-for-7 with three walks In the
first two games of the series, had reached
base 10 straight times before grounding out
in the ninth.

Your complete
off campus
connection

Thome's 30th homer gave the Indians a 3-2
lead In the fifth, and he also hit an RBI single
In the third off Justin Thompson (1-3), who
was making his Tiger Stadium debut
The Tigers, who play the Indians for the
last time Wednesday afternoon, have lost 12
straight to Cleveland going back to last
season. In club records dating back to 1960,
the Tigers have never been swept in a season
series.
Thompson gave up three runs and three
hits In 4 1-3 innings. He threw 97 pitches, including 34 in the third when three walks
helped lead to two Indians runs.
The Tigers took a 2-0 lead In the first when
Travis Fryman hit a two-out single and Ruben Sierra walked before both scored on
Bobby Higginson's double down the rightfield line.
Martinez immediately summoned manager Mike Hargrove and a trainer. After
throwing one warmup pitch, he shook his
head and left the mound.
The Indians took advantage of two hits and
three walks to score twice in the third.
Thome hit an RBI single and Manny Ramirez

a sacrifice fly.

Thome's homer finished Thompson In the
fifth before Richie Lewis gave up consecutive doubles to Ramirez and Jeff Kent, giving Cleveland a 4-2 lead.
The Indians broke the game open with a
four-run seventh highlighted by RBI singles
from Kent and Brian Giles. An error and a
wild pitch scored the others.
Belle homered to the upper deck In right
off Joey Elschen with Jose Vizcaino and
Thome as part of a four-run eighth.
Notes: Thome (101), Lofton (106) and Belle
(104) give the Indians three 100-run scorers
for the first time since Larry Doby (104),
Bobby Avila (102) and Al Rosen (101) did it
In 1952. ... The Tigers have hired former
major league outfielder Dave Collins as a
part-time baserunning and bunting coach,
and he conducted a bunting clinic with
several players prior to Tuesday's game.
The drill came a day after Andujar Cedeno
bunted into a double play during a 2-1 loss to
Cleveland. ... The Indians made room for
Martinez by designating left-hander Greg
Swindell (1-1,6.59 ERA) for assignment.

Browns fans get one more day in Stadium
The Associated Press

Falcon sports graphics by Scott Brown

Volleyball

Continued from page 15.

CLEVELAND - Cleveland Browns fans
will get one last day in their stadium next
month before the demolition begins.
On Sept. 21, fans will get to tour the locker
rooms, walk down the runnel onto the field
and watch old highlights on giant video

screens.

land Mayor Michael White said.

The event, known as "The Final Play," Is
free to the public, organizers said Monday.
Some former Browns players will be In attendance.
"We wanted to ensure that all fans had the
chance to spend a day of fun at the stadium
and relive their favorite memories," Cleve-

Cleveland, which lost the Browns to Baltimore when owner Art Modell moved the
team, has been promised another NFL franchise by 1999. Demolition of Cleveland Stadium Is scheduled to begin in November,
with construction on a new facility beginning in the spring or summer of 1997.

WELCOME BACK!
Stop in and see the newly remodeled
Bee Gee Book Store!

THE
BEEGEE
BOOK STORE

• New & Used Texts • School & Art Supplies • BGSU Sportswear
BGSU Jackets • Baseball Caps (over 60 styles!) • Alumni & Parent's Sportswear
We now carry a complete line of decorating items
• Candles • Wide Selection of Posters & Prints • Banners • Gift Items

353-2252 • 1424 E. Wooster St.
RUSH HOURS STARTING AUGUST 26
Mon. & Tues. 9-8 pm
Wed.&Thu. 8:30-8 pm
Fri. 9-6 pm Sat. 9-5 pm
Tues. Sept. 3 9-8pm

REGULAR HOURS
Mon .-Fri. 9-5:30 pm
Sat. 9-5 pm
h
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fOOTBALL(right guard) will be counted on, as will tight
end Tony Holcomb, another new player.
Niemet saw a lot of time at quarterback a
; think there is a comraderie and a togetheryear ago, and doesn't enter his sophomore
: ness that may have been lacking In 1995."
The togetherness of the offensive line may season green. Having Faragalli back can
'■ be the key to this team's success. Three of only help him develop into the fine Division I
• six starters return, but gone are mainstays quarterback the Falcons expect.
A number of players will fill the flanker
! Cal Bowers and Chad Bukey, All-MAC talpositions, including Eric Stark, Morty Bryce
ents each
The line was tenuous throughout last and Terry Loville. In the backf ield, Courtney
Davis will be handling much of the load after
season, as injuries plagued almost everyone.
the spring Injury to Keylan Cates.
"We've got all the athletes we need to have
On defense, the Falcons look solid, espea great season," said junior center John
cially at linebacker where the brother tanKuck, a returnee from last year. "We've got
dem of Kevin and Joe O'Neill promise to be
a lot of young guys playing new positions."
"My biggest concern Is the offensive line," one of the most dangerous combinations in
Blackney said. "Especially from a depth the MAC. Those two - a junior and redshirt
standpoint, the offensive line will be a cru- freshman, respectively -- join two other
young players in junior Brian Manns and
cial part to our success."
Shawn George is the top returnee, having junior J.P. Mershon to form one of the most
started all 11 games at left guard a year ago. talented young linebacking corps in the
Sam Hemke missed most of last year due to country.
"We went from a good defense to an O.K.
injury but returns at right tackle.
The new players will provide the key, defense," Blackney said. "We were middle
however. Steve Sheets (left tackle), a trans- of the pack; we were average. We don't want
I Tfer from Ohio State, and Chad McCarthy to be average. Our defense has always been
Continued from page 15.

one of the best in the conference. They are in
position that they are going to come along a
lot quicker, and they are going to have to do
so the offense has a chance to mature."
Dave Bruhowski, Dan King and Damon
Smith make up the front three on defense.
Chioke Bradley leads an experienced secondary, where he should start along with
Tony Everhart, Junior Williams and Demetrius Carr.
On special teams, redshirt freshman Andy
Pollock will handle both the punting and
place kicking duties.

MAC a year ago) are the team
• captains. Laura Hall (fifth) and
Kanac Strayer (10th) also return
for the Falcons.
I
The BG women lost two key
1 contributors, however. Gone are
Tracey Losi and Kristin Gaddis,

Pete lacobelli
CHARLESTON, S.C. - The Citadel vs. Miami? Georgia Southern vs. Florida? Clemson vs.
Furman? Who came up with
these games?
They usually draw no point
spreads, little attention and a few
chuckles from fans. But these
David-and-Goliath contests are
as much part of college football
as cardigan sweaters, flasks of
brandy and yells of "Roll Tide."
"Nobody thinks we can beat
them," Citadel linebacker Scott
Belcher said. "But with the way
we're working, by Sept. 7, we
;could be stronger than them."
\ Probably not. The Hurricanes
■have won their previous four
■games with I-AA opponents - all
•in the Orange Bowl - by an aver,age score of 44-2.
I The reasons for these games
■fcre clear. The big boys are look;ing for a fan-cheering crusher of
a win, while the smaller boys are
utter the guarantees of $100,000
rjo $300,000 that come with such
•mismatches.
' So the task of the smal 1 school's

G

Alan Boos and Tim Amdt. Leading the returnees are Rob Bowman and Jim Weckesser.
The Falcon men and women
open their season Sept. 14 in a
home meet against Ohio and
Marshall.
The MAC Championships are
Nov. 2 at Ball State in Muncie,
Ind.

coach becomes how to balance
the importance of a good showing
with the reality of keeping a poor
game from ruining the rest of
your season.
"With this game coming so
early, we've got to pay attention
to what we have to do the rest of
the year," said Citadel coach Don
Powers, who took over for the
suspended Charlie Taaffe this
season. "From an emotional point
of view, you have to guard
against throwing it all into one
game."
However, that's extremely
difficult, especially when David
has Goliath by the throat in the
fourth quarter. Furman coach
Bobby Johnson remembers in
1991 when the Paladins were
leading defending national
champion Georgia Tech 17-16
with a couple of minutes to go.
The little guys fumbled and the
Yellow Jackets got out with a
19-17 win.
"But we felt good about playing them close and down that we
lost, so we were very flat the
next week," said Johnson, who
then was the team's defensive
coordinator.
September 6 & 7
All Shows 8 p.m.
College of Musical Arts
Kobacker Hall BGSU
Tickets $7 $11
Box Otiico Open Weekdays
Noon lo 6 p.m.
For Intormation (419) 372-8171
or (800) 589-2224

In the mid-1980s, Furman
twice beat North Carolina State,
beat South Carolina and tied and
beat Georgia Tech But in the
past few years, things have
soured for the Paladins, who
have been outscored in their past
four games with major college
opponents 143-16. They open the
season at Clemson on Sept. 7.
"We're not intimidated at all.
We've got a lot more depth this
year," Furman linebacker Jay
Thier said. "No one on this team
is scared of them."
Not scared, perhaps, but wary.
Johnson says people think just
because Furman and Clemson
are close geographically, they
are close on the football field.
"I haven't seen any evidence
that Furman has a better chance
against Clemson than The Citadel
has going to Miami," he said.
South Carolina State coach Willie Jeffries said he's never had to
pump up his players before chal-

lenging higher-rated opponents.
The games are instant motivators, despite the chance of getting rolled.
"The guys are going to play
harder because they don't ever
want to throw in the towel
against them," he said.
Jeffries had his own "almost"
story in 1982 when his Wichita
State team was tied with Tennessee 21-21 with three minutes left.
But the orange-clad Rocky Toppers left happy after an interception and a field goal in the closing
seconds ended Jeffries' upset
hopes.
The Citadel is the recent example of a small-school playing
above its head. The Bulldogs won
four of five games against I-A
teams from 1990-92. Such losses
can energize the smaller school
and demoralize the team cut
down to size.

bowling green pregnancy center
*(4it)iMim -

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Information and support available.
Single Parent, Birth Parent,
*
and Post-Abortion Support Groups.
Help with maternity clothes and baby items.

Lut Year: 10-9. 3-3 MAC (4th of 7)
Head Coach: Jay Harris
Record at BG: 1st year
Career Record: 1st year
Lettermen Returning: 8
Lettermen Lost: 1
Season Begins: September 13
Home Matches Held At:
Keefe Tennis Courts

Women

Penny Dean

two of the team's top performers we don't have much of a chance
of winning the MAC title this
a year ago.
year," Sink said. "It's along,
On the men's side, the Falcons uphill road ... but the guys know
are not the favorites. In fact, the what it takes. They'll do the work
prevailing opinion is that BG necessary."
could slip way back in the pack.
"We're going to be young, we'The Falcon men lost three runre going to be inexperienced and ners who finished in the MAC'S
just looking at ability it looks like top 10 last year in Brad Schaser,

Underdogs in it for the money
The Associated Press

Men

"I learned a lot last year, and I don't like to
learn a lot from losing," Blackney said. "I
know one thing; just because you have the
players on paper, it doesn't necessarily convert to a championship team. I think it's
sometimes it is easier to teach a young person from ages 18-22 how to deal with adversity than it is to deal with success."
The season gets underway with a trip to
Southeastern Conference powerhouse Alabama on Saturday.

COUNTRY
I-- Continued from page 15.

Tennis

Last Year: 7-7. 3-3 MAC (4th of 7)
Head Coach: Penny Dean
Record at BG: 61-57 (six years)
Career Record: 107-101 (10 years)
Lettermen Returning: 7
Lettermen Lost: 1
Season Begins: September 21
Home Games Played At:
Keefe Tennis Courts

TENNIS
Continued from page 15.

and experience is one of the
stengths of the team, as well as a
cohesive group of athletes. These
attributes will help counteract
the lack of overall team depth.
Team depth is also a problem
for the women's tennis team, who
lost two solid athletes from last
year.
This season's team is anchored
by a solid core of seniors. Cindy
Mikolajewski will fill the number
one slot in singles and doubles
play along with Julie Weisblatt
and Jenny Schwartz.
Head coach Penny Dean is in
her seventh season at the helm
for the women's team. Dean is

optimistic about the leadership
of the seniors and the ablity of
the younger players to continue
to improve.
"Our seniors are solid team
players that show good leadership," said Dean. "We're looking
to fill the middle of our lineup
with some younger girls. Our
five and six spots are going to
have to move up and play tougher
opponents."
Juniors Tiffany La Sousa and
Jenny Cheung are expected to be
consistent contributors, along
with sophomore Erika Mix, and
freshman Dede Bissinger.
Dean says that the team is focused on being a strong contender in the MAC season.

'B.Q. Antiques Matt
Students... "4S. Main (in the mall)
•Check out our affordable antiques and
collectables. Three rooms full of furniture,
desks, lamps, books, china, jewelry, vintage and
'funky' clothes.
OPEN LATE 1 lam-8pm(or later)
Sun. 1pm-6pm(or later)

353-6300

THE CAREER OF A
LIFETIME
BEGINS WITH A
COLLEGE ELECTIVE.
Air Force ROTC is defined as an elective, But
it's far more than that—it's a career development
program that teaches you to be a leader, that develops
your managerial skills, that helps you grow into a wellrounded and self-assured individual.
For those who qualify, Air Force ROTC can even
pay for college through various scholarship programs.
When you graduate, you'll be an Air Force officer:
Proud, confident and capable. Call Captain Scott
Rothweilerat (419) 372-2176.

AIR FORCE ROTC
Leadership Excellence Starts Here

CONFIDENTIAL - WE CARE ABOUT YOU

354-4673
UNIVERSITY/COMMUNITY

PRODUCTION

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE
12953 KRAMER RD.
OFF OF S. MAIN
-BG-

BG'S LARGEST AND
MOST COMPLETE
IMPORT FACILITY
352-7031

143 E. Wooster, Suite B
Bowling Green , Ohio 43402

Market Research Telephone
Interviewers Needed
It you are looking tor a great permanent part-time job working tor a
growing company, read on.
NFO research, Inc., needs you to conduct market research
surveys with our panel members. NFO panel members are located
across the United States and have agreed to do market research with
NFO. These people expect our call. There is absolutely NO
SELLING involved.
NFO Research offers:
^ Flexible schedules - you create
> 401 (k) and profit-sharing plans
your regular schedule
*• Weekend shift differential
> Pleasant office work environment
>■ Pay-for-performance bonus
> Paid training
> Referral bonus
>■ Benefits package
> 90-day wage Increase
Starting wage is S5.25 per hour, with earning potential of $6 per
hour. Minimum typing skills, customer service experience, and pleasant
phone voice required.
Our operating hours are: 4:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. Monday- Friday
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Saturday A Sunday
We require a three-day minimum schedule with one of the days being
Saturday or Sunday. Tell us what days are best lor you We want you to join our
team
Stop by our office at 2700 Oregon Road In Northwood. We are conveniently
located off 1-75 (exit 198) lo complete an employment application.

NFO

Call Almee with any questions at (419) 661-8305
NFO Research, Inc. Is sn Equsl Opportunity Employer

Students
As You're Coming Back to
School, Come Back to...

524 E. Wooster
1602 E. Wooster
828 S. Main
1091 N. Main
(inside Barney's)
(inside Barney's)
Woodland Mall

Buy any 6" sub get 2nd
6" sub of equal or lesser value
for 590
Exlra meat not Included. Not good
with any other oiler. Offer expires 9/15/96.
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Woods turns pro
Golfs most heralded young player
will play for big bucks from now on
Arnle Staplelon
The Associated Press
MILWAUKEE - The game Tiger Woods has
played his whole life finally became his job.
Woods, the most heralded player to come out of
the amateur ranks since Jack Nicklaus 35 years
ago, announced Tuesday he would be playing in
this weekend's Greater Milwaukee Open as a pro.
"This is to confirm that, as of now, I am a professional golfer," Woods said in a statement released
through the tournament.
He declined further comment until a press conference Wednesday, saying he wanted to practice
without distraction.
Just 20 years old. Woods won an unprecedented
third consecutive U.S. Amateur title Sunday, leaving little else for him to achieve as an amateur.
Woods, who was to have been a junior at Stanford this fall, called his university golf coach, Wally Goodwin, early Tuesday morning to tell him of
his decision.
"I jumped for joy," Goodwin said. "I said, 'Atta
boy. Tiger.'
"He's ready. He's a great kid. He's paid his dues.
He's been a wonderful emissary for Stanford the
last two years. I'm blessed to have had him, Stanford's been blessed to have had him, and now it's
time to get on with it."
The most noticeable difference initially between
Tiger Woods the amateur and Tiger Woods the pro
may be the corporate logos he sports.
Agents and Industry sources have estimated that
Woods will sign a series of endorsement deals that
could bring him as much as $7 million a year.
Those deals will be with golf ball, club and other
equipment makers and will generate riches that
would be in addition to any money he makes on the
pro tour.
Playing a practice round with Dave Stockton Jr.
and Billy Andrade at Brown Deer Park Golf
Course, Woods appeared happy and relaxed Tuesday, constantly flashing the engaging smile that
helps make him perhaps the most marketable golfer ever.
Woods had planned for some time to play in the
Milwaukee tournament, for which he had a sponsors' exemption. The question was whether it
would be as an amateur or as a pro, and his record
third straight U.S. Amateur title settled that.
A source told The Associated Press that after the
Milwaukee tournament, Woods will play the Quad
City Classic, the B.C. Open, the Buick Challenge,
the Las Vegas Invitational and the La Camera

"He's ready. He's a great kid.
He's paid his dues."
Wally Goodwin
Stanford golf coach
Texas Open. If he wins $80,000 in those tournaments, he'll be allowed to play in the Walt Disney
World-Oldsmobile Classic, the source said.
To earn his 1997 PGA Tour card without having
to make a trip to qualifying school. Woods must
end up In the top 125 on the PGA's money list. He
could also gain a two-year Tour exemption by winning a tournament.
It is also likely, the source said, that Woods will
be asked to participate in the prestigious Skins
Game, a non-tour event.
Woods already enjoys immense popularity, so
much so that NBC's Sunday broadcast of the U.S.
Amateur pulled a higher rating than the competing
telecast of the PGA's World Series of Golf. And
ESPN has decided to add first- and second-round
coverage of the Greater Milwaukee Open in addition to ABC's weekend telecasts.
Followed by a gallery of fewer than 50 people
Tuesday, including his mother, Woods was loose
and often laughing when he wasn't getting tips
from Stockton or Butch Harmon, his swing instructor.
Woods declined to answer any questions but took
time to sign several autographs for kids.
"We were joking around out there, and he's not
nervous," Stockton said. "Come Thursday on the
first tee, who knows? But I'll tell you what, when
you're two down with three to go in the U.S. Amateur, trying to win three in a row and you pull it
out, that gives you a tot of confidence, as far as I'm
concerned."
Woods awed the gallery with some of his long
and accurate tee shots.
"He is in a different league," Stockton said. "He
hit some shots today that were ... Wow. I said, 'I'm
going to hit first, because I don't want to have to
watch that then have me hit.' The ball's going 100
miles for him."
Stockton said he wasn't just impressed with
Woods' play but with his personality.
"For being 20 years old, he's got a tremendous
amount of poise," Stockton said. "And he's an extremely nice kid. He's going to be one of the fan
favorites out here because he's a real warm per-

A P photo

Tiger Woods won three consecutive Amateur titles, an American record.
son.
"And he smiles a lot. He shows some emotion on
the golf course, which is something that's nice on
Tour because a lot of guys don't show a lot of emotion while they're playing, and I think Tiger does,
through good and bad."
Despite the lucrative endorsement deals Woods
will snag before his first pro victorv. he should Ret

| solutions from your branch office... kinko'S.

engineering,
alan's business

administration,
and carol is art.

their interests
vary, but they all

dep,endon

kinko's.

"A lot of people might argue, 'Oh, he doesn't
even have his tour card and he's making millions
of dollars,'" Stockton said. "But when you win six
national titles straight and he's only 20 years old, if
anyone was ever worth it and has shown the talent
for it, he's it."

BGSU ICE ARENA.
SENIOR HOCKEY LEAGUE
FALL 1996

« « C3 R

staceys pre-law,

along fine with his fellow pros, Stockton said.

►•Open to all players 18 years of age and above.
'•Each team will play 6-8 games. Games will consist of three SO minute
running time periods. Playofls will be conducted following the regular
season.
►•Play will begin on Wednesday, September 11th and will conclude in late
November or early December.
► •The cost is 875.00 per player. You can enter a complete team, or you
can enter as an individual and we will place you on a team.
► •BGSU students, Including intramural and fraterlnity players, are
welcome.
►•BGSU students and (acuity can charge the $75. 00 fee to your bursar
account
••Registration deadline is Friday, September 6th. Registrations are now
being accepted at the Ice Arena.
►•Please call 372-2764 or 372-2264 for additional information.

Welcome Back!
Ask a hundred students for their favorite course, and you'll get a hundred answers.
Their favorite restaurant... a couple of dozen choices. But ask them the one
place they can't make it through the term without, and the answer you'll
most likely hear is Kinko's. Because 24 hours a day, every day, we're ready
with everything you need to make your projects look their best.
Full Color Copies
Computer Services
Personalized Calendars

Oversize Copies
Binding & finishing
Passport Photos

Presentation Materials
Fax/Mailing Services
Office Stationery & Supplies

FREE '/ihour
computer rental
Present this coupon lo receive'/, hour fret insure IBM* or Macintosh* compuler rental tune Offer is limited to one coupon per
customer Coupon must be presented at time ol purchase and is not valid wth other offers Valid at Kuiko s Bowling Green location only
Coupon void where prohibited by la*' Offer expires December 51.1996.

Raikotd Tracks
.Qua*"
,>,«„»«, »«,,,,M,»,,'t>

kinko's
115 Railroad Street T 354-3977

Mam*

BGSU

Open 7 days a week.

mmmmmmmmmmmmmk

Study Abroad Program
Students with any major can benefit from a
year or semester in another country. They
will experience a new culture, improve their
skills in a foreign language and acquire a new
perspective on American life. This
international background will help our BGSU
graduates live and work more effectively in
an increasingly interdependent world.
Scholarship money is available through a
competitive process.

Discover the World
Study abroad countries include:
Australia
Japan
Austria
Korea
Brazil
Mexico
Canada
Russia
China
Spain
France
Ukraine
Germany
United Kingdom
Italy

!

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Sally Raymont

Center for international Programs
1106 Offenhauer West
(419)372-0309/0479
Fax: (419)372-2429
E-mail sallyr^bgnct bgsu.edu
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Edberg claims big U.S. Open win
Steve Wlltteln
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Stefan Edberg's
diving return winner on the first
point offered a clue that his last
stand in a Grand Slam tournament would be something special.
A classic backhand volley that
left Wimbledon champion Richard Krajlcek looking helpless
moments later offered more evidence.
By the time Edberg finished
his vintage victory, 6-3, 6-3, 6-3,
Tuesday in the first round of the
U.S. Open, he had convinced
everyone by unleashing all the
beautiful shots in his repertoire,
from high-kicking serves to the
most elegant volleys in tennis.
It was a poignant performance
amid a parade of champions d Pete Sampras, Monica Seles,
Arantxa Sanchez Vicario - and
the unsuccessful, though not unhappy, return of Jennifer Capriati.
The 30-year-old Edberg, playing in a record 54th straight and
final Grand Slam event, covered
the court as lightly and quickly
as he did when he won his second
straight U.S. Open in 1992. That
year, Edberg was seeded No. 2
and had to come back from a service break down in the fifth set in
a fourth-round match against

"I got off to a really good start. I felt very
relaxed being out there."
Stefan Edberg
after Tuesday's win
Krajicek that lasted nearly 4
hours.
This time, Edberg came in unseeded, ranked No. 28, and Krajicek was the No. 5 seed after
winning his first major title at
Wimbledon. But from the first
point, when Edberg's desperate
stab at a good serve by Krajicek
flew past the Dutchman, the
players and the crowd sensed
that the quiet, highly regarded
Swede, garbed unassumingly in
all white, might be around a
while longer.
The crowd gave Edberg a
warm greeting and cheered him
like a native son throughout the
match as he turned Krajicek's
power to an advantage with
stinging returns and volleys.
Edberg, never broken, served
only one ace, and that came near
the end when he closed out his
last service game against the
already demoralized Krajicek.
But Edberg didnt need to rack
up the ace total as long as his
kicking serve into Krajicek's

body proved so effective.
Krajicek's 13 aces didn't mean
much either, especially since he
made only 53 percent of his first
serves. Edberg sneaked in
enough surprising returns to
break him twice in the first set,
once In the second, and twice in
the third set, the last on a double
fault on match point.
"I really got off to a good
start," Edberg said. "I felt very
relaxed being out there. There's
no question about it that Richard
was very much off his game today. I took advantage of that. He
went pretty quick out there,
quicker than I expected.
"It is my last Grand Slam, and
each match is a great win, but
obviously beating Richard means
more than beating a lot of the
other players."
Krajicek, treated for a nose
bleed in the second set, seemed
distracted throughout the match.
Jets roaring overhead, fans moving during points, linesmen making a few questionable calls - nil

conspired to throw him off.
"I played against an opponent
who was much more aggressive
than I was. That's the bottom
line," Krajicek said. "I was moving very bad. My head was not
telling my legs to move. That was
the problem. I was very lazy
through my volleys. You could
really see that he wanted it more
badly than I did.
"That's the mark of a real
champion. After 15 years on the
tour, he's still got the aggressiveness and the desire to win
every match."
Nervousness wasn't a problem.
"No chance to be nervous if
you get killed like that," Krajicek
said. "There was no room for
nervousness. It was not really a
contest today."
Krajicek's loss means no man
will win two majors this year.
Australian winner Boris Becker
is out with an injury, and French
champion Yevgeny Kafelnikov is
sitting out in protest of his No. 7
seeding.
Edberg, enjoying the moment,
recalled that he played the best
match of his life on the same stadium court when he beat Jim
Courier in the 1991 final.
"It's a special court," Edberg
said, adding that it's also the perSee EDBERG, page 26.

APpkM.

Stefan Edberg reacts to winning a point during his match Tuesday at
the U.S. Open.

Alleged Olympic bomber's mother pleas for son's clearing
Karen Hill
The Associated Press
ATLANTA - The mother of the
security guard suspected in the
Centennial Olympic Park bombing said Tuesday she has not
heard from the White House or
the Justice Department regarding her tearful plea that officials
clear her son.
"So we're just at a standstill,"
Barbara Jewell told NBC's "Today" show.
Mrs. Jewell made her request
to President Clinton at a news
conference Monday, her first
public statement since in-

vestigators turned their attention
toward her 33-year-old son,
Richard Jewell, nearly a month
ago.
She followed that with two television appearances Tuesday
morning.
Although authorities have said
there are other suspects, none
have been named. Jewell has not
been arrested or charged.
"We well understand the anguish of a mother in that position," White House press secretary Mike McCurry said Tuesday. "But because an investigation is underway, we must
refrain from any direct com-

ment."
The Justice Department said
only that its investigation continues.
"You can never set timetables.
It's a matter of following the evidence and the law and taking that
where it leads," Justice spokesman Bert Brandenburg said
Monday.
Mrs. Jewell said Tuesday that
ler son has assured her he is inlocent.
"He said, 'Mama, I didn't do
his. I had no reason to do this,'"
ihe told NBC. "And I believed the
diild."
Mrs. Jewell told ABC's "Good

During the hot summer... Don't forget to water your pets!

Campus Quarters Sports Bar & Grill
(formerly MT Muggs)

^0<t si

-Happy Hour from 11 am til 9pm-25<t wings during Happy Hour-Lunch beginning at 11am-Buy one appetizer and get the 2nd half off-22oz. drafts for $1.50-$1 drink specialsStop by Quarters Carryout...the only place to sell liquoi
until 2:30 am...and on Sundays after 1 pm
1414 E. Wooster
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"The BEST Entertainment Value in Town!"
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY THEATRE PASS

BGSU

Get into the swing ot things with the BGSU Theatre Pass! The Theatre
Pass provides its owner with admission to all Eva Marie Saint and Joe E.
Brown Theatre productions during the 1995-96 theatre season. It does not
Include elsewhere productions sponsored by the Theatre Department.
The Pass will let you see:
Born Yesterday
American Buffalo
The Good Times are
Killing Me
A Christmas Carol
Six Degrees of Separation
Death & the Maiden
The Invisible Hunters
Falstaff and Friends
Les Belles Soeurs
Little Shop of Horrors

October 9-12 (8pm.); October 13 (2pm)
October 16-19 (8pm); October 20 (2pm)

Morning America" show that she
ind her son have received notes
Df support from as far away as
California and Connecticut.
"Generally, the world is behind
as," she said.
She added that she and her son
may move out of Georgia, possibly to Virginia.
The pipe bomb that exploded
July 27 during a late-night concert at the park killed one woman
and injured more than 100 oth-

o

"y Aluminum and Steel Cans

\ Mixed Office Paper

"V Clear, Green, and Brown Glass

\ Magazines

V Plastic Bottles #1 or #2

V Hard-Cover Books

"V Newspaper, Telephone and

V Corrugated Cardboard

Course Books
Last year, 837 tons of material were recycled from
campus, 50 percent reduction in the waste stream
Keep up the great work and please recycle!

®

BGSU Recycling 372-8909

SIMMI.......^

ouVe Back.

It's about time! I'm pretty crabby because
you've been gone so long. I want to see your
faces-GOT IT? Remember,
we still have all that
other stuff you need loo...
balloons, frames, candy,
blah, blah, blah
Bring this in:
Buy 2 Shoebox Cards
and recieve one

April 4 & 5 (7:30 pm)
April 16-19 (8pm); April 20 (2pm)
April 23-26 (8pm); April 27 (2pm)

ORDER YOUR PASS TODAY! TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SAVINGS!

Shop smart! Shop locally!

Check out the BGSU Recycling Program

November 6-9 (8pm); November 10 (2pm)
December 3-7 (8pm); December 8 (2pm)
February 19-22 (8pm); February 23 (2pm)
March 12-15 (8pm); March 16 (2pm)

$2800
$16.00
$18.00

That changed when investigators
turned their attention toward
him just days later.
They apparently believed he fit
a common profile of a lone
bomber ~ a former military man
or aspiring police officer who
seeks to become a hero.

Welcome New and Returning*Sfudenfs

FREE

Passes can be ordered or purchased in the Theatre Department,
322 South Hall, Bowling Green State University,
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0236. (419) 372-2222.
Adults
Students
Senior Citizens

ers. A Turkish TV cameraman
died of a heart attack while rushing to cover the bombing. His
death is being called a homicide.
Jewell, a park security guard,
was initially portrayed as a hero
for being the first to notice the
knapsack that held the bomb.

exp. 9-7

and do it soon!
?¥»

Packages plus...

Cards and Gifts and more

111 Railroad 352-1693
1
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MAC PREVIEW

Rockets favored to repeat MAC title
Miami, Ball State
should also contend
Rusty Miller
The Associated Press
When Gary Plnkel came to
Toledo In 1991, he designed a
pyramid of goals for his team. At
the top was being nationally
ranked.
"Nobody would say anything to
your face, but you could see it in
a few of the players' eyes. It was
like, "Hey, let's not run away with
ourselves here,'" Plnkel recalls
with a laugh.
The Rockets (11-0-1 overall,
7-0-1 In the Mid-American Conference) ran away with that objective - finishing 24th in the nation last year - while becoming
the first Division I-A team ever
to win a bowl game in sudden
death.
Now 18 of the top 22 players
are back on defense and
offensive stars Wasean Tait and
Ryan Huzjak are back. No wonder Toledo was selected to repeat
during the MAC'S preseason
meetings in July.
All Tait did last year was rush
for 1,905 yards and 20 touchdowns ~ numbers eerily similar
to another back from the state,
Helsman Trophy winner Eddie
George of Ohio State (1,927
yards, 24 IDs). Tait, a S-foot-9,
185-pounder from Detroit, finished In the top three in the nation in rushing, scoring and allpurpose yardage.
Huzjak, a 6-3, 198-pound
senior, passed for 1,880 yards
and 15 touchdowns with only five
interceptions in 273 attempts. He
comes into 1996 with a string of
75 pass attempts without an
interception.

Only one other I-A team went
unbeaten last year - and that was
top-ranked Nebraska.
Can the Rockets do it again?
"I always want people to have
high expectations," Plnkel said.
Elsewhere, MIAMI OF OHIO
boasts the return of nine starters
from a defense that didn't allow a
point in four games last year. The
Redskins' losses include tailback
Deland McCullough and receiver
Eric Henderson. But coming off
marks of 8-2-1 and 6-1-1, they
don't figure to lose much else.
Circle the game at Toledo's Glass
Bowl Nov. 2 as the decisive game
in the MAC season.
BALL STATE won - and lost a few seasons' worth of close
games in Bill Lynch's first year
as head coach. The Cardinals
(7-4, 6-2) beat Miami 17-15, Ohio
6-3, Western Michigan 10-0 and
Central Michigan 24-16, but the
season was tainted by losses to
Toledo (17-14) and Eastern Michigan (40-35). With 17 starters
back, and the games with Miami
and Toledo at home, don't be surprised if the Cards come up aces.
Another first-year coach. Rick
Rasnlck, guided EASTERN
MICHIGAN (6-5, 5-3) to firstplace in the MAC until a late
three-game losing skid. Defenses
also lost big. Quarterback Charlie Batch set a slew of records as
the Eagles averaged 33 points a
game. But standout wide-out
Steve Clay is gone. EMU also
gave up 30 points a game, and
Batch will have to stand almost
as tall and produce as many
points for the Eagles to go above
.500 again.
All of a sudden BOWLING

Toledo Rockets

Miami Redskins

Location: Toledo. Ohio
1995 Overall Record: 11-0-1
1995 MAC Record: 7-0-1 (1st)
Head Coach: Gary Plnkel
Record at UT: 34-19-3 (five years)
Overall Record: 34-19-3 (five years)
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 36/16
Starters Returning: 14

Location: Oxford, Ohio
1995 Overall Record: 8-2-1
1995 MAC Record: 6-1-1 (2nd)
Head Coach: Randy Walker
Record at MU: 34-26-5 (six years)
Overall Record: 34-26-5 (six years)
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 40/14
Starters Returning: 16

Gary Pinkel

Randy Walker

Ball St. Cardinals I EMU Eagles
Location: Muncle, Ind.
1995 Overall Record: 7-4-0
1995 MAC Record: 6-2-0 (T 3rd)
Head Coach: Bill Lynch
Record at BSU: 7-4-0 (one year)
Overall Record: 46-16-3 (six years)
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 37/10
Starters Returning: 17
GREEN wasnt Invincible. After
losing just two MAC games in
Gary Blackney's first four years
as head coach, the Falcons lapsed
to 5-6 and 3-5. Now Blackney is
hoping redemption is at hand. He
has 14 starters back, seven on
each side of the ball, and will be
trying to return some of that old
magic with new players. The
freshman class might be the best
ever at the school.
WESTERN MICHIGAN will
spend a week during preseason
practice staying in an army barracks nearby. No TV, no radio, no
pizza delivery. Only 10 starters
from last year's 7-4 and 6-2 team

WELCOME
BACK
Keep your lummir Ian
■rand new tannins bulbs
Changed Hit,

Location: Ypsilanti. Mich.
1995 Overall Record: 6-5-0
1995 MAC Record: 5-3-0 (5th)
Head Coach: Rick Rasnlck
Record at EMU: 6-5-0 (one year)
Overall Record: 6-5-0 (one year)
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 43/18
Starters Returning: 9

Bill Lynch

are back to go through the spartan training. Even though coach
Al Molde must find a lot of frontline players, keep in mind the
Broncos have a habit of winning
- with seven victories each of the
last four seasons.
Who knows what to expect out
of CENTRAL MICHIGAN? The
Chippewas won the MAC title
two years ago, then fell to 4-7 last
season. One reason was the number of freshmen who saw substantial action, which can only
pay benefits this time around.
All-MAC senior offensive tackle
Scott Rehberg, at 6-8 and 320
pounds, has broad shoulders to
carry those young pups.
They may not have the best
team, but OHIO figures to have
the players with the best tans.
The Bobcats, coming off a 2-8-1
and 1-6-1 season, will be rewarded with a trip to Hawaii for a

game Sept. 7. A week earlier,
they host Akron - which they.
beat a year ago. Another win and
they'll really have something to
celebrate on the beach.
KENT coach Jim Corrigall, like
a Marine captain, refers to his
players as "men." Heavy on

Rick Rasnlck

underclassmen while winning
three games the last two years,
that may be an overstatement.
Still, tailback Astron What ley can
play.
At one point last season, more
See ROCKETS, page 21.

1996 MAC
Television Schedule
Date
Aug. 29
Sept. 7
Sept. 28
Oct. 12
Nov. 2
Nov. 9
Nov. 16

Game
Akron at Ohio
Miami at Ball State
Central Michigan at Bowling Green
Miami at Eastern Michigan
Ball State at Eastern Michigan
Central Michigan at Toledo
Kent at Western Michigan

Time
7:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

Note: all games broadcast live on SportsChannel Ohio (Cable 34)

Campus Quarters Sports Bar & Grill

Look for Solarium Too
Opening This Fall
Totally Tropical

(formerly MT Muggs)

"^Of

-Happy Hour from 11 am til 9pm-25$ wings during Happy Hour-Lunch beginning at 11am-Buy one appetizer and get the 2nd half off-22oz. drafts for $1.50-$1 drink specialsStop by Quarters Carryout...the only place to sell liquo
until 2:30 am...and on Sundays after 1pm

HAJR NAI

5*9 llidge St

1414E. Wooster

351-6459

COLLEGIATE CONNECTION
BG'S BEST
Best Quality, Best Service, Best Pricing!
In house embroidery.screen printing,and
sewn on letters.
Over 300 fabrics to choose from.
•"tfj

•N.

'•*

BGSU Wear

Sweatshirts • Hats • T-Shirts • Sports*
Unprinted • Many Misc Items

se*^ce

WATCH FOR
OUR
SEPTEMBER
SIDEWALK
SALE
TUXEDO
RENTAL

Mon.-Tues.-Thurs.-Sat.
11:30-6:00
Weds. & Fri.
11:00-7:00

188 S. Main St.

Sorority & Fraternity Merchandise!
ISWIMSUITS
•Sweatshirts • Hats • T-shirts • Night Shirt*
50-70%
Pullover Jackets (unlined) • Many Misc. Items
531 Ridge, BG 352-8333
Mon - Thurs. 10-8, Fri. 10-6, Sun 12-5

Downtown in
the Mini-Mall

COMICS* COLLECTOR CARDS
POSTERS* ACTION FIGURES
COLLECTING SUPPLIES
SERVING ALL YOUR COLLECTING NEEDS!
ASK ABOUT OUR FREE
COMICS RESERVATION SERVICE

354-,

** ltltl>«. I\ nils All \M> RECEIVE 15% oil!
I:\IMHIS KEPIi:Miti:n t,
I
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MAC PREVIEW

WMU Broncos

CMU Chippewas

Location: Kalamazoo. Mich.
1995 Overall Record: 7-4-0
1995 MAC Record: 6-2-0 (T-3rd)
Head Coach: Al Molde
Record at WMU: 60-38-2 (nine years)
Overall Record: 166-94-8 (25 years)
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 30/25
Starters Returning: 9

Location: Mount Pleasant, Mich.
1995 Overall Record: 4-7-0
1995 MAC Record: 2-6-0 fT-7th)
Head Coach: Dick Flynn
Record at CMU: 13-10 (two years)
Overall Record: 13-10 (two years)
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 42/16
Starters Returning: 16

Al Molde

Ohio Bobcats

Akron Zips

Location: Athens. Ohio
1995 Overall Record: 2-8-1
1995 MAC Record: 1-6-1 (9th)
Head Coach: Jim Grobe
Record at OU: 2-8-1 (one year)
Overall Record: 2-8-1 (one year)
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 44/14
Starters Returning: 18

Location: Akron. Ohio
1995 Overall Record: 2-9-0
1995 MAC Record: 2-6-0 (T-7th)
Head Coach: Lee Owens
Record at UA: 2-9-0 (one year)
Overall Record: 2-9-0 (one year)
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 39/8
Starters Returning: 20

Jim Grobe

Kent gKftk

*K

Location: Kent. Ohio
1995 Overall Record: 1-9-1
1995 MAC Record: 0-7-1 (10th)
Head Coach: Jim Corrigall
Record at Kent: 3-18-1 (two years)
Overall Record: 3-18-1 (two years)
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 36/12
Starters Returning: 17

B* 1
Dick Flynn

c,CV'
***
Lee Owens

GAINESVILLE, Fla. -- There's
a reason Steve Spurrier has given defensive coordinator Bob
Stoops carte blanche. He knows
No. 4 Florida can't win a national
championship without a great defense.
Oh, and there's one other aspect that made Spurrier's eyes
light up Tuesday - he gets to
spend even more time working
on the already potent Fun 'N' Gun
offense.
"What this has done for me is it
has given me a chance to hopefully be a better offensive coordinator," Spurrier said.
That's the last thing Nelson
Stokley needs to know in prepar-

'^^^pr^
"""CHt
cling * Fitness^

353-BIKE (2453)

Spurrier knows he needs defense
Doug Ferguson
The Associated Press

CV

Jim Corrigall

B&dk T© School

ing to bring Southwestern Lou- they had plenty to learn in terms Jackson split time at outside
linebacker.
isiana to the Swamp on Saturday of hitting and tackling.
"The best thing I could do for
That's where Stoops comes in.
night.
"I have not had to devote any the defense is hire the best deIn Spurrier's six years as head
coach, the Gators have thrown time to defense," Spurrier said. fensive coach I could find,"
for at least 300 yards 43 times. In "I'll still hang around the defen- Spurrier said. "Bobby Stoops
the previous 83 years, they had sive guys, pat them on the back, brought some new ideas in that
shake hands with them and ride we're going to try to make hapdone that just 14 times.
Florida was second in the na- the bus with them to the movies. pen.
tion last year with 44.5 points a But they're in good hands."
Stoops was hired away from
game and fourth in total offense
with an average of 534.4 yards. Kansas State, where his defense Continued from page 20.
Even more frightening is that led the nation last year. Through
most of the offense returns this two weeks of a physical fall prac- than half of the roster
year, including quarterback tice, he got clear indications that forAKRON was freshmen. Coach
defense would get more than just Lee Owens welcomes back all but
Danny Wuerffel.
one starter on each side of the
But offense isn't what has kept a passing interest from Spurrier.
He has given Stoops whatever ball, but will still have his hands
the Gators from a national title.
full. The Zips had almost zip on
They won all 12 games in the time he has requested in terms of defense, giving up 49, 50, 60, 77
regular season before running practice schedule. And the most and 65 points in five of their losinto Nebraska in the Fiesta Bowl, telling sign is that Spurrier has ses.
where a 62-24 loss showed them been willing to let tailback Terry

TTOQI@~TUIP

Special wafclh C©ua$)<Dm
Basic Tune-up was $19.95
now $15.00
Complete Tune-up was $36.50
now $29.95

ROCKETS

5% off all accessories
Good through October 31, 1996

181S. Main St, Bowling Green
Try to study on the weekends

[Banner
EXPRESS FURNITURE

READY TO ASSEMBLE

*<TSAUDER

3337 AAonrO© St.across from Banner Mattress
Open Daily 10 to 7 (closed Sunday) 244-3751

ce^
^
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Computer Armoire

Key lock for
safe storage

woodworking
over 30 items

NOW

°

to choose from

199 "

Save 2000

Holds up to:
216 CD's and 84
VHS tapes
or
186 VHS tapes
Sau 5650

•
•
•
•
•

Saddle Oak Finish
60" x 57" x 50" H
Easy assembly
Accommodates up to an 18" monitor
Consists of Desk Base and Hutch,
Printer Stand, and Corner Piece

• Completely close computer behind 2
locked doors
• Measures: 28" x 14" • Slide-out work surface, keyboard
x43"H
shelf, and printer shelf feature
• Pleasant Oak Finish
metal runners and safety stops
Large audio/video
• Pleasant Oak Finish
• 30" x 24" x 66" H
storage cabinet

Four Piece Work Center

~~:3
r—

j- -

fh

«s»

-J

*~eg ~.^-_|

Sau 5640

Save $3000
Yf(Droop (Cih(D3(B(B
Desk and Hutch
1 Arm 233-060 >n^ ••

XL

VAU

SEl

Sau 4431,
4432, & 4433
• Plymouth Oak Finish
• Meas: 60" x 48" x 65" H

Complete Computer Desk,
Hutch and Printer Stand
With Corner

^ip^csffoiQ LBmy
Take I-75 North
from B.G. to
Bancroft Rd Ext. 203A
Right on Monroe St.
- 2 blocks on Left

Large working surface
Saddle Oak Finish
• Easy Step-by-Step
Assembly Instructions
• 32"x19"x46"H

U~ "^~3
~ ■="-^-'«

ARM 233-321

179

Oak or White Finish
5 Drawer Chest
Positive Stops
Wooden Pulls
28"x16"x43"H

/
SAU 2351
TV/VCR Cart
Three large capacity shelves
Accommodates most. 27"
diagonal televisions
Saddle Oak Finish
"^^
.,» Y Arm 319-049
Easy assembly Entertainment Center
48"x15"x40"H

Desk features a
ipacious top surface,
slide-out keyboard shelf,
and a drawer that can
attach to the left or right
Comer unit attaches
the desk to the
printer stand on the
left or right

Elegantly detailed Oak Dentril
trim gives this unit
traditional appeal
Hidden casters provide easy
mobility
American Oak Finish
29" x 16"x28"H

3337 Monroe Stl

OPEN DAILY
10 TO 7
(closed Sunday)

10% OFF AIX1VON-SAFE ITEMS W/ BGSU ID \

<K*
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BACK
SCHOOL
12-oz. Cans - Dr. Pepper, Mt. Dew
or Caffeine Free Diet, Diet or Regular

6-PACK PEPSI-COLA

FOOD&DRUG

For Your Convenience. . .
Kroger Bowling Green Has Many
Services To Offer!

LIMIT 4--6-PACKS, PLEASE!

•WESTERN UNION
-PHOTO PROCESSING
•FIFTH THIRD BANK -UPS DELIVERY
•MONEY ORDERS
•TICKETMASTER

In The Kroger Garden!

RED, WHITE
OR BLUE
GRAPES

Plus we accept:
9000 00012345

sar-

ap

VIDEO
CENTER
Thousands of titles to choose from!

550*

VISA

Hygrade's

PIZZA

MEAT BOLOGNA
OR HOT DOGS

PREPARED FRESH DAILY FOR YOU
TO ENJOY AT HOME.

The Video Department at Kroger has over 2,000
offerings for video fans. There's no membership
fee, although you will need to fill out a form to
receive your membership card. New releases are
$1.99 and everyday general rentals are only 99c.

Plus these additional
Store Features.. .
•
•
•
•
•
•

FLORAL SHOPPE
TELEFLORA DELIVERY
SALAD BAR
CAESAR SALAD BAR
PHARMACY
WAREHOUSE PACK
FOODS

All Varieties — 14-oz. Bag
(Except Baked Lay's)

Kroger is proud to offer Wishbone
Chicken. It's rotisserie roasted right in
our in-store restaurant for tender
juiciness. What's more, you can get
wishbone Chicken with everything
you need for a full course meal. Ideal
for carry-out or to enjoy in our in-store
restaurant.

LAY'S
POTATO CHIPS

All Varieties

KROGER
MICROWAVE
POPCORN

3-ct.
Pkg.

Mm and If m,Jff»«tiv. pt BowliM Or,.n Kr^ita

Potato
Chips
1, 1996. COPYRIGHT M95. THE KROGER CO. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NOMI SOLD TO PEAIERS.
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OHIO STATE PREVIEW

With key players gone,
lunprovens key for OSU
Rusty Miller
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Eddie George
won the Heisman Trophy. He's
gone. Rickey Dudley was the top
tight end in college football.
Gone. Terry Glenn won the
Biletnikoff Award as the best
receiver in the land. Gone.
Yet the biggest problem confronting Ohio State coach John
Cooper isn't filling the voids left
by those three stars, it's replacing the guy who got the ball to
them.
"Going into fall camp, I guess
the No. 1 priority is: Who's the
quarterback?" Cooper said.
Bob Hoying took most of the
Buckeye record book with him to
the Philadelphia Eagles, leaving
behind a Lamborghini that
doesn't have an experienced
driver at the wheel.
Stanley Jackson figures to be
the first-stringer, but Cooper
isn't so sure he has an advantage
over transfers Joe Germaine and
Mark Garcia.
Here's what Cooper, who calls
Jackson "Jack," has to say about
the battle: "Going into spring
practice you have to have some

"Going into fall
camp, I guess the No.
1 priority is: Who's
the quarterback?"
John Cooper
OSU head coach
kind of pecking order. We've always tried to move the second
guy up to No. 1 and if somebody
beats him out, they beat him out.
So Jack inherited that job in the
spring.
"Those guys all took shots at
him, but coming out of spring
ball, none of them proved they
were better than Jack. So we'll
start fall camp with Jack at No. 1
and see what happens."
Elsewhere, despite the loss of
George, Dudley and Glenn, the
Buckeyes appear to have solid
replacements. Cooper said if
Pepe Pearson remains healthy he
should gain 1,500 yards - remarkable production for a guy
who has rushed for half that
many in his first two years com-

Porter to have surgery
on injured left knee
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Ohio State center Juan Porter will undergo
arthroscopic surgery to repair a torn cartilage in his left knee,
the university said Monday.
Porter twisted the knee during Saturday's intrasquad scrimmage. He underwent a magnetic resonance imaging test on Sunday to determine the extent of the damage.
Steve Snapp, the school's sports information director, said
Porter will be operated on Tuesday at Ohio State University
Medical Center. Doctors will repair a tear in the lateral meniscus cartilage.
There is no way to tell how long Porter will be sidelined until
after the surgery, Snapp said.
The 6-foot-5,295-pound Porter, a fifth-year senior from Cleveland St. Ignatius, has been the Buckeyes' starting center the past
two years.
Porter will be the second Ohio State player to undergo knee
surgery this month. Quarterback Mark Garcia had arthroscopic
surgery on his left knee on Aug. 20 and will miss the entire 1996
season.

&.

St Tlximoj Mora Univafiily Porijh
<25TU)«in. POBo»477
Bowing SIWI OH 4340?
'
• (419|35? 7555

ST. THOMAS MORE UNIVERSITY PARISH
1996-1997 MASS SCHEDULE
Saturday: 5:00 pm
Sunday: 10:00 am
11:30 am
7:00 pm
"HiF
Tuesday: Mass on Campus
-SKL
12:05 - Prout Chapel
Second Wednesday
of Month: Taize Prayer 9:00 pm (STM)
Thursday: 5:15pm(STM)

bined.
D.J. Jones, a starter two years
ago back after open-heart surgery. Bob Houser, 6-8 basketball
player John Lumpkin and
Hoying's younger brother Tom,
converted from quarterback, fill
tight end by committee.
Dimitrious Stanley steps into
Glenn's shoes. No one anticipates
numbers like Glenn's 17 touchdown receptions and gamebreaking, 22-yard average per
catch, but teamed with holdover
Buster Tillman at the other wideout, the Buckeyes' cupboard isn't
exactly bare.
Flash back a year, and it's not
as if everyone figured Glenn
would explode onto the scene like
he did in his first year after Joey
Galloway's graduation.
"The one thing we don't have
this year that we had the last two
years is a home-run threat at
wide receiver," Cooper said.
There are no concerns up
front, where Orlando Pace is as
good as they get at tackle. The
Lombardi Award winner -- the
first ever to win it as a sophomore -- anchors a line that includes center Juan Porter, and
the right side of guard LcShun

Daniels and tackier Eric Gohlstin. Brooks Burris, like Pace a
300-pound battering ram, will
take the place of Jamie Sumner
at left guard.
The good news on defense is
that 10 starters are back. The bad
news is that a lot of Ohio State
fans haven't forgotten that Michigan shredded the Buckeyes for
484 yards in total offense in last
year's stunning 31-23 upset in
Ann Arbor. In that game, tailback
Tshimanga Biakabutuka rushed
for a school-record 313 yards.
"I hope people are not judging
us the way we played against
Michigan, but unfortunately
that's what happens around
here," Cooper said. "But we will
have a good defensive team. That
should be the trademark of this
team, at least early in the year.
All of them can run."
Bookend defensive ends Mike
Vrabel and Matt Finkes are back,
with 91 tackles for a loss and 46
sacks between them the last
three years. Luke Fickell, a rare
four-year starter, is at noseguard
again. Linebackers Kevin Johnson, Greg Bellisari and Ryan Miller are solid if not spectacular.

Penn State moves up in latest poll
The Associated Press
Penn State and Brigham
Young, with impressive victories
over the weekend, made the
biggest moves in The Associated
Press' first regular-season college football poll.
Penn State's 24-7 victory over
Southern California in Sunday's
Kickoff Classic moved the Nittany Lions from No. 11 to No. 7.
USC fell 10 spots to 17th.
Brigham Young's 41-37 upset
of Texas A&M in Saturday's
Pigskin Classic catapulted the
Cougars, unranked in the preseason, into the rankings at No. 19.
The Aggies, meanwhile, also
tumbled 10 places to 23rd.
Nebraska, which opens the

season Sept. 7 against Michigan
State, received 50 first-place
votes and 1,646 points in balloting by the 67 sports writers and
broadcasters on the AP poll
board.
Tennessee, which opens its
season Saturday against UNLV,
remained second with eight firstplace votes and 1,555 points.
Florida State, with five firstplace votes and 1,530 points, was
third, followed by Florida, with
1,485 points. Colorado remained
fifth with three first-place votes
and 1,402 points and Notre Dame
sixth with one first-place vote
and 1,302 points.
The Nittany Lions, led by Curtis Enis' 241 yards and three
touchdowns against USC, play

the 433
students who
co-oped/
interned this
summer and
gained an
edge in their
future while
earning more
than $1.9
million.

COME JOIN ...
this elite group, visit our program in
310 Saddlemlre Student Services. We look
forward to meeting you soonll
Cooperatlue Education Program
372-2451

their next game Sept. 7 at home
against Louisville.
Texas remained eighth, followed by Ohio State and Syracuse.
Miami, which opens Saturday
at Memphis, moved up a notch to
11th, followed by Michigan, Alabama and Virginia Tech all up
two places and Northwestern,

up three to 15th.
Auburn was 16th, followed by
USC, LSU, BYU, Arizona State,
Kansas State, Iowa, Texas A&M,
Virginia and Kansas.
With BYU the lone newcomer
in the Top 25, Clemson, rated No.
25 in the preseason poll, dropped
out this week.
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IT'S THE LAW!

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!
Thayer Chevrolet/
Toyota/Geo

"B.G.'s Top Band"

•Recipients of Toyota Presidents
and Service Exelence Awards.

Wednesday August 28
7:00pm

•We service all GM and Toyota vehicles.

Near the Student Services Building

•We offer a complete line
of car and van rentals.
•FREE shuttle Service!

Admission:
FREE

Sponsored By:

For More Info.
Call 372-7164

353-5751
122 N. Main

LEARN:
CRAVING

WELCOME BACK .. .

AP rile photo
Heisman trophy winner Eddie George is one of several key players
the Buckeyes will be missing this fall.

E^ENT?
LOOKING
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*■ River Running &
Rafting Trip

The Lower New River
Hico. West Virginia
Oct. 5 & 6. 1996

if* Ski Colorado/
Steamboat Springs
Jan. 4- 10. 1997
#? Amazon Rain Forest
River Boat Expedition
June 28 - July 5. 1997
Cusco/Machu Picchu
Extension trip July 5-10

XBIKZ SAFETY TIPS
•MOUNTAIN BIKE HANDLING SKILLS
■BEST BALANCING AND BIKE CONTROL
•SKILLS TO USE FOR OFF-ROJtf) HIDING
FEATHERING, STALLING AND RACKETING
H&ASIC STUNTING
X

MOUNTAIN
BIKING

Montouort Scho

>ULT MOUNTAIN BIKING
TRIPS & TOURS
From:
Continuing
Education,
International
& Summer
Programs.
BGSU

For mote information or a free brochure.
419/372-8181

SEPT. 22, CLASS
SEPT. 29, CLASS
OCT.

S,

CLASS

Parking lor.
Sand Bidg. Road
\

anrranca ro
ELM

XSUPPERY

TRAIL, 6G

CHItORBfS MOUNTAIN BIKING

FEE

sfr 7"

PER ClASJ

■T. 1», Clrta 1
IEPT. 2C, class\2
"■■OCT. 3, Cl«ss X
Cfass l:Basic Body Positioning
Class 2:Stop rurthar apart d«a
cjlass 3 :Extraaa

Saononxlby
BGSU i.
cooparaHoA wMi
Wood Canny
Pork (Nafta)
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NFL PREVIEW
NFC East:

Cowboys welcome Opening Day
Offseason troubles raise questions for defending NFL champs
Barry Wllner
The Associated Press
Opening day. Thank goodness.
No team is more grateful for
the rapid approach of the NFL
season than the Dallas Cowboys.
What should have been a celebratory offseason has been marred
by all kinds of woes, most notably
Michael Irvin's arrest and subsequent five-game suspension
under the NFL's drug policy.
When the Cowboys got to training camp, they were minus Super
Bowl starters Larry Brown (the
MVP with two Interceptions),
Russell Maryland, Dixon Edwards and Robert Jones from the
defense. Injuries this summer
have further depleted their
depth.
The latest - a sprained left
knee that hit Pro Bowl running
back Emmitt Smith on Saturday
- could prove the most devastating. The team was waiting to
learn late Sunday the results of
an MRI that would tell if Smith
must be sidelined.
Even if that works out well, the
Cowboys have problems.
In fact, their best defensive
player, Deion Sanders, is concentrating more on playing wideout
than shutting down receivers. If
tight end Jay Novacek's back
APJMN
Cowboy running back Emmill Smith knows thai there are a swirl of remains balky, Sanders and inquestions surrounding his team in 1996.

It's also not asking too much
for Aikman to be All-Pro. He's in
his prime, seems more comfortable with Switzer (and without
Jimmy Johnson) and is good
Barry Switzer enough to turn Kevin Williams
and Sanders Into top-notch
Cowboy head coach receivers by the time Irvin returns.
Going through the Dallas deDallas doesn't get a break in its
fense might be easier with all the schedule and must do without Irdefections - particularly if San- vin against Chicago, Indianapoders puts in significant time on lis, Buffalo and Philadelphia - all
offense and the other comer- winning teams a year ago. Only
back, Kevin Smith is hampered the Colts game Is at home.
in his return from a torn Achilles
But the stretch run, which intendon. The Cowboys were ninth cludes games with the Giants,
In defense last season, and the Cardinals, Patriots and two vs.
guys they lost were important the Redskins, should allow the
players.
Cowboys to put away another diCan Fred Strickland and vision title.
Broderick Thomas contribute
Only the Eagles appear capable
anywhere near what Edwards of chasing Dallas In the NFC
and Jones did at linebacker? Will East, and they aren't likely to get
Chad Hennings be as effective as another gift from Switzer this
a starter as he was relieving DT year. Washington is making
Maryland?
strides, but isn't ready to move
"We have a lot of ifs," Switzer up so far. Arizona and New York
admits.
are pitiful.
Not when Dallas gives the ball
Philadelphia was an impresto Emmitt, though. If healthy, sive 10-6 despite being outscored
look for the NFL's most produc- by 20 points. Another 10-6 record
tive - and richest - running back might lift the Eagles past the
to threaten all of his previous ca- Cowboys.
reer bests. It's not unfathomable
For a team coming off a nice
for Smith to rush for close to season, the Eagles made lots of
2,000 yards. Or score 30 TDs. Or
catch 70 passes.
See NFC EAST, page 25.

"We have no depth at all.... We are the
thinnest team in football right now."

consistent Kevin Williams will be
the only experienced passcatchers - if you can call Deion
experienced.
"We have no depth at all," said
coach Barry Switzer. "This team
will have less depth than any returning Super Bowl champion
the Cowboys have had. Thafs the
facts of life because of the salary
cap.
"We are the thinnest team In
football right now."
Not quite. And with Smith,
Troy Aikman, Nate Newton and
Erik Williams on offense, plus
Sanders, Darrin Smith, Charles
Haley and Darren Woodson on
defense, the Cowboys remain the
best team in a mediocre division.
And they remain among the
favorites to win the NFC title,
which nowadays also means
taking the Super Bowl.
"I don't care about all the
things that happened," said
Packers star Reggie White. "To
get to the Super Bowl, we still
have to go through Dallas."

1995 Standings

NFC Central:

Packers are class of otherwise weak division
Barry Wllner
The Associated Press
The question doesnt seem to
be whether the Pack is back. It is
just how far behind the Pack the
rest of the, uh, pack in the NFC
Central will be.
And remember, we're not talking about a group of weaklings
here. This is the best division in
football.
The Green Bay Packers clearly
are the class of what used to be
known as the Black and Blue Division. Now, it's an offensive haven, with the Packers, Lions,
Bears and Vikings all better at
moving the ball than stopping

opponents.
Adds coach Mike Holmgren,
Last season, NFC Central "Sure it would be nice to get
teams averaged 244.8 yards pass- them at Lambeau Field in Janing, the highest total since the uary. But we have to earn that
AFL joined the NFL in 1970.
right."
Green Bay went into the fourth
Already close, if not equal, to
quarter of the NFC title game Dallas and San Francisco, the
leading the Cowboys. But the Packers had a better offseason
game was in Dallas, which meant than both. While the Cowboys
the Packers wouldn't hold on ~ were being hit hard by free
i they never do at Texas Stadium, agency, suspensions and injuries,
where they've lost six in a row. and the 49ers lost several imporIt's also where they play Nov. 18. tant veterans, Green Bay Im"It's something we have to for- proved. The only notable defecget about, because each game is a tions were backups Ty Detmer,
new chance to beat them," says Charles Jordan and Fred StrickPackers defensive leader Reggie land, and starting DT John JurWhite. "No matter where you kovic, who has questionable
play, you still have to win."
knees.

That was offset by adding Santana Dotson (for Jurkovic), Ron
Cox (for Strickland) and, especially, safety Eugene Robinson,
which allowed the Packers to
deal George Teague to Atlanta.
White and Sean Jones combined for 21 of the team's 39
sacks last year. Unless both suddenly begin feeling their age,
they're the keys to a pass rush
that must produce in this freeflinging division.
The Packers need to force

more than the NFL-low 16 turnovers they got last year. The
most likely thieves are good
young cornerbacks Craig Newsome and Doug Evans.
With the best defense in the division, the Packers can really
pull away from Detroit, Chicago,
Minnesota and Tampa Bay if
Brett Favre has another MVP
year. Of course, after undergoing
treatment for an addiction to
painkillers, Favre's reliability
might be a question.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Green Bay
Detroit
Chicago
Minnesota
Tampa Bay

11-5
10-6
9-7
8-8
7-9

1996 Projected
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Green Bay
Detroit
Chicago
Minnesota
Tampa Bay

11-5
9-7
9-7
7-9
7-9

Associated Press protections

"One thing I've learned is that I
have an addictive personality,"
See NFC CENTRAL, page 25.

is:

to gain hard core investigative
journalism experience
ali a showcase ior underground and unknown talent in
Bowling Green
■As proof that | truth is stranger than fiction.
writers, copy editors and artists of ALL
majors are invited to contribute
contact:
Andrea Wood, editor
or
andreawobgnet.bgsu.edu

Nancy Brendlinger,
C hair.
Journalism Dept. 372-8176
nbrendl@bgnet.bgsu.edu •»
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Crafts • Needlework • Gifts
352-3148
200 S. Main St., BG

Close to Campos
522 E.Wooster

Free Delivery
354-0011

SOLID OAK* UWkLNUT

GREEK. GIFTS
Save 20 % on any
complete wood project
(includes letters & paddles)

Welcome Back Students!
NOW OPEN
11PM3AM
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS

99C

BAGEL WITH ANY
CREAM CHEESE
(LIMIT 2)

NEW LATE NIGHT MENU

NOT VALID WITH
ANY OTHER OFFER
EXP 10/31/96

FALCON COMBO
$5.00
ANY SANDWICH,
CHIPS & DRINK
ALL THROUGH
SEPTEMBER
NO COUPON NECESSARY

I

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Largest Selection off
Stitchery Kits in Ohio
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Beads, Leather Lacing, Paints & much more!
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NFC EAST

NFC East

Continued from page 24.

changes. Look for Ty Detmer to
push Rodney Peete at quarterback, with Irving Fryar the
prime target after incumbents
Calvin Williams and Fred BarSept. 1 at Washington, 1 p.m.
Sept. 2 at Chicago, 9 p.m.
nett left.
Sept. 8 N.Y. Giants, 4 p.m.
Sept. 9 at Green Bay, 9 p.m.
Also watch for even more emSept. 15 Detroit, 1 p.m.
Sept. 15 Indianapolis, 4 p.m.
phasis on running, with a healthy
Sept. 22 at Atlanta, 8 p.m.
Sept. 22 at Buffalo, 4 p.m.
Kevin Turner at fullback leading
Sept. 30 Dallas, 9 p.m.
Sept. 30 at Philadelphia, 9 p.m.
Ricky Walters and Charlie GarOct. 6 OPEN DATE
Oct. 6 OPEN DATE
ner, both of whom are capable of
Oct. 13 at N. Y. Giants, 4 p.m.
Oct. 13 Arizona, 1 p.m.
1,000-yard seasons.
Oct. 20 Miami, 1 p.m.
Oct. 20 Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Uncertainty on the offensive
Oct. 27 at Miami, 4 p.m.
Oct. 27 Carolina, 1 p.m.
Nov. 3 Philadelphia, 1 p.m.
Nov. 3 at Dallas, 1 p.m.
line could unhinge the attack,
Nov. 10 at San Francisco, 4 p.m,
Nov. 10 Buffalo, 1 p.m.
particularly if former 49ers
Nov. 18 Green Day, 9 p.m.
Nov. 17 Washington, 1 p.m.
tackle Steve Wallace has nothing
Nov. 24 at N.Y. Giants, 4 p.m.
Nov. 24 at Arizona, 4 p.m.
left.
Nov. 28 Washington, 4 p.m.
Dec. 1 N. Y. Giants, 1 p.m.
Philly has suffered In the secDec. 8 at Arizona, 4 p.m.
Dec. 5 at Indianapolis, 8 p.m.
ondary, where Eric Allen, then
Dec IS New England, 1 p.m.
Dec. 14 at N. Y. Jets, 12:30 p.m.
Mark McMillian left In succesDec. 22 at Washington, 4 p.m.
Dec. 22 Arizona, 1 p.m.
sive years for New Orleans.
Coach Ray Rhodes expects to Norv Turner took over, that's not left at comerback.
Terry Allen not only wasn't
weather those losses after the so bad.
Defensively, Washington washed up. He rushed for 1,000
signing of CB Troy Vincent and
with the expected development needed major upgrading. Deal- yards in "95. Henry Ellard gained
of Bobby Taylor, who had a fine ing for tackle Sean Gilbert 1,000 on receptions, and is tutorshould help, particularly against ing Michael Westbrook. The
rookie season.
The big-time playmakers are the run. Washington ranked 29th offensive line isn't Hog-like quite
yet, but it's getting there.
linebacker William Howard and last year against the rush.
Mainly, players acquired a
linemen William Fuller and Andy
Turner has created a problem
Harmon. The most potential is year ago need to produce more.
Safety Stanley Richard and line- at quarterback by procrastinatcarried by end Mike Mamula.
backers Marvcus Patton and Rod ing over a starter. To be fair,
Washington could be the most Stephens certainly cost enough.
Heath Shuler keeps getting hurt.
improved team In the league and
So Turner told Shuler and Gus
Ken Harvey is one of the best
still finish at .500. Considering outside LBs around, and Darrell Frerotte they would have an
where the Redskins were when Green still seems to have plenty equal shot at the job this sum-

DALLAS

CARDINALS
Sept. 1 Buffalo, 8 p.m.
Sept. 8 at Dallas, 4 p.m.
Sept. 15 Washington, 4 p.m.
Sept. 22 at N. Y. Jets, 1 p.m.
Sept. 29 Minnesota, 1 p.m.
Oct. 6 OPEN DATE
Oct. 13 Philadelphia, 4 p.m.
Oct. 20 at Washington, 1 p.m.
Oct. 27 at Detroit, 1 p.m.
Nov. 3 Arizona, 1 p.m.
Nov. 10 at Carolina, 8 p.m.
Nov. 17 at Arizona, 4 p.m.
Nov. 24 Dallas, 4 p.m.
Nov. 28 at Philadelphia, 1 p.m.
Dec. 8 at Miami, 1 p.m.
Dec. 15 New Orleans, 1 p.m.
Dec. 21 New England, 12:30 p.m.

Sept. 1 Philadelphia, 1 p.m.
Sept. 8 Chicago, 1 p.m.
Sept. 15 at N. Y. Giants, 4 p.m.
Sept. 22 at St. Louis, 1 p.m.
Sept. 29 N. Y. Jets, 8 p.m.
Oct. 6 OPEN DATE
Oct. 13 at New England, 1 p.m.
Oct. 20 N. Y. Giants, 1 p.m.
Oct. 27 Indianapolis, 1 p.m.
Nov. 3 at Buffalo, 4 p.m.
Nov. 10 Arizona, 1 p.m.
Nov. 17 at Philadelphia, 1 p.m.
Nov. 24 San Francisco, 1 p.m.
Nov. 28 at Dallas, 4 p.m.
Dec. 8 at Tampa Bay, 1 p.m.
Dec. 15 at Arizona, 4 p.m.
Dec. 22 Dallas, 4 p.m.

mer.
draft pick.
next level or you'll never get in
New York also shelled out
there,'" Frerotte said. "This is all
"When the coach said it was gothat I could ask for, to have a ing to be 50-50, I said to myself,
50-50 chance and go out to do my 'You've got to step it up to that
best to win a job."
$16.45 million for a proven runner, Rodney Hampton. But how
There's no question who will be much more battering can he take,
at quarterback for the New York particularly behind a weak
Giants. Dave Brown hasn't done offensive line for which the
much in his two seasons as a Giants spent $10 million over
starter, but the Giants re-signed five years for Ron Stone? A
him for four years and $13 mil- backup with Dallas, Stone will
lion. They might even have found start at right guard. Maybe the
a receiver for him in Amani Giants know something the CowToomer, their second-round boys don't.

Sept. 1 at Indianapolis, 1 p.m.
Sept. 8 Miami, 8 p.m.
Sept. 15 at New England, 1 p.m.
Sept. 22 at New Orleans, 1 p.m.
Sept. 29 St. Louis, 4 p.m.
Oct. 6 OPEN DATE
Oct. 13 at Dallas, 1 p.m.
Oct. 20 Tampa Bay, 4 p.m.
Oct. 27 N.Y. Jets, 4 p.m.
Nov. 3 at N.Y. Giants, 1 p.m.
Nov. 10 at Washington, 1 p.m.
Nov. 17 N.Y. Giants, 4 p.m.
Nov. 24 Philadelphia, 4 p.m.
Dec. 1 at Minnesota, 1 p.m.
Dec. 8 Dallas, 4 p.m.
Dec. 15 Washington, 4 p.m.
Dec. 22 at Philadelphia, 1 p.m.

1995 Standings
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dallas
Philadelphia
Washington
N.Y Giants
Arizona

12-4
10-6
6-10
5-11
4-12

1996 Projected
Dallas
Philadelphia
Washington
N.Y. Giants
Arizona

10-6
10-6
8-8
5-11
5-11

Associated Press pfojecbon*

NFC West:

49ers have sights set on returning to Super Bowl
Bill Barnard
The Associated Press

1995 Standings

The San Francisco 49ers have a
lot in common with their biggest
rivals, the Dallas Cowboys.
Both have won five Super
Bowls and feature spectacular
offenses led by excellent quarterbacks. Both lost talent and
depth to free agency. Both are
getting old at key positions. And
both are still waiting for a serious challenge to their division
supremacy.
What the 49ers don't have that
the Cowboys do is a long list of
off-field woes -- and a running
game.
The Niners were 23rd in the
NFL in rushing offense and first
in passing, a discrepancy that
became glaring when they lost to
Green Bay in the NFC semifinals.
Steve Young, Jerry Rice, Brent
Jones & Co. are back to make the
passing game go again. But San

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

San Francisco
Atlanta
St. Louis
Carolina
New Orleans

11-5
9-7
7-9
7-9
7-9

1996 Projected
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

San Francisco
St. Louis
Atlanta
Carolina
New Orleans

10-6
8-8
8-8
7-9
6-10

Associated Press projections

Francisco's efforts to upgrade
the running game largely went
for naught when it failed to sign
Rodney Hampton.
Tommy Vardell was signed
from Baltimore to take recuperating William Floyd's place at
fullback, but Vardell has carried
the ball just 19 times the last two

seasons. Johnny Johnson, late of pick Israel Ifeanyi. The big los- it's up to me to do the best I can
the Jets but a no-show last ses came in the backfield. Cor- to help."
San Francisco's long run of
season, was signed to replace nerbacks Eric Davis and Toi
Derek Loville and Dexter Carter Cook are gone, and their depar- success can be attributed someat halfback. Johnson was injured tures will knock a strong unit what to the weakness of the other
NFC West teams. There isn't
early in preseason, so his value is backward.
Another intriguing addition is much to challenge them this
questionable, and the 49ers are
on the verge of getting Terry former head coach Bill Walsh, year, either.
Most of the other NFC West
hired as a "consultant," Despite
Kirby from the Dolphins.
Walsh's obvious knack for clubs have the same problem as
The 49ers, who have won 10 or offensive football, some are the 49ers: a pass-run imbalance.
more games for 13 consecutive wondering if he will be a disrup- St. Louis was ninth in the NFL in
seasons, have six offensive start- tive force.
passing, 25th in rushing; Atlanta
ers who are 32 or older, but the
"I don't have any agenda of sixth in passing, 27th in rushing;
defense is relatively young, with looking for more responsibility and New Orleans was 10th in
an average age of 28. There's still and power," Walsh said. "I don't passing, 28th in rushing. Carolina
plenty of talent there with Ken have that. I don't want that. So was 24th in passing, 20th in rushNorton, Lee Woodall, Merton
Hanks, Tim McDonald and outstanding tackles Bryant Young
and Dana Stubblefield.
On defense, where San Francisco ranked No. 1 in '95, the
49ers picked up new defensive
ends in free agents Chris Doleman from Atlanta, Roy Barker
from Minnesota and first-round

.oliectibles
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Brown Package
Scholastic Year:
Basic Service:
Remote:
Installation:

Aug. 14-May 14
45 channels
FREE for the year
FREE

You Pay:
$185.00
Package Value: $248.67
You Stive:
$63.67'

Orange Package
1 Semester Only: Aug. 14-Dec. 31
Basic Service:
45 channels
Installation:
FREE
You Pay:
Package Value:
You Save:

$105.00
$143.19
$38.19

(murmng use ol a convener a remote)

(assuming use ol convener a remote)

•Save 23.8%

•Save 26.6%

Freddie Falcon

Freida Falcon

Scholastic Year: Aug. 14-May 14

1 Semester Only: Aug. 14-Dec. 31

» Includes any premium channels
of your choice

» Includes any premium channels
of your choice

You Pay:
$72.00 each
Package Value: $129.60
You Save:
$57.60(44.4%)
on any one premium

You Pay:
$45.00 each
Package Value: $76.16
You Save:
$36.16(40.9%)
on any one premium

Other recreational opportunities...

Personal
Training

cine max
C/3

, v/>ceuppn <a<p..9/30/a$

'20% OFF
Selected
Beer
Banners
w/ coupon exp. 9/30/96

•Monday August 26th -Thursday August 29th
Introduction to Aerobics 5:00-6:00pm at the SRC
Introduction to Water Aerobics 5:30-6:30pm at the SRC
(Meet the instructors, learn about the classes and exercise!)
•Sept 3. Fall Aerobic schedule begins- over 50 classes weekly

Thank» to HBO & Cinemax for their continued support of these promotions!

• PH

Good for 1 Free
Poster

Special Discounts for Bowling Green State University students!
1

>

O

353-6847

FREE
POSTER

Fall into Fitness with
BGSUfs Recreational Sports

CABLECDMM

cd

NEW LOCATION
Neon

Start the school year off IAN

H
<v

Mark Rypien, who replaced
Chris Miller late in the season
and had three 300-yard games, is
a holdout. Weak-armed Steve
Walsh is the probable starter now
See NFC WEST, page 27.

Quality Steins

15 Tans=$25.00

>

ing.
St. Louis faded after a strong
start a year ago, but the Rams
have made moves to put some
pressure on the 49ers if they can
get their quarterback situation
settled - and if rookie Lawrence
Phillips stays out of trouble.
Those could be big ifs.

► Non-cable ready TV sets, premium channels or PPV will require a
converter with deposit.
► Cable services are available on a monthly fee basis.
► Changes of service may require a fee.
► Brown Package provides Basic installation - All equipment for one outlet.

118 N. Main

352-8424
>

Check us out!
For more information call 372-2711
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NFC Central

GREEN
BAY

Continued from page 24.

he said. "If you have an addictive
personality, you have to find an
alternative addiction - like winning."
Helping the Packers win will
be versatile Edgar Bennett, the
first Packer to rush for 1,000
yards in 17 years; receivers
Robert Brooks (1,497 yards),
Mark Chmura and rookie Derrick Mayes; and strong kicking.
As exciting as Green Bay's attack might be, it doesn't measure
up toDetrolt's. The significant
difference in defensive quality
between the two spells a runnerup finish and a wild-card berth
for the Lions.
With Herman Moore, Brett
Perriman and Johnnie Morton,
Detroit has as potent a trio of
receivers as anyone. Scott Mitchell finally began earning his
big bucks with big numbers
(4,338 yards passing, 32 TDs).
And Barry Sanders is, well,
Barry Sanders: Last year, when
he gained 1,500 yards, was his
seventh straight season 1,000.
The offensive line, other than
center Kevin Glover, isn't much,
particularly with tackle Lomas
Brown gone as a free agent and
top pick Jeff Hartings staging a
long holdout.

NFC Central

NFC Central

DETROIT

NFC Central

Q

CHICAGO

MINNESOTA

NFC Central

TAMPA
BAY

PACKERS

LIONS

BEARS

VIKINGS

BUCCANEERS

Sept. 1 at Tampa Bay, 4 p.m.
Sept. 9 Philadelphia, 9 p.m.
Sept. 15 San Diego, 1 p.m.
Sept. 22 at Minnesota, 1 p.m.
Sept. 29 at Seattle, 4 p.m.
Oct. 6 at Chicago, 1 p.m.
Oct. 14 San Francisco, 9 p.m.
Oct. 20 OPEN DATE
Oct. 27 Tampa Bay, 1 p.m.
Nov. 3 Detroit, 1 p.m.
Nov. 10 at Kansas City, 1 p.m.
Nov. 18 at Dallas, 9 p.m.
Nov. 24 at St. Louis, 8 p.m.
Dec. 1 Chicago, 1 p.m.
Dec. 8 Denver, 1 p.m.
Dec. 15 at Detroit, 1 p.m.
Dec. 22 Minnesota, 1 p.m.

Sept. 1 at Minnesota, 1 p.m.
Sept. 8 Tampa Bay, 1 p.m.
Sept. 15 at Philadelphia, 1 p.m.
Sept. 22 Chicago, 4 p.m.
Sept. 29 at Tampa Bay, 1 p.m.
Oct. 6 Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Oct. 13 at Oakland, 4 p.m.
Oct. 20 OPEN DATE
Oct. 27 N. Y. Giants, 1 p.m.
Nov. 3 at Green Bay, 1 p.m.
Nov. 11 at San Diego, 9 p.m.
Nov. 17 Seattle, 1 p.m.
Nov. 24 at Chicago, 1 p.m.
Nov. 28 Kansas City, 12:30 p.m.
Dec. 8 Minnesota, 8 p.m.
Dec. 15 Green Bay, 1 p.m.
Dec. 23 at San Francisco, 9 p.m.

Sept. 2 Dallas, 9 p.m.
Sept. 8 at Washington, 1 p.m.
Sept. 15 Minnesota, 1 p.m.
Sept. 22 at Detroit, 4 p.m.
Sept. 29 Oakland, 1 p.m.
Oct. 6 Green Bay, 1 p.m.
Oct. 13 at New Orleans, 1 p.m.
Oct. 20 OPEN DATE
Oct. 28 at Minnesota, 9 p.m.
Nov. 3 Tampa Bay, 1 p.m.
Nov. 10 at Denver, 4 p.m.
Nov. 17 at Kansas City, 1 p.m.
Nov. 24 Detroit, 1 p.m.
Dec. 1 at Green Bay, 1 p.m.
Dec. 8 St. Louis, 1 p.m.
Dec. 14 San Diego, 4 p.m.
Dec. 22 at Tampa Bay, 1 p.m.

Sept. 1 Detroit, 1 p.m.
Sept. 8 at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Sept. 15 at Chicago, 1 p.m.
Sept. 22 Green Bay, 1 p.m.
Sept. 29 at N. Y. Giants 1 p.m.
Oct. 6 Carolina, 1 p.m.
Oct. 13 at Tampa Bay, 1 p.m.
Oct. 20 OPEN DATE
Oct. 28 Chicago, 9 p.m.
Nov. 3 Kansas City, 1 p.m.
Nov. 10 at Seattle, 4 p.m.
Nov. 17 at Oakland, 8 p.m.
Nov. 24 Denver, 1 p.m.
Dec. 1 Arizona, 1 p.m.
Dec. 8 at Detroit, 8 p.m.
Dec. 15 Tampa Bay, 1 p.m.
Dec. 22 at Green Bay, 1 p.m.

Sept. 1 Green Bay, 4 p.m.
Sept. 8 at Detroit, 1 p.m.
Sept. 15 at Denver, 8 p.m.
Sept. 22 Seattle, 1 p.m.
Sept. 29 Detroit, 1 p.m.
Oct. 6 OPEN DATE
Oct. 13 Minnesota, 1 p.m.
Oct. 20 at Arizona, 4 p.m.
Oct. 27 at Green Bay, 1 p.m.
Nov. 3 at Chicago, 1 p.m.
Nov. 10 Oakland, 1 p.m.
Nov. 17 at San Diego, 4 p.m.
Nov. 24 New Orleans, 1 p.m.
Dec. 1 at Carolina, 1 p.m.
Dec. 8 Washington, 1 p.m.
Dec. 15 at Minnesota, 1 p.m.
Dec. 22 Chicago, 1 p.m.

Detroit will score plenty,
whether by getting into the end
zone or relying on Jason Hanson,
a terrific placekicker. But the
Lions also will yield lots of
points.
Defensive leader Chris Spielman left and newcomer Michael
Brooks isn't Spielman's equal at
middle linebacker. Rookie Reggie Brown, slated to start outside,
hurt his knee in the preseason.
The secondary is too unpredictable, with the best back, Willie
Clay, gone through free agency.

major gap in the front wall. Jim
Flanagan (11 sacks) and Alonzo
Spellman must pick up the slack
on a unit that had only 35 sacks.
The secondary is weak enough
that top pick Walt Harris was
handed a starting spot at cornerback around opening day - of
training camp.
A disciplined offense - Chicago led the league in fewest
penalties in 1994 and '95 - was
hit hard by defections. Wannstedt wants to run more with Rashaan Salaam (1,074 yards as a

At least the front four, led by
Henry Thomas and Tracy Scroggins, applies pressure.
The pressure is on Chicago
coach Dave Wannstedt to produce a stingy defense; that, after
all, was his forte as an assistant
in Dallas.
Chicago added Bryan Cox to
play middle linebacker. He's
used to being surrounded by mediocrity on defense after so many
seasons in Miami.
Losing Chris Zorich for the
season hurts mightily, leaving a

rookie) and returning fullback
Raymont Harris. Both also can
catch the ball.
Wideouts Curtis Conway, Michael Timpson and rookie Bobby
Engram should make up for Jeff
Graham's departure. Tight end
Chris Gedney is a comer.
Erik Kramer might suffer
from all the changes in the line.
Given time, he is a precise quarterback who doesn't panic.
Panic could set In quickly at
Minnesota If the Vikings can't
handle an early schedule of 1995

winners: Detroit, Atlanta, Chicago and Green Bay. The Vikings
ranked 28th in pass defense, despite leading the NFC with a
plus-11 turnover ratio, and that's
deadly in this division.
Top pick Duane demons might
be needed right away on the line,
where only John Randle is proven. A knee injury wrecked linebacker Ed McDaniel's season; he
was merely Minnesota's top tackier a year ago. That makes an
immediate impact by free agent
LB Dixon Edwards a must.

Lions saying goodbye, but Pontiac still paying
The Associated Press

DETROIT - Taxpayers in Pontiac will be picking up part of the
tab for the Silverdome even after
the Detroit Lions have moved
out.
The Pontiac Stadium Building
Authority owes $28 million on
municipal bonds that helped pay
for the stadium. And taxpayers
will have to pay at least $7 million of that bill - what's left after
stadium revenues are used.
"This should serve as a warn-

ing as to how cities cut deals with
major league franchises, not only
to taxpayers, but to the community as a whole," Eric Walker, the
Silverdome's executive director,
told The Detroit News in a story
published Tuesday.
"You don't build a facility of
this nature to be cast aside after
20 or 30 years."
Pontiac voters in 1972 passed a
1.5-mill tax to pay off outstanding bonds over 25 years, from
1979 to 2004. In total, construction and maintenance of the Sil-

WOOD COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY

Garage Sale •£?%.
August 29-31

f 4t^ \

At the Wood County Fairgrounds
Under the Grandstand
SALE
Thursday, 8/29,9-5
Friday,
8/30,9-5
Saturday, 8/31,Noon-2

WORK DAYS
Monday,
8/26
Tuesday,
8/27
Wednesday, 8/28
10am-8pm

Welcome to
Bowling Green State University!

verdome has cost Michigan taxpayers nearly $50 million.
"Taxpayers have put more into
this facility than was anticipated,
and they will never receive the
reward that they should get for
their investment," Walker said
Walker said the Silverdome
has earned about $2 million a
Eric Walker
year over the last five years, of
Silverdome executive director
which half goes toward building
improvements and half goes into
a reserve fund for the stadium.
tiac.
The emergency fund is up to downtown Detroit.
"Such historic events as the
In a statement issued Monday
about $11 million, he said.
The Lions are under a lease about the attempt to require the Super Bowl, the World Cup and
agreement with the Silverdome team to repay some of the state the pope's visit never would have
until 2004 but now have plans to money spent on the Silverdome, been realized without the Silverteam up with the Detroit Tigers the Lions said the facility has dome," the statement read.
in a $505 million complex in provided many benefits to Pon- "These events not only generated

"Taxpayers have put more into this facility
than was anticipated, and they will never
receiver the reward that they should get for
their investment."

Continued from page 19.

"I don't really want to hang
around playing tennis out there if
I can't perform the way that I
want to perform. I haven't per-

feet place to say goodbye to tennis.

PAUPERS BOOKS
Used and New Books

** HEW! CURRENT MAGAZINES-1"
• STUDENTS Pauper's may have
real books you need
for classes.

•10% discount on
most newbooks.

206 N. Main

352-2163

http://www.wcnet.org/~paupers

BGSU ICE ARENA
Public Skating Schedule
Wed., Fri.«& Sat.» 8-10 PM
Sunday 3:30-5:30 & 7-9 PM
BGSU Students (w/I.D.)
$2.00 admission
$1.00 rental skates of all sizes

For All Your Automotive Need*
• brakes

• tune up

• exhausT

• diagnostic

• tires

• lube, oil, & filter

• batteries

FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE AVAILABLE
Hours of Operation:
SAT

MON-FRI

7:00

AM

to 6:30

PM.

All Major Credit Cards Accepted
E§

BGSU Ice Arena is also available for
private rentals.
•public skating will not be available when the
varsity hockey team is at home.
CALL 372-2264 for more information
and confirmation of these times.
i

BEST OF LUCK FALCONS

8:00 AM to 2:00 PM

275 S. Main St. Bowling Green
419 • 353 • 3060
WE EMPLOy TECHNICIANS CERTIFIED BY ASE

I

Timothy Kozub, the Silverdome's attorney, said the need
for additional money from the
city of Pontiac arose partly because Lions' ticket sales weren't
as brisk as initially expected.
"The projection was that the
Detroit Lions would draw an
average of 70,000 for the season,
and that expectation was not
met," Kozub told the newspaper.

EDBERG

paupers@wcnet.org

BGSU Students Receive a 10% Discount Off Services

positive worldwide exposure for
Pontiac and the state of Michigan, but also contributed significant revenues to the local economy."
As of 1995, the Silverdome had
collected $49.6 million from city
and state taxpayers.

CALL RANDY AT 372-2764 for information
about Senior Fall Hockey League.
Teams will be forming and play will begin in a
couple of weeks. BG students welcome to
participate.

formed over the last year and a
half. I want to be in the top 10 and
really have a chance of winning a
Grand Slam. Those years are
pretty much over next year.
Once you go past 30, 31, 32, the
chances of your winning a Grand
Slam is so little.
"I've been on the tour for
many, many years. It's time for

me to go now before it's too late."
Spain's Alberto Costa, No. 14,
lost in five sets to Bohdan Ulihrach of the Czech Republic.
Seles, the women's runnerup
last year and No. 2 seed again,
trounced Anne Miller 6-0, 6-1 despite a sore shoulder that limited
Seles' power on serves and made
her look vulnerable.

Sports

NFC WEST Continued from page 25.

that the concussion-prone Miller
has retired. Rookie Tony Banks
is the man for the future, but it's
unlikely he'll break through this
soon.
Regardless of the quarterback,
Isaac Bruce is a star at wide
receiver, although his numbers
could fall off if rookie Eddie
Kennison or Alexander Wright
come through
Jerome Bettis, whose star
faded as quickly as it rose, is
gone to Pittsburgh, but few doubt
Phillips can be a franchise runner If he doesn't self-destruct off
the field.
"If you had a Secretariat or a
Cigar, you don't leave them in the
barn," Rams offensive coordinator Johnny Roland said when
asked if Phillips would be
brought along slowly. "You get
them out on the track and you
race them. We're going to get
him on the football field and let
him go to town."
The Rams could make some
real improvement defensively,
where they were 13th in the NFL
against both the rush and pass a
year ago. DE Leslie O'Neal had
12 sacks for San Diego, and
middle linebacker Robert Jones,
the Cowboys' run-stuffer, also
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NFC West

NFC West

SAN
FRANCISCO fe

ST. LOUIS

ATLANTA

49ERS

RAMS

FALCONS

Sept 1 New Orleans, 4 p.m.
Sept. 8 St. Louis, 4 p.m.
Sept. 15 OPEN DATE
Sept. 22 at Carolina, 1 p.m.
Sept. 29 Atlanta, 4 p.m.
Oct. 6 at St. Loula, 4 p.m.
Oct. 14 at Green Bay, 9 p.m.
Oct. 20 Cincinnati, 4 p.m.
Oct. 27 at Houaton, 1 p.m.
Nov. 3 at New Orleans, 8 p.m.
Nov. 10 Dallas, 4 p.m.
Nov. 17 Baltimore, 4 p.m.
Nov. 24 at Washington, 1 p.m.
Dec. 2 at Atlanta, 9 p.m.
Dec. 8 Carolina, 4 p.m.
Dec. 15 at Pittsburgh, 1 p.m.
Dae. 23 Detroit, 9 p.m.

Sept. 1 Cincinnati, 1 p.m.
Sept. 8 at San Francisco, 4 p.m.
Sept. 15 OPEN DATE
Sept. 22 Washington. 1 p.m.
Sept. 29 at Arizona, 4 p.m.
Oct. 6 San Francisco, 4 p.m.
Oct. 13 at Carolina, 1 p.m.
Oct. 20 Jacksonville, 4 p.m.
Oct. 27 at Baltimore, 1 p.m.
Nov. 3 at Pittsburgh, 1 p.m.
Nov. 10 Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Nov. 17 Carolina, 1 p.m.
Nov. 24 Green Bay, 8 p.m.
Dec. 1 at New Orlaana, 4 p.m.
Dec. 8 at Chicago, 1 p.m.
Dec. 15 at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Dec. 21 New Orlaana, 4 p.m.

was signed as a free agent.
Atlanta has a San Franciscostyle attack, just not as good. The
Falcons, however, finished 29th
in the league defensively. And
the 49ers took Atlanta's best pass
rusher in Doleman, although the
Falcons said he was overpaid and
far past his prime at 35.
But the Falcons re-signed
40-year-old linebacker Clay Matthews and added Cornelius Bennett, 30, another veteran who has
already played his best games.

Sept. 1 at Carolina, 1 p.m.
i Sept. 8 Minnesota, 1 p.m.
Sept. 15 OPEN DATE
Sept. 22 Philadelphia, 8 p.m.
Sept. 29 at San Francisco, 4 p.m.
, Oct. 6 at Detroit, 1 p.m.
Oct. 13 Houaton, 1 p.m.
Oct. 20 at Dallas, 1 p.m.
Oct. 27 Pittsburgh, 1 p.m.
Nov. 3 Carolina, 1 p.m.
Nov. 10 at St. Loula, 1 p.m.
Nov. 17 New Orleans, 1 p.m.
Nov. 24 at Cincinnati, 1 p.m.
Dec. 2 San Francisco, 9 p.m.
Dec. 8 at New Orleans, 1 p.m.
Dec. 15 St. Louis, 1 p.m.
Dec. 22 at Jacksonville. 1 p.m.

NFC West

NFC West

CAROLINA

NEW
ORLEANS

PANTHERS

SAINTS

Sept. 1 Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Sept. 8 at New Orleans, 1 p.m.
Sept. 15 OPEN DATE
Sept. 22 San Francisco, 1 p.m.
Sept. 29 Jacksonville, 1 p.m.
Oct. 6 at Minnesota, 1 p.m.
Oct. 13 St. Louis, 1 p.m.
Oct. 20 New Orleans, 1 p.m.
Oct. 27 at Philadelphia, 1 p.m.
Nov. 3 at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Nov. ION. Y. Giants, 8p.m.
Nov. 17 at St. Loula, 1 p.m.
Nov. 24 at Houaton, 1 p.m.
Dec. 1 Tampa Bay, 1 p.m.
Dec. 8 at San Francisco, 4 p.m.
Dec. 15 Baltimore, 1 p.m.
Dec. 22 Plttaburgh, 1 p.m.

Replacing Doleman is former first season thanks to a strong
Denver end Shane Dronett.
defense, ranked tied for seventh
The formidable Atlanta pass- in the NFL
ing game features a 4,000-yard
The young Panthers signed six
passer in Jeff George and three veteran free agents, including
1,000-yard receivers in Terance All-Pro cornerback Davis and
Mathis, Bert Emanuel and Eric tight end Wesley Walls from
Metc.nlf. Craig Heyward rushed their own division, and a bigname linebacker in former
for more than 1,000.
They might need to do it again Steeler Kevin Greene.
Any big improvement rests on
to offset the defensive shortcomthe offense, where Kerry Collins
ings.
Carolina set an expansion-team took over at quarterback after
record with seven victories in its less than half a season of waiting.

Top draft pick Tshimanga Biakabutuka, a between-the-tackles
specialist who would love running between Blake Brockermeyer and free-agent signee
Greg Skrepanek, missed most of
the preseason in a contract dispute.
In 1991 and 1992, New Orleans
led the NFL in fewest points allowed. In '95, the Saints slipped
to 22nd in total defense. So they
signed three free agents and
drafted defensive players with

Bengals have receiver surplus
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - Quarterback
Jeff Blake should have no shortage of receivers to look for when
he drops drops back to pass this
season for Cincinnati.
The Bengals have long-play
threats Carl Pickens and Darnay
Scott at wide receiver, tight ends
Tony McGee, Marco Battaglia
and Troy Sadowskl, and running
backs Ki-Jana Carter, Garrison
Hearst and Eric Bieniemy out of
the backf ield.
"Our problem is that we have
only have one ball," coach Dave
Shula said. "I'm sure, on Mondays, guys are going to come in
and say they need the ball more.'
Pickens was In the Pro Bowl
last season. Scott had an 88-yard

pass play, longest in the AFC.
Carter, who lost his rookie
season in 1995 to a knee injury,
has been effective catching
passes out of the backfield during this preseason. Hearst ran
for 1,070 yards a year ago as an
Arizona Cardinal.
"They're a talented group,
there's no doubt about that,"
Shula said.
Battaglia is a second-round
draft choice from Rutgers,
where he set a school record for
receptions with 171 and ranks
second In receiving yards (2,221)
and touchdowns (16).
Battaglia had a touchdown
catch in the Bengals' preseason
finale, last Friday's 24-17 loss to
Detroit.

There Is also McGee, entering
his fourth NFL season and coming off his best pro season yet.
He caught 55 passes last year
for 754 yards. Those numbers
were the second-best in team history to Dan Ross' 71 catches for

But while concentrating on defense, the Saints lost their top
two receivers - Quinn Early (81
catches) and Walls (51) - to free
agency.

Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple St. 352-9378

910 yards in 1981. McGee had
four touchdown catches last
season.
McGee said he expects to
thrive if opponents try to concentrate on covering Pickens or
Scott.

St. Mark's Lutheran Church
(419) 353-9305 or 353-6675

Rev. EdWprd G. Walden

Haven House Manor

STAlflJMiSKrTKMHKRg

Sunday Worship 8:30 & 11:00 AM
Sunday School 9:45 AM
"Contemporary Worship with Communion"
Saturday at 5 PM
ELCA - "The WelcoW Place" (3 blocks south of campus)

143 E.W00STER ST. BOWLING GREEN, OH.
*********

their first three picks.
Former Eagles cornerback
Mark McMillian is the best of the
group, and former Chiefs defensive end Darren Mickell should
start. The top rookies are defensive backs Alex Molden and Je'Rod Cherry.

315 S. College Drive Bowling Green, OH 43402

MADHATTER MUSIC CO.
Boinr

Sept. 1 San Francisco, 4 p.m
Sept. 8 Carolina, 1 p.m.
Sept. 15 at Cincinnati, 1 p.m.
Sept. 22 Arizona, 1 p.m.
Sept. 29 at Baltimore, 1 p.m.
Oct. 6 Jacksonville, 4 p.m.
Oct. 13 Chicago, 1 p.m.
Oct. 20 at Carolina, 1 p.m.
Oct. 27 OPEN DATE
Nov. 3 San Francisco, 8 p.m.
Nov. 10 Houston, 1 p.m.
Nov. 17 at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Nov. 24 at Tampa Bay, 1 p.m.
Dec. 1 St. Loula, 4 p.m.
Dec. 8 Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Dec. 15 at N. Y. Giants, 1 p.m.
[Dec. 21 at 8t. Louie, 4 p.m.

353-3555

M*********TTMDI

r

All residents receive a membership le
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA

■■

A
UNIVERSITY

U
N

INDIE • LOCAL • IMPORT
RECORD, TAPE & CD
EXCHANGE

1515E. WoosterSt.
Check us out

Welcome Back!
Be sure to stop in and see everything we
offer. From food to entertainment to a full
service hotel- we have everything you need!

University Union- A Great Place To Be!
Bowl 'n Greenery
372-2235

Pheasant Room

\•

Three homemeade
soups daily, hot buffet
salad bar and baked
potatos

372-2596

%

Prout Dining Hall

Ala carte luncheon and
dinner in a traditional
dining atmosphere

Falcon's Nest

Hot line menu,
salad bar. and
cold sandwich line

Featuring fresh
grilled burgers
and lots more!

The Pizza Outlet

Bakery & Deli

372-6945

(in Falcon's Nest)

Fresh pizza and
subs made lo
order within
■*»
10 minutes

Ice Cream Shoppe
372-2641

MEGA
COLLECTADLES

NEW RELEASES
MONDAYS AT MIDNIGHT

MON-THURS 11-9
FRI-SAT
11-10
SUN
12-6

O
N

Featuring 16 flavors,
homemade novelties
and cakes for
special occasions

The Little Shop
372-2962

Information Desk
372-2741

>v.

Campus Bowling
& Billiards

m^
—-—

372-8071
Bowling &
pockel billiards

The Union Hotel

Q$

Gift ideas, office
supplies, cards,
souvenirs and
Greek keepsakes

Check cashing,
newspaper sales,
hotel reservations

Baked goods fresh
daily. Sandwiches
and salads to go.
Specialty coffees.

372-2741
26 rooms available
7 days a week
throughout
the regular year

Meeting Rooms

tt

372-2241
Services available for
University community,
staff and student
groups & organizations

Sports
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NFL PREVIEW
1996 NFL Weekly Schedule
By The AMOdated Pre • •
All Tlmei Eaitera
WEEK1
S»d«y,S«pM
Arizona at Indianapolis, 1 p.m.
Atlanta at Carolina, 1 p.m.
Cincinnati at St. Louis, 1 p.m.
Detroit at Minnesota, 1 p.m.
Kansas City at Houston, 1 p.m.
Oakland at Baltimore, 1 p.m.
Philadelphia at Washington, 1
pjn.
Pittsburgh at Jacksonville, 1
pjn.
Green Bay at Tampa Bay, 4
pjn.
New England at Miami, 4 pjn.
New Orleans at San Francisco,
4 p.m.
New York Jets at Denver, 4
pjn.
Seattle at San Diego, 4 p.m.
Buffalo at New York Giants, 8
pjn.
Monday, Sept. 2
Dallas at Chicago, 9 p.m.

WEEK2
Sunday, Sept. 8
Baltimore at Pittsburgh, 1 p.m
Carolina at New Orleans, 1 p.m.
Chicago at Washington, 1 p.m.
Houston at Jacksonville, 1 p.m.
Indianapolis at New York Jets,
lp.m.
Minnesota at Atlanta, 1 pjn.
New England at Buffalo, 1 pjn.
Oakland at Kansas City, 1 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Detroit, 1 p.m.
Cincinnati at San Diego, 4 p.m.
Denver at Seattle, 4 p.m.
New York Giants at Dallas, 4
pjn.
St. Louis at San Francisco, 4
pjn.
Miami at Arizona, 8 p.m.
Monday, Sept 9
Philadelphia at Green Bay, 9
pjn.
WEEK 3
Sunday, Sept. 15
Arizona at New England, 1 pjn.
Baltimore at Houston, 1 p.m.
Detroit at Philadelphia, 1 p.m.
Minnesota at Chicago, 1 pjn.
New Orleans at Cincinnati, 1
pjn.
New York Jets at Miami, 1 p.m.
San Diego at Green Bay, 1 p.m.
Indianapolis at Dallas, 4 p.m.
Jacksonville at Oakland, 4 pjn.
Kansas City at Seattle, 4 p.m.
Washington at New York
Giants, 4 pjn.
Tampa Bay at Denver, 8 p.m.

Monday, Sept. 16
Buffalo at Pittsburgh, 9 p.m
WEEK 4
Open date: Baltimore, Cincinnati, Houston, Pittsburgh
Sunday, Sept. 22
Arizona at New Orleans, 1 p.m.
Denver at Kansas City, 1 p.m.
Green Bay at Minnesota, 1 p.m.
Jacksonville at New England, 1
pjn.
New York Giants at New York
Jets, 1 pjn.
San Francisco at Carolina, 1
pjn.
Seattle at Tampa Bay, 1 p.m.
Washington at St. Louis, 1 p.m.
Chicago at Detroit, 4 p.m.
Dallas at Buffalo, 4 pjn.
San Diego at Oakland, 4 p.m.
Philadelphia at Atlanta, 8 p.m.
Monday, Sept. 23
Miami at Indianapolis, 9 p.m.
WEEKS
Open date: Buffalo, Indianapolis, Miami, New England
Sunday, Sept. 29
Carolina at Jacksonville, 1 p.m.
Denver at Cincinnati, 1 p.m.
Detroit at Tampa Bay, 1 p.m.
Houston at Pittsburgh, 1 p.m.
Minnesota at New York Giants,
lp.m.
New Orleans at Baltimore, 1
p.m.
Oakland at Chicago, 1 p.m.
Atlanta at San Francisco, 4 p.m.
Green Bay at Seattle, 4 p.m.
Kansas City at San Diego. 4
pjn.
St. Louis at Arizona, 4 p.m.
New York Jets at Washington, 8
pjn.
Monday, Sept 30
Dallas at Philadelphia, 9 p.m.
WEEK 6
Open date: Arizona, Dallas,
New York Giants, Philadelphia,
Tampa Bay, Washington
Sunday, Oct 6
Atlanta at Detroit, 1 p.m.
Carolina at Minnesota, 1 p.m.
Green Bay at Chicago, 1 p.m.
New England at Baltimore, 1
pjn.
Oakland at New York Jets, 1
pjn.
Seattle at Miami, 1 p.m.
Indianapolis at Buffalo, 4 p.m.
Jacksonville at New Orleans, 4
pjn.
San Diego at Denver, 4 p.m.
San Francisco at St. Louis, 4
pjn.
Houston at Cincinnati, 8 p.m.

Monday, Oct 7
Pittsburgh at Kansas City, 9
p.m.
WEEK7
Open date: Denver, Kansas
City, San Diego, Seattle
Sunday, Oct 13
Arizona at Dallas, 1 p.m.
Chicago at New Orleans, 1 p.m.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, 1 p.m.
Houston at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Miami at Buffalo, 1 p.m.
Minnesota at Tampa Bay, 1
p.m.
New York Jets at Jacksonville,
lp.m.
St. Louis at Carolina, 1 p.m.
Washington at New England, 1
p.m.
Detroit at Oakland, 4 p.m.
Philadelphia at New York
Giants, 4 p.m.
Baltimore at Indianapolis, 8
pjn.
Monday, Oct. 14
San Francisco at Green Bay, 9
pjn.
WEEK 8
Open date: Chicago, Detroit,
Green Bay, Minnesota
Thursday, Oct. 17
Seattle at Kansas City, 8 p.m.
Sunday, Oct 20
Atlanta at Dallas, 1 p.m.
Miami at Philadelphia, 1 p.m.
New England at Indianapolis, 1
p.m.
New Orleans at Carolina, 1 p.m.
New York Giants at Washington, 1 p.m.
Baltimore at Denver, 4 p.m.
Buffalo at New York Jets, 4
p.m.
Cincinnati at San Francisco, 4
p.m.
Jacksonville at St. Louis, 4 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Houston, 4 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Arizona, 4 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 21
Oakland at San Diego, 9 p.m.
WEEK 9
Open date: New Orleans, Oakland
Sunday, Oct 27
Carolina at Philadelphia, 1 p.m.
Indianapolis at Washington, 1
pjn.
Jacksonville at Cincinnati, 1
p.m.
New York Giants at Detroit, 1
p.m.
Pittsburgh at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
St. Louis at Baltimore, 1 p.m.
San Francisco at Houston, 1
p.m.

Tampa Bay at Green Bay, 1
p.m.
Dallas at Miami, 4 p.m.
Kansas City at Denver, 4 p.m.
New York Jets at Arizona, 4
p.m.
San Diego at Seattle, 4 p.m.
Buffalo at New England, 8 p.m.
Monday, Oct 28
Chicago at Minnesota, 9 p.m.
WEEK 10
Open date: Jacksonville, New
York Jets
Sunday, Nov. 3
Arizona at New York Giants, 1
p.m.
Carolina at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Cincinnati at Baltimore, 1 p.m.
Detroit at Green Bay, 1 p.m.
Kansas City at Minnesota, 1
p.m.
Philadelphia at Dallas, 1 p.m.
St. Louis at Pittsburgh, 1 p.m.
San Diego at Indianapolis, 1
p.m.
Tampa Bay at Chicago, 1 p.m.
Houston at Seattle, 4 p.m.
Miami at New England, 4 p.m.
Washington at Buffalo, 4 pjn.
San Francisco at New Orleans,
8 p.m.
Monday, Nov. 4
Denver at Oakland, 9 p.m.
WEEK 11
Sunday, Nov. 10
Arizona at Washington, 1 pjn.
Atlanta at St. Louis, 1 p.m.
Buffalo at Philadelphia, 1 p.m.
Green Bay at Kansas City, 1
p.m.
Houston at New Orleans, 1 p.m.
Indianapolis at Miami, 1 p.m.
New England at New York Jets,
1 p.m.
Oakland at Tampa Bay, 1 pjn.
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, 1 pjn.
Dallas at San Francisco, 4 p.m.
Baltimore at Jacksonville, 4
p.m.
Chicago at Denver, 4 p.m.
Minnesota at Seattle, 4 p.m.
New York Giants at Carolina, 8
p.m.
Monday.Nov.il
Detroit at San Diego, 9 p.m.
WEEK 12
Sunday, Nov. 17
Carolina at St. Louis, 1 p.m.
Chicago at Kansas City, 1 p.m.
Cincinnati at Buffalo, 1 p.m.
Denver at New England, 1 p.m.
Jacksonville at Pittsburgh, 1
p.m.
New Orleans at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
New York Jets at Indianapolis,

lp.m.
Seattle at Detroit, 1 p.m.
Washington at Philadelphia, 1
p.m.
Baltimore at San Francisco, 4
p.m.
Miami at Houston, 4 p.m.
New York Giants at Arizona, 4
p.m.
Tampa Bay at San Diego, 4 p.m.
Minnesota at Oakland, 8 p.m.
Monday, Nov. 18
Green Bay at Dallas, 9 pjn.
WEEK 13
Sunday, Nov. 24
Atlanta at Cincinnati, 1 p.m.
Carolina at Houston, 1 p.m.
Denver at Minnesota, 1 p.m.
Detroit at Chicago, 1 p.m.
Indianapolis at New England, 1
p.m.
Jacksonville at Baltimore, 1
p.m.
New Orleans at Tampa Bay, 1
pjn.

New York Jets at Buffalo, 1
p.m.
San Diego at Kansas City, 1
p.m.
San Francisco at Washington, 1
pjn.
Dallas at New York Giants, 4
p.m.
Oakland at Seattle, 4 p.m.
Philadelphia at Arizona, 4 p.m.
Green Bay at St. Louis, 8 p.m.
Monday, Nov. 25
Pittsburgh at Miami, 9 p.m.
WEEK 14
Thursday, Nov. 28
Kansas City at Detroit, 12:30
p.m.
Washington at Dallas, 4 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 1
Arizona at Minnesota, 1 p.m.
Buffalo at Indianapolis, 1 p.m.
Chicago at Green Bay, 1 p.m.
Cincinnati at Jacksonville, 1
pjn.
New York Giants at Philadelphia, 1 pjn.
Pittsburgh at Baltimore, 1 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Carolina, 1 p.m.
Seattle at Denver, 4 p.m.
Houston at New York Jets, 4
p.m.
Miami at Oakland, 4 p.m.
St. Louis at New Orleans, 4 p.m.
New England at San Diego, 8
p.m.
Monday, Dec. 2
San Francisco at Atlanta, 9 p.m.
WEEK IS
Thursday, Dec. S
Philadelphia at Indianapolis, 8

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS

Sudant Coda Handbooks ara hers! Gat yours
at one of the following locations: Union, Graduate Collage, Bookstore, Administration Bldg .
Off-Campus Student Canter and the Office ol
Student Life

KOREAN MARTIAL ARTS CLUi
Learn TM K.an DO and HapMOo
Al students welcomel Call Don
353-7274

THE KEY YEARBOOK
is looking lor volunteer wnters. designers and
photographers. II you have an event or story
you would like to work on lor the 96/97 KEY
ca« Ann TODAY al 372-8635.

Attention Tour GuldM
KICK-OFF MEETING
Wednesday. Sept. 4. 5 to 6pm
or
Thursday. Sopt 5.5 B «pm
Admissions Office - McFalt
Bnng your scheaulesi

Welcome Back E.E SAB. membersi
First Meeting: Wednesday, Aug. 28
Second Floor Education Bldg.
Any questions. 354-3157

SERVICES OFFERED
■GSU University Computer Sarvicat
Fill Computar Samlnara
The Mowing. University Compuwr SorvlOM
Seminars M be oflarad Hi Ian. Thaaa Iraa
aananarl are opan to arryona at BGSU Please
cal 372-2911 10 regular
Euaora (Mac). This seminar covara ma basic
of alacionic mail (a-mai) usaig Eudora. including reading, landing, and saving e-mail meesages. Prior knowlaga ol trie Macintosh la recommandad. Please bnng a blank 35" dilk to
Via aaminar. Atiandaaa must hava a BGNat
account (creased at wast 48 hours prior to fie
aaminar).

Finishing Touches, Inc.
Thesis, dissertations, reports, articles Will adit
A poksh A type your important papers Call
Roger at 354.5125 tor professional finishing
touches. Rales vary 8 a down payment is required
SKYDIVE NOW IN BOWLING GREEN
Sudani & group discounts. Visa A MC acceptad. 10 nuns, from BGSU.
SKYDIVE 8G 352 5200

Tuaaday. September 3, from to00 am -noon
m 126 Hayes Hal.
Thursday. Saptambar 12 from noon-2 00 pm In
128 Hay as Man

PERSONALS

ac«udora (IBM). This ssmaiar covara Ha
baaca of electronic mail (a-mail) using PC-Eudora. inctudaig raadmg, sanding, and saving envM messages. Prior knowladga ol Windows
concspts a racommandad. Plaasa bring a
blank 3.S" disk to the aaminar. Anandaas must
hava a BG Nat account (created at wast 48
hours prior 10 the seminar)

ATTENTION UAA
An officers, returning members
are asked to call the UAA office

Thursday. Saptambar 5, Irom lO.OOamnoon in
128 Hayes Hal.
Tuaaday. Saptambar 10, from i O0-300om m
i28HayaaHal.
Additional aaminara will also bo otfarad. Inrormaton on thaaa saminars will Da announcad
as M baoomas available. This information can
also ba round on tha World Wida Weo ac
hap7nwrw.bgau.adu/dapartmantsruca/aam

Coma Halp -CHANGE THE VIEW
UAOOpanHouaa
Thura rV29/S«©7-9pm
Lanhart Grand Ballroom (2nd Door Union)
••FREE rafrashmanttvgiveawaya"
Questions call 2-7184

EARN 1150
Tha Steep Lab naada lamaia studams (aga
18-28) lo parDopala in a 48 hr swap depnvaaon experiment this lal. Cal 2-2547 or 2-2474
lor into.
LAGA Tha Lasbian and Gay Allianca la up and
rurvvngl Coma on out and fain ua lor our IVsl
meeting on Thursday, Aug. 29 at 8:30pm m fie
Of Campua Sludanl Cantor. Evaryona la in-

(2-6849)

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS'" Granta 4
echolarahlpe available from sponsors1!! No
prepayments, ever!1! SSSCaeh tor col*
legef $8. For Into: 1 <00-283«3S.

INTRAMURAL FIRST AIDERS NEEDED:
PCK UP APPLICATION IN 130 UNIV. FIELD
HOUSE AND RETURN BY SEPT 4 OUALI
FICATIONS: CURRENT STANDARD FIRST
AD OR COMMUNITY FIRST AID CURRENT
CPRAMERICAN RED CROSS PROFESSIONAL OR AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION LEVEL «• REQUIRED TO COMPLETE
A SHORT BLOODBORNE PATHOGEN
TRAINING COURSE AT THE IM OFFICE'S
EXPENSE. MANDATORY MEETING THURS.
SEPT. 5.6:00 PM
tJTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED: SOFTBALL OFFICIALS APPLICATIONS AND
TAKE-HOMNE TESTS MAY BE PICKED UP
IN 130 UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE THEY
MUST BE RETURNED BY SEPT. 3. 1996
MANDATORY TRAINING CLINIC IS WED.
SEPT 4,8-tOPM.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE WOMEN'S A
CO-REC SOFTBALL • SEPT 3: MEN'S
SOFTBALL • SEPT 4: MEN'S WOMEN'S
D8LS GOLF - SEPT. 5: MEN'S, WOMEN'S
AND CO-REC ULTIMATE FRISBEE • SEPT.
10: CO-REC INNERTUBE WATER POLO 8 SEPT. 11; M. DBLS. W SGLS 8 DBLS •
B SEPT. 12; PICK UP ENTRY FORMS IN 130
FIELD HOUSE OR THE STUDENT REC
CENTER ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00 PM ON
DUE DATE.
SPRING BREAKI
Earn caahl Highest Commlaalona
Lowest Prices! Travel Free only 13 sales
Free Intol Cal 1-800 -426-7710
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM
STILL NEED A ONE HOUR CLASS?
SPACES AVAILABLE IN PEG
ICE SKATING CUSSES
M.W4T.R9AM-1PM

THE KEY YEARBOOK
is looking for volunteer writers, designers &
photographers. If you have an event or story
you would like to work on lor the 96/97 KEY
call Ann TODAY at 372 8635
WALK-ON TRYOUTS - MEN'S TENNIS
Tuesday, September 3 @ Keefe Courts - 5 pm
Contact Coach Jay Harris @ 372-7092

BGSU Apne Ski Team

Welcome Backl

Please contact Amy (353-9193) with your new
address and phone number Get fired up for a
great yearl
BGSU Precision Skating Team
Organizational Meeting
Thura . Aug 29,10pm. Ice Arena

Coma Help "CHANGE THE VC W"
UAO Open Howe
Thurs 8/2*96 ©7.9pm
Lanhart Grand Balroom (2nd floor union)
" FREE refreshments/giveaways "
Questions call 2-7164

FREE FINANCIAL AIOI
Over 86 Billion in public and private sector
grants and scholarships is now available Al
students are eligible regardless of grades, income or parent's income. Lal us help Call Student Financial Services 1 -800-6496
en F55445

WEEK 16
Saturday, Dec. 14
Philadelphia at New York Jets,
12:30 p.m.
San Diego at Chicago, 4 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. IS
Baltimore at Carolina, 1 p.m.
Cincinnati at Houston, 1 p.m.
Green Bay at Detroit, 1 p.m.
Indianapolis at Kansas City, 1
p.m.
New England at Dallas, 1 p.m.
New Orleans at New York
Giants, 1 p.m.
St. Louis at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
San Francisco at Pittsburgh, 1
p.m.
Tampa Bay at Minnesota, 1
p.m.
Oakland at E cr.vcr, 4 p.m.
Washington at Arizona, 4 p.m.
Seattle at Jacksonville, 8 p.m.
Monday, Dec. 16

Buffalo at Miami, 9 p.m.
WEEK 17
Saturday, Dec. 21
New England at New York
Giants, 12:30 p.m.
New Orleans at St. Louis, 4 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 22
Arizona at Philadelphia, 1 p.m.
Atlanta at Jacksonville, 1 p.m.
Chicago at Tampa Bay, 1 p.m.
Houston at Baltimore, 1 p.m.
Indianapolis at Cincinnati, 1
p.m.
Kansas City at Buffalo, 1 p.m.
Miami at New York Jets, 1 p.m.
Minnesota at Green Bay, 1 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Carolina, 1 p.m.
Dallas at Washington, 4 p.m.
Seattle at Oakland, 4 p.m.
Denver at San Diego, 8 p.m.

Monday, Dec. 23
Detroit at San Francisco, 9 p.m.

Are you motivated and hard-working?
Come see what the best Job on campus la
about! Starting wage $4.50 per hr.plua bo*
nuses. Great raises lor good on-the-job performance! The BGSU Fall '96 Telefund team
needs students who want to promote BGSU
and help their fellow students! Sign up for
an interview at Mila.il Alumni Center first
floor Aug. 28 • Sept. 6 or until interview
times are filled. Limited interview times
available so come earlyl
Babysitter wanted for 2 yr. old g.ri ft 6 yr. old
boy. Daytime hrs. good wages. Transpor
a; on. eip. ft ref. necessary. 352-0960 or leave
message 352-6978
Bartenders, Waitresses ft Cooks
P.M Shifts. Apply at:
Varsity Lanes or Call Jay at 352-5247

Child Care wanted for 15 mo. old twin boys m
our Gibsonburg home. 25 min. from BG.
M-W-F Bam-1pm $6/hr., transportation, experience and references required. Can Susan <3>
638 6061
Child care needed Late afternoons. Mon.
through Fn. Musi have own transportaton. Cal
353 8452
Childcarefori2yr.oJd
2:30 - 6 30. M • F. Must have transp.
ASAPM 354-1506
Chiidcare in our home.
11:30am • 3:30pm weekdays

Call 352-5724

Join the wall staff st Nazareth Hall
Only 10 minutes from BG
The perfect job for a busy college schedule
Cal (419) 832-2900
LARGEST STUOENT TRAVEL PLANNER on
East Coast is looking for Campus Rep to promole Kodak SPRING BREAK trips 'Guaranteed' lowest package pnees and best incentives. You handle the sales., we handle the
bookkeeping. Cancun. Nassau, Jamaica, S.
Padre. Orlando, ft Key West. EARN BIG $$$
AND/OR FREE TRIP(S)... GREAT FOR RESUMEWCALL 1-800-222-4432
Local manufacturing company has need of
part-time unskilled production employees.
These jobs are mainly assembly of small parts.
Work 15-20 hours a week around your school
schedule. Only one block off BGSU campus,
south of Wooster Street, so you can walk or
drive Many BGSU students work at this plant.
Rate of pay is $4.25 per hour. Come by to pick
up an application form. Advanced Specialty
Products. Inc. 428 Clough Street, Bowling
Green. OH 43402
Local lire store needs part-time help.
$6<ttrMust have 4hr blocks of Bme 2 or 3 days
a week. No evenings. Respond to Terry or
Tracy at 353-8312
Montesson School LundvPlayground Supervisor to assist with supervision Mon • Fn.
11am- 12:30pm for academic year Aug. 27 ul
June 6. $5/hr. experience with children highly
desirable. Send resume and 3 reference to Or.
Charlotte Scherer, Director of Operations 630
S Maple St BG OH 43402. EOE

and give ua your new address.
phone number and the best time
tor UAA meetings this year.

p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 8
Atlanta at New Orleans, 1 p.m.
Baltimore at Cincinnati, 1 p.m.
Denver at Green Bay, 1 p.m.
Jacksonville at Houston, 1 pjn.
New York Giants at Miami, 1
p.m.
St. Louis at Chicago, 1 p.m.
San Diego at Pittsburgh, 1 p.m.
Washington at Tampa Bay, 1
p.m.
New York Jets at New England,
4 p.m.
Buffalo at Seattle, 4 p.m.
Carolina at San Francisco, 4
p.m.
Dallas at Arizona, 4 p.m.
Minnesota at Detroit, 8 p.m.
Monday, Dec. 9
Kansas City at Oakland, 9 p.m.

WOOD CO HUM SOC GARAGE SALE
Thura. 8 Fri. 9-5 Aug. 29 8 30
Sal. noon - 2pm, Aug. 31.
GRANDSTAND FAIRGROUNDS

WANTED
Female Subleaser - Own bd-rn , start! immed .
12 mo tease $255/mo. Call 330-757-0569.
Rmlt wanted: Female, ron-smoker, washer.
dryer $225 plus utit or $125 plus ulil. Cal
352 5412

HELP WANTED
Animal Care A Craning
Pan-bma mornings and weeksends
Call Windi & Wood County Humane Society

352-7330

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $20O0Wmonth working on Cruse
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World Travel.
Seasonal ft full-lime employment available. No
eipennce necessary. For more information
cat: 1-206-971-35S0«at C55447
Drivers Wanted MI
Comeaia Taco
1616 E Wooster
353-TACO
Earn cash stuffing envelopes al home. All
materials provided. Send SASE to PO Boi
624, Olathe.KS 66051.
EMACO Cleaning immediately hiring pt. time
positions. Transp. required. Competitrve
wages. 419-633-7502. call or leave message.
FREE T-SHIRT ♦ $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities, and groups. Any campus organization can
raise up to$i000 by earning a whopping
$5.00WISA application. Call 1-800-932-0528
eit. 65. Qualified callers recetveFREE
T-SHIRT.
French House needs house attendant
Ca.i372-7i45or 419-674-1177 fwinformatton.
Gain Sales ft Msrketing Eiperlence
The BG NEWS is now accepting applications
for advertising account executives. While earning great pay sucessful candidates will further
their education while building the* resume. For
more information call Todd at 372-2606 or stop
by 204 W. Ha» lor an application.
Gymnastic instructors. Level 1-4,
Perrysburg GymnasDca

674 9383

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING - Positions are
now available at National Parks. Forests A
Wildlife Preserves. ExceUen. benefits plus bonusesCall 1-206-971-3620 sxt.NSS44fl
Part-time positions. Market research interviewers. $5,25/hr. Apply at 13330 Bishop Rd.
3S2-6llSe.tt.209.
Popular local family business with a friendry, relaxed atmosphere looking for personable, neat,
honest, fnendfy and dependable salesperson.
Approi. 15-20 hrsAvk. Musi be available
weekends. Apply at Mike's Party Man. S. Main,
BG. Aug. 29 ft 30 btwn. Bam ■ 4pm
Reliable person with vehicle to provide transportation » school for an elementary student.
Services needed mornings, references reqmred 352-0644 after 5.

Students wanting part-nme work
morning and evening shifts
Apply at Churchill's Supermarket
1141 S.MamSl.NextloKMart

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-$45 per hour teaching basic
conversational English in Japan, Taiwan or S..
Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required. For information call'
(206)971-3570 e>t JS5444
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Entry level positions available worldwide (Hawaii. Mexico. Carnbean etc.) Waitstaff.
housekeepers, SCUBA dive leaders, fitness
counselors and more. Call Resort Employment
Services. i-206-97i-3600ext. R55444
Waitresses needed. Apply at LA ROE'S
Restaurant in Grand Rapids. OH.

FOR SALE
1989 Volkswagen Foi. 5 spaed

91,500 miles' 12800 OBO
Call 353-7296
1992 Jeep Cherokee Sport Low mileage. Call
after 8pm or leave a message 352-3913.
Computer Apple HE. Complete w/ pnnter-$60
Mac Plus -i printer 8 HO 8180 Call Bob at
353-4512.
Mac Computer. Monitor and printer, CD-Rom
8590 Also. Mac Plus with printer $190. Bob
353-4512
Multimedia computer color VGA
Primer $650 Bob 353-4512
Tan Couch For Sale.

$75 00
352-7297
Techmca Remote AV control stereo receiver
8150. Sony CLVTape'Radio Boom Bos $90.
Opnmus FTS pair 100 speakers $60 Call Robinel 353-8610
Unsinkable canoe w/molor
$450 Bob 353-4512

Residential Support Specialist
Comrnuniiy Mental Health Residential Facility
now accepting applications for part-time positions. Experience with persons having psychiatric disabilities preferred, but not required. Involves direct cere and supervision of mental
health consumers, and overseeing facility
operations. Must be avasaWe to work weekends and rotating holidays, and hold a valid
driver's license in good standing. Contact Mary
Thetl, Residential Coordinator, al 352-9459 for
more info. EOE.

Useful items for your dorm or apt. I
19" Color TV, mircowave. 2 Toaster ovens,
Vaccuum deaner w/attachments, curtain roda
w/curuans Reasonable prices Cal
Mon. 6726 or Wed 8/28 after 6pm

SALE S RE P NE E DE D • Immediate opening al
your University. Offering exceptional pay and
very flexible hours. Cell ACCENT SCREEN
PRINTfNQ 1-600-243-7941.

1 bedroom apt. ava-tabie immediately. All utilises and cable included. Located close s> campus. 352-1520.

SPRING BREAK '87-SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH, A GO FREE. STS is hinng CAMPUS
REPS/GROUP ORGANIZERS to promote
thps to Cancun, Jamaica, and Florida Cal
800-646-4849 for information on joining America's >1 Student Tour Operator.

(419)352-5704

FOR RENT

329 E. Wooster across from Taco Bel, 3
bdrmapt. and efficiency at same address.
352 7992 or 1-419 833-7661
Large 1 bedroom furnished
apartment on 4th St
Call 352-7454

